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Abstract

This thesis introduces a new approach to artificial evolution employing Binary
Decision Diagrams as the genotypic representation, and uses it to study evolv-
ability issues. The approach is referred to as Evolving Binary Decision Diagrams
using Inherent Neutrality (EBDDIN). The aims are twofold. Firstly, to develop
an evolutionary algorithm with a capability to address many of the issues facing
the field of evolutionary computation today. Secondly, to develop a deep under-
standing of the concepts and mechanisms that facilitate within that context.

The issue of evolvability, loosely defined as the capacity to evolve, perme-
ates the field of evolutionary computation. For reasons that are not yet fully
understood, current approaches to artificial evolution fail to exhibit a pace and
extent of evolutionary change so readily exhibited in nature. In order to resolve
this discrepancy, the field of evolutionary computation must characterise, un-
derstand and apply evolvability to artificial evolution. If this can be achieved,
systems of artificial evolution will become much more capable than they are
presently.

The approach is developed with the primary practical and theoretical issues
regarding evolvability in mind, exploiting inherent properties of the Binary De-
cision Diagram representation where possible. It is then used as a computational
model for studying evolvability issues, giving particular emphasis to the role of
neutrality, modularity, gradualism, robustness and population diversity, and the
interplay between them. Carefully designed, controlled experiments elucidate
the mechanisms and properties that facilitate evolvability and its evolution. The
implications are then considered regarding the new understandings developed
and the fidelity with the characteristics of biological evolution.

Pleiotropic patterns which bias the phenotypic effects of random mutation
are found to emerge. These configurations represent the variation component
of evolvability and are subject to indirect selection. Higher-level structural con-
figurations (i.e. OBDD variable orderings) that better facilitate such patterns
emerge as a logical consequence. Neutrality plays the crucial role of facilitating
fitness-conserving exploration and completely alleviating local optima for the
domain of Boolean functions. Population diversity allows evolvability traits to
compete and evolve, ultimately facilitating the evolution of evolvability. The
search is insensitive to the starting point and the absence of initial diversity,
requiring only minimal diversity generated from gradual genotypic variation.

Gradual evolution in a search space that is free of local optima by way of
neutrality can be a viable alternative to problematic evolution on multi-modal
landscapes, exhibiting search characteristics that have greater fidelity to natural
evolution. This is a fruitful direction for research that is directed at the problem
of facilitating evolvability in artificial evolution, and it may lead to evolutionary
systems that are open-ended.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

According to Darwin, the wonderment that is life on earth has emerged as a

result of little more than natural selection and heritable variation. Darwinism

today is widely accepted. Many people strive to acquire a deeper understanding

of the mechanisms and properties that underly evolution in nature. Some wish

to harness its power to solve difficult problems or create artificial life: if man

can harness the power that has produced man himself then he will truly become

powerful, godlike, and his existence will be much the better for it. Today, and

despite considerable research effort, attempts at artificial evolution fail to fulfill

the promise. Addressing this shortcoming is the principal motivation for this

thesis and the preoccupation of the field of evolutionary computation.

1.1 Aims & motivations

Darwinian evolution [23] is undoubtedly amongst the most profound of all sci-

entific theories. One has only to look around at the great diversity, complexity,

and beauty of life to appreciate its power and potential. The field of evolu-

tionary computation (EC) seeks to mimic and exploit understandings of natural

evolution for artificial evolution. The motives are usually to either simulate

and better understand natural evolution, or to harness its potential to generate
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novel solutions to challenging problems.

While it cannot be disputed that current approaches to artificial evolu-

tion often produce results that are novel, useful and competitive with human-

engineered solutions, few in the field would dispute that what can presently be

produced is woeful in comparison to nature’s efforts. These artificial systems

fail to scale to more challenging problems: they lack evolvability, the capacity

to evolve, which prohibits the desirable pace and extent of evolution that is so

readily exhibited in nature. Many reasons are postulated for this shortcoming

and the issue of evolvability permeates through the field of EC. Yet, evolvability

remains amongst the most contentious and poorly understood of evolutionary

concepts. Even the definition of evolvability is not agreed upon within the field,

even less are these evolutionary algorithms (EAs) that can exhibit it to the

extent they ought. EAs are sometimes designed or augmented with features

that contradict accepted evolutionary principles in an effort to overcome the

limitations, but the problem persists. Only when a better understanding of

evolvability is achieved will the gap between the actuality and the perceived

potential of artificial evolution begin to evaporate.

The aim of this thesis is to make inroads towards a deeper understanding

of the mechanisms and properties of a system of artificial evolution that can

facilitate evolvability. For that purpose, this study introduces and exploits a

EA which employs Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs) [17] for the genotypic

representation. This new approach to evolving BDDs is referred to as Evolving

BDDs with Inherent Neutrality (EBDDIN). EBDDIN exhibits some interesting

search characteristics that can have a close biological fidelity in some respects,

and this makes it suitable for this study. Contrasts and comparisons with both

natural evolution and other other systems of artificial evolution will be drawn

in order to give context to the findings of the thesis.
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1.2 Thesis questions

The following questions and discussion serve to clarify the objectives of the the-

sis. The questions are repeated in the concluding chapter along with summaries

of the answers to those questions provided by the thesis.

The choice of representation is considered vital when designing an EA. BDDs

are a state-of-the-art data structure for representing Boolean functions in some

fields because they have some very attractive properties in terms of efficiency.

Yet, BDDs are not a representation often considered in EC for Boolean or other

functions encodable into BDD form. While some attempts at exploiting BDDs

for synthesising functions have been made, they have not proved particularly

successful.1 A principal thesis question is, therefore: Is there a better approach

to exploiting the BDD data structure for artificial evolution?.

Evolvability comes from the genetic operators transforming the representa-

tion in ways that leave intact adapted traits, but perturbs maladapted traits

[2], but how? Wagner & Altenberg [122] suggest that evolutionary modules may

be important here, in which there is a coupling between the effects of a gene

group and phenotypic trait group. Hansen [49], however, suggests that other

pleiotropic patterns may facilitate evolvability. The obscurity about what it is

about a genotype that facilitates evolvability inhibits its study. A further thesis

question is, therefore: How might evolvability be represented within the genotype

and what properties make one genotype more evolvable than another?. Once

this question is answered, an answer to the related question of how evolvability

evolves is more easily addressed. In the absence of any intelligent design, evolv-

ability in nature must have emerged under normal evolutionary forces: What

are the properties and mechanisms that facilitate the emergence and evolution of

evolvability?. A related question addresses the controversial role of neutrality:

What is the role of neutrality in evolutionary search?.

These are challenging, open questions. This thesis brings a fresh perspective
1Please note that this thesis is concerned with synthesising functions in the BDD repre-

sentation, and not in only minimising a given function’s BDD representation.
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to addressing them from the context of EBDDIN.

1.3 Research perspective

The focus of this thesis is to develop a new EA employing BDDs as the genotypic

representation, and to develop a deep understanding of evolvability within that

context. The best way to acquire an understanding of evolvability is to study

a system that exhibits it to the desired extent. Biological systems exhibit such

evolvability. However, biological systems are extremely complex, making their

study difficult. EC systems, on the other hand, are simpler but typically fail

to exhibit the evolvability that biological systems do: studying these systems,

therefore, is easier but has limited potential for gleaning new insights. The

EBDDIN approach introduced and developed in this thesis exhibits the desirable

evolvability properties in limited circumstances, facilitating both a feasible and

fruitful study of evolvability.

A holistic perspective is necessarily taken, appreciating all the practical and

conceptual issues pertaining to evolvability in artificial evolution. The more

practical issues are, for example, avoiding becoming trapped in local optima,

managing bloat, choosing parameters, and the cost of fitness evaluation. The

more conceptual issues considered are neutrality, modularity, robustness, gradu-

alism, landscapes and the the evolution of evolvability. Only by taking a holistic

perspective can the properties and mechanisms that facilitate evolvability be re-

vealed and understood. Controlled experiments and careful analysis are used to

elicit this understanding and enrich the development of the EBDDIN approach.

A limited number of scalable problem instances are chosen from the general

class of Boolean functions. These instances are not chosen for their performance

similarities under the EBDDIN approach, but mostly for their contrasts in per-

formance. It is the understanding of these contrasts in performance combined

with knowledge of the BDD representations of these functions that aids in being

able to generalise the findings across the wider problem domain.
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1.4 Contributions of the thesis

The thesis makes the following contributions, listed in no particular order:

1. A new and improved approach to evolving BDDs that also fa-

cilitates dynamic variable reordering.

Previous approaches to synthesising functions in the BDD representation

using EC have not proved particularly successful. The EBDDIN approach

proves superior in the number of fitness evaluations required on a number

of benchmark functions against the compared approaches [128, 103, 118].

EBDDIN also facilitates dynamic variable reordering.

2. A new EA to be exploited by the EC community. The field of EC

is broad, exploiting many representations and approaches, some of which

have become common place or standardised, but each of which comes with

its own limitations and range of applicability. In EBDDIN, EC researchers

and practitioners have another EA to draw upon.

3. An investigation into how evolvability is represented within the

genotype.

Chapter 6 investigates this within the context of EBDDIN and charac-

terises evolvability as being represented by pleiotropic patterns which con-

strain the phenotypic effects of random genotypic mutation. Mutation is

then able to perturb maladapted traits while leaving adapted traits rel-

atively unperturbed. Modularity plays an important role by controlling

the relative exposure of adapted traits to variation.

4. A computational model demonstrating the evolution of evolv-

ability within the context of a static environment. Chapters 8

& 9 demonstrate that structural configurations (i.e. OBDD variable or-

derings) emerge as a logical consequence of better facilitating evolvability.

This supports Dawkins [24] claim that evolvability is a selectable trait and

is selected for in evolution indirectly. The impact on an evolutionary run is
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shown to be dramatic, sometimes achieving a linear rate of fitness increase

with a static fitness function for almost the duration of the run. Reisinger

et al. [94] and Turney [117] have previously argued that a dynamic fitness

function was necessary for the evolution of evolvability.

5. An investigation into the role of neutrality in evolutionary search.

Neutrality is shown to be a crucial, and the most important, source of

exploration within the context of EBDDIN and the problem domain em-

ployed. Neutrality is shown to completely alleviate local optima for the

class of Boolean fitness functions (chapter 5). Chapter 7 shows that neu-

trality is a better source of exploration than increased mutation rate, and

is cost-free under EBDDIN, allowing the trade-off between exploration

and exploitation to be circumvented. Chapters 5, 6 & 9 also shows that

neutral variation in evolvability traits is important for the evolution of

evolvability.

6. An investigation into the role of population diversity in a search

space that is free of local optima by way of neutrality, which

shows diversity to facilitate the evolution of evolvability.

Chapter 9 shows that although the search performance is tolerant of the

absence of initial diversity, the diversity that results from gradual mutation

is important and facilitates the evolution of evolvability by permitting the

evolvability traits of individuals to compete via their offspring. Selection is

thus seen as acting indirectly on evolvability traits, and by this, favourable

evolvability traits are propagated. Barnett [10] had previously argued

that population diversity was not beneficial in such a space, and that a

minimally-sized population was optimal.

7. An investigation into the the role of mutation rate in a search

space that is free of local optima by way of neutrality.

Chapter 7 investigates this with EBDDIN, and the notion of search space

adequacy is introduced. Gradual genotypic mutation is shown to provide
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the best performance over completely adequate search spaces for the prob-

lems investigate. It is further argued that the balance typically assumed

necessary between exploration and exploitation can be avoided by utilising

cost-free exploration from explicitly neutral mutations. The most gradual

mutation maximises heredity not only of fitness, but also of favourable

evolvability traits.

8. Gradual evolution in a search space that is free of local optima

by way of neutrality present as a viable and more plausible al-

ternative to problematic evolution on multi-modal landscapes.

This is demonstrated on Boolean functions within the context

of EBDDIN.

The thesis adds to a growing body of evidence that a desirable pace and

extent of evolution may require a search space structured differently to

that envisaged by Wright [127]. The problems of evolution on Wright’s

landscapes have been well-studied, and no general evolutionary mechanism

for successfully navigating them has been discovered. This thesis shows

that gradual evolution in a search space that is free of local optima by

way of neutrality can exhibit characteristics with a greater consistency

with biological evolution.

No claim is made that it is always possible to formulate a given problem

to be free of local optima by way of neutrality to permit effective gradual

evolution. The claim is only that it may be possible with the right choice

of representation and operators and other components, and should be

given serious consideration as an alternative to problematic evolution on

multi-modal landscapes.

1.5 Limitations of the thesis

While the practicality of the EBDDIN approach is emphasised throughout, it is

not developed towards, or applied to, real-world applications. The focus is on
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understanding the fundamental issues pertaining towards evolvability using a

limited number of benchmarks rather than applications to real-world problems.

It is hoped and expected, however, that inspired and derived approaches towards

real-world problems will follow as a result of this thesis.

The findings of the thesis are applicable only within the context of EBDDIN

and the problem domain employed herein: any attempt to generalise the findings

of this thesis will be explicitly stated. While EBDDIN and the problem domain

are non-trivial and have a wide potential applicability, individual or subsets

of the findings and contributions cannot easily be generalised to other EAs or

other problem domains. This is why a holistic perspective has been emphasised

for the thesis. It is the interactions between all components that are argued to

facilitate evolvability and its evolution within the context of EBDDIN. Changing

any one significant aspect will likely yield very different results. This is not to

say the findings of this thesis cannot be generalised to different EAs and problem

domains. Indeed, if evolvability is to be better understood in general, attempts

must be made to generalise and build on the findings of this thesis. In doing so,

however, the holistic perspective promoted herein should be adhered to.

1.6 Overview

The first four chapters introduce and provide background for the rest of the

thesis. Chapters 5 through 9 represent the core of the thesis. The core chapters

are reasonably self-contained, though a best appreciation will come from reading

the thesis in its entirety.

Chapter 2 provides relevant background. The findings of natural evolution

are reviewed, focussing on Darwinian evolution and the contemporary theories of

neutrality and facilitated variation that have followed. This provides important

background for relating the search characteristics of the approach developed

herein to that of natural evolution.

Chapter 3 reviews some of the main issues in EC. The concept of evolvabil-
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ity is first introduced and discussed. The nature of search spaces, how they

are commonly depicted as multi-modal landscapes, and their relevance for hy-

pothesising the problem and mechanisms of evolution are also discussed. The

problem of bloat is reviewed. Finally, the postulated role of neutrality in EC is

also discussed.

Chapter 4 reviews some of the other approaches to evolving BDDs.

Chapter 5 introduces EBDDIN. The role of neutrality inherent in the BDD

representation is given particular emphasis, being the principal defining charac-

teristic of the EA. The search space is shown to be free of local optima by way

of neutrality for the class of Boolean functions. Methods to reduce the cost of

fitness evaluation are detailed. Bloat management is discussed. The EBDDIN

approach is then compared on a sample of benchmarks to other approaches to

evolving BDDs. Finally, the benefits of the approach as a computational model

for studying evolvability issues is argued.

Chapter 6 investigates the role of modularity (i.e. reuse of subfunction) in fa-

cilitating evolvability and the emergence of favourable pleiotropic configurations.

Notions of modularity are first disambiguated. Modularity, in conjunction with

neutrality, is then argued to facilitate evolvability by permitting an emergent

bias in pleiotropic influence.

Chapter 7 looks at the role of mutation rate in facilitating evolvability. It

is argued that the commonly perceived necessity for a trade-off between explo-

ration and exploitation is avoidable where the cost of evaluating neutral offspring

can be circumvented. Exploration through cost-free neutrality is argued to be

preferable over exploration through increased mutation rate.

Chapter 8 extends the EBDDIN approach to include dynamic variable re-

ordering, demonstrating good variable orderings as an emergent property. This

is shown to be consistent with the evolution of evolvability.

Chapter 9 demonstrates that population diversity facilitates the evolution of

evolvability. The effects of the loss of the initial diversity in the local-optima-free

space is shown to be negligible, highlighting that search is highly-independent
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of the starting configuration and that periodic diversity loss is benign. A larger

population is shown to better maintain evolvability traits than a smaller popu-

lation. The combination of neutrality and diversity is shown to be particularly

effective for performance.

Chapter 10 concludes the thesis, lists the contributions and discusses the

implications. Suggestions for future directions are also given.

1.7 Publications associated with this thesis
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Chapter 2

Background

This chapter provides some necessary background for the rest of the thesis. The

foundations of biological evolution are introduced, including Darwinism, the

neutral theory and the theory of facilitated variation. This is followed by an

overview of the field of EC. Finally, an overview of the BDD data structure is

given.

2.1 Biological evolution

Darwinism is the fundamental theory of evolution in nature. Since Darwin, evo-

lutionary biology has made considerable advances stemming from the discovery

of DNA as the hereditary material. The neutral theory provides insights to the

nature of evolutionary change at the molecular level, complimenting Darwin’s

theory pertaining to evolution at the phenotypic level. The new theory of facili-

tated variation claims to fill a gap in Darwin’s theory by explaining how random

mutation can generate directed phenotypic variation. The following subsections

provide an overview of these three theories, and this will be useful in relating

the findings of this thesis to what is understood about evolution in nature.
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2.1.1 Darwinism

Darwinian evolution [23] explains the diversity of life on earth. It postulates

that all species have descended from common ancestors in a branching fash-

ion. Darwin argues that differences in morphology between species are due to

gradual modification in successive generations as populations diverge and adapt

to their particular environments. The means of this, Darwin claims, is natu-

ral selection. Mayr [77] interprets Darwinism as consisting of five component

theories. Although the founding of these five theories are not all attributed to

Darwin, they all aid in understanding Darwinism as a whole. A summary of

these five theories follows.

The nonconstancy of species Species change: they are nonconstant over

time. Darwin was not the first to postulate this; other, both post-Darwinian and

pre-Darwinian, evolutionary theories postulated the nonconstancy of species.

However, it was Darwin that made this view popular.

Common descent All species descend from common ancestors in a branch-

ing manner. Darwin observed, from the geological (or fossil) record, that the

more ancient a species, the more it appeared to differ from living species. Dar-

win also observed that an ancient species often resembles some intermediate

between other extinct groups. Thus, Darwin concluded that all species are es-

sentially part of the same family tree, or grand system as he called it. The

theory of common descent is attributed entirely to Darwin.

Gradualism Builds on the theory of common descent by postulating that

the morphological differences between species arise gradually, in small steps

through a large number of intermediate forms. Evidence for gradualness posed

some difficulty for Darwin: the living world and geological records did not ex-

hibit a continuum of transitional forms. Furthermore, complex structures, such

as the eye, did not lend themselves well to the notion of intermediacy. How-

ever, Darwin anticipated these and other difficulties, and successfully defended
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gradualism against them [23, ch. 6].

Population thinking Or population speciation, identifies the population

as the unit of evolution. A species may, however, be represented by several local

populations spread over a wide and possibly discontinuous area. Moreover, this

theory claims that a population possesses great variation and consists of unique

individuals. It is the uniqueness of individuals within a population that allows

natural selection to do its work, gradually changing the average composition

of the population towards an average of individuals with favourable hereditary

characteristics. Population thinking is attributed to Darwin.

Natural selection Postulates the means of differential reproduction of

individuals in a population due to heritable variation. Within any population

more individuals are born than survive to reproduce. Population thinking states

that populations are made up of unique individuals, and it is reasonable to con-

clude that some variants will exhibit favourable characteristics in the ability to

reproduce. Such individuals are said to have higher fitness. Moreover, these

favourable characteristics will, at least in part, be heritable. Thus, reproduc-

tively favourable characteristics will be selected by nature to be passed on to

future generations, each successive generation exhibiting a slightly increased

proportion of individuals with the favourable characteristics. Conversely, vari-

ants exhibiting less favourable characteristics (lower fitness) will be less lightly

to breed and pass on their traits. This process is natural selection, and a pop-

ulation will become better adapted to its environment as a result.

Mayr describes natural selection as a two step process [77, p.132] in which

probability plays a significant role. Firstly, random variation is produced in

progeny through random mating and changes in the genetic material. The

second step sees reproductively superior variants prosper at the expense of the

less fit. This second step is not entirely random and favours fitter variants, but

it does have a random component also.

It is often good to think about natural selection as a process of elimination
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instead of active selection [77, p. 130-131]. Selection implies that some particular

variant is chosen as best as if evolution had some particular ideal in mind.

Where, in reality, a whole range of differing variants might have similarly high

reproductive success. This is important point as it promotes greater variety

in the population, and facilitates greater exploration. Therefore, rather than

selecting a best variant, natural selection eliminates lesser variants leaving a

possible plethora of highly fit variants.

2.1.2 The neutral theory

Kimura [59] first proposed his neutral theory of molecular evolution in 1968.

Sometimes called simply neutral theory, it claims that most evolutionary change

at the molecular level is caused by random genetic drift rather than natural se-

lection. Neutral theory in no way contradicts, or seeks to lessen the significance

or validity of, Darwin’s concept of natural selection: Darwin’s natural selec-

tion remains the means of guiding adaptive phenotypic change. Rather, neutral

theory offers understanding of the mechanism of evolutionary change at the

molecular level.

Mutations in DNA occur randomly at a fairly low, but constant rate. Some

of these mutations will be beneficial, contributing further to the adaptedness

of the phenotype and thus being the subject of positive natural selection. Still

more of these mutations will be deleterious and therefore eliminated by natural

selection. However, the vast majority of mutations will be selectively neutral, or

nearly neutral as they produce no phenotypic change, or exhibit slight or non-

selective phenotypic change. These neutral mutations may propagate through

a population; this is called random genetic drift.

Random genetic drift is responsible for large amounts of intraspecific genetic

variation. However, neutral mutations resulting from random drift has latent

potential for producing selectable phenotypic variation. At any time, previously

neutral genetic material can become active. This is of great significance. If there

was little intraspecific variation – that is, all genotypes of a species were very
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similar – the possible range of genotypic variation across the species due to

mutation would be limited due to low mutation rate. Progeny would effectively

be exploring a highly restricted space of possible genotypes, limiting phenotypic

diversity and the capacity for adaptedness of the species by natural selection.

However, with large amounts of intraspecific genotypic variation, a similarly

low mutation rate can explore a much more diverse genotype space, potentially

producing much greater diversity of phenotypes for natural selection to operate

on. Furthermore, due to random genetic drift, the genotype space being explored

from generation to generation is forever changing.

2.1.3 Facilitated variation

Darwin explains the fate of phenotypic variation using his theory of natural

selection. However, Darwin says nothing about the origin of phenotypic vari-

ation. Phenotypic variation is often assumed to arise purely randomly. Yet,

phenotypic variation cannot be entirely random. Mammalian progeny, humans

for example, are highly viable, typically varying in non-lethal ways. Clearly, if

variation was truly random then a high rate of infant mortality and disability

would result due to morphological defects: the body is not tolerant of even mi-

nor morphological disruption. Thus, variation appears to be directed towards

non-lethality and selective conditions and is not entirely random.

Kirschner & Gerhart’s theory of facilitated variation [60] seeks to explain

the origin of phenotypic variation and fills a gap in evolutionary theory left by

Darwin. The individual organism is elevated from being a passive target of

natural selection to being fundamental in directing phenotypic variation from

random mutation. Random genetic mutation does not produce random pheno-

typic mutation, but highly constrained phenotypic variation which is directed

toward non-lethality and selective conditions.

Evidence for the theory draws heavily on evolutionary developmental biol-

ogy, evo-devo. Evo-devo suggests that it is not the genes that determine the

organism, but the relationship between the genes via the control of their ex-
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pression in development. This, in turn, is determined by regulatory regions of

DNA. This helps to explain the fact that few genes are required to make such

complex organisms, about 22,500 for humans. By way of analogy, there may be

only a few different types of Leggo pieces, but the variety of things that can be

made from those types is unlimited. So, it is the multitude of ways in which

few genes can be expressed that make possible the immense variety of the living

world, and more besides.

At the heart of the theory of facilitated variation are the conserved core pro-

cesses. Their function is to generate the phenotype from the genotype. Regula-

tory regions of DNA influence the deployment of the core processes to generate

new phenotypes. The core processes have remained highly unchanged over time,

emerging in a few intermittent waves of evolutionary innovation. It is changes

to the deployment of the core processes that have been responsible for most

evolutionary change.

The core processes are built in special ways so that they are easily linked

together in new combinations to generate new, viable phenotypes. Weak link-

age implies that the interactions between the core processes are not tightly-

coupled, as is a car’s engine parts, for example. The core processes exhibit a

preconditioned and self-inhibited response to mutation in producing phenotypic

variation. Exploratory behaviour ensures that new, viable phenotypic variation

is achieved without the need for simultaneous change to many systems. For

example, the deployment of the vascular system is highly adaptive in develop-

ment, and will effectively adapt to oxygenate any new morphological variation

that arises. Compartmentation involves specialising the behaviours of different

genes and processes, facilitating independent evolution of different regions of

the organism.

Thus, facilitated variation postulates that the phenotype is both constrained

and deconstrained by the organism itself in how it varies in response to random

mutation in DNA. It is constrained in that variation will be less lethal or dam-

aging, and deconstrained where variation may be more appropriate to selective
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conditions. The result is an increase in phenotypic diversity for Darwin’s natural

selection to act upon, and the rapidity of evolution is enhanced as a result.

2.2 Evolutionary computation

Evolutionary computation exploits some of the principles of natural evolution

to automatically generate solutions to problems that are represented inside a

computer. These problems may be of function optimisation, design, or computer

programming, etc. An EA consists of the following:

• A population of candidate solutions, usually called individuals.

• A genotypic representation for individuals, much as DNA is to organic

life.

• A set of variation operators for generating the offspring from the parent(s),

i.e. mutation or recombination operators.

• A fitness function which evaluates candidate solutions and assigns each a

fitness value.

• A selection mechanism for choosing which individuals from the population,

based on their fitness value, will be parents, and which individuals will die

off.

Together, the fitness function, representation and variation operators determine

the structure of the search space, or landscape, as it is usually termed. Both

the pace and extent of evolution is dependent on the structure of the search

space and other parameters. However, the interactions of the components are

complex and often unpredictable, making a good choice difficult. These and

other issues in EC are discussed in chapter 3. The rest of this section discusses

some of the traditional approaches to EC. Contemporary EC draws on all of

the traditional approaches and contemporary evolutionary biology, and the field

has moved towards a uniformed approach [58] in which the traditional and other
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approaches to EC are considered specific instances of a more general class of

evolutionary algorithms.

2.2.1 Evolutionary Programming

Evolutionary programming (EP) was developed by Fogel [42] as an alternative,

evolutionary approach to artificial intelligence (AI). Earlier approaches to AI

were primarily based on developing and utilising extensive knowledge bases;

so-called expert systems. Expert systems try to mimic intelligent behaviour by

observing and capturing it, so it can be reproduced later when similar circum-

stances arise: a monkey see, monkey do approach to AI. Of course, it is not

possible to capture every possible circumstance and response to a situation, so

the expert system seeks to develop heuristics that generalise to all situations

by isolating the contributing factors in the decision making process. However,

expert systems do not lend themselves well to generalisation, and prove brittle

when unfamiliar circumstances arise.

Fogel took the view that trying to create artificial intelligence by modeling

human intelligence was not the best approach. He argued that modeling the

process by which human intelligence had emerged was a much better approach:

modeling evolution itself. This would provide an alternative, possibly superior,

way of creating artificial intelligence and also provide greater insight into the

main properties of intellect by observing how it emerges. Fogel [42, p.36-39]

likens the evolutionary approach to creating artificial intelligence to the mech-

anisation of the scientific method, which he asserts was discovered rather than

invented, as it has always existed in nature.

1. Individuals in a population serve as hypothesis concerning some property

of the environment.

2. The behaviour of the individuals serves as some prediction about some

previously unknown aspect of the environment.

3. Natural selection, independent verification, rejects incorrect hypothesis.
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4. New hypothesis are spawned from remaining, successful hypothesis, and

the process repeats.

Increasingly successful hypothesis emerge as a result of this cycle, until some

ultimately successful hypothesis is obtained.

In EP, individuals are represented as finite state machines, FSMs. Effec-

tively, these are labeled, directed graphs where nodes represent states and la-

beled edges represent transitions and associated outputs. The FSM encodes

the behaviour of the individual. A start state is defined, state transitions and

outputs take place according to the inputs provided from the environment. Mu-

tation of an individual is achieved through either the addition or removal of a

state or changing of one or more of the labels. EP emphasises phenotypic muta-

tion rather than genetic, and makes use of self-adaptation to influence mutation

rate during the course of evolution.

2.2.2 Genetic Algorithms

Genetic Algorithms, or GAs, were developed by John Holland and colleagues

at the University of Michigan [51]. Characteristics of GAs as opposed to other

traditional EC methods are described as follows [40]:

• A fixed-length, binary representation of individuals.

• Selection is stochastically proportional to fitness.

• Predominant use of crossover as opposed to mutation.

To the GA, crossover is of paramount importance. The importance of crossover

to the GA results from theoretical underpinnings; the so-called building block

hypothesis, or BBH. The notion underlying the BBH is that, within a population,

each individual may contain parts of the optimal solution: the building blocks of

the solution. Individuals containing such building blocks will tend to be more

fit than those that don’t, and will be selected for to produce progeny. Then, by

the utilising crossover variation operator on two selected parents, such building
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blocks may be combined to produce larger building blocks that exhibit the

combined fitness of their smaller contributors. The process continues until all

the building blocks required of the optimal solution have been brought together.

A slightly different, more mathematical, slant on the BBH is the notion of

schema. In a binary representation, a schema is a string of the alphabet {0,

1, #}, where # is the ‘don’t care’ symbol. Effectively, a schema represents a

building block. For example, the string ###10##1# is a schema for a binary

representation of length L=9 ; the order of this schema is 3 because there are 3

0 or 1 symbols; the schema’s defining length is 5 because there are 5 positions

between the first and last symbols of the schema. Let us call this schema S. If

S is a schema that contributes to high fitness, then it will propagate through

the population under crossover if the defining length is relatively short, else, if

the defining length is long relative to the representation, it will be disrupted

by crossover. When S becomes ubiquitous, the dimensionality of the search

is more focussed because the fourth, fifth and eighth positions are known, so

the search focusses on those other positions which are unknown. As successful

schemas become combined, then the dimensionality of the search becomes even

more focused. Holland’s schema theorem essentially predicts the extent to which

a given schema will have propagated in the next generation. Criticisms of the

schema theorem surround its lack of utility for predicting long term performance

above and beyond the next generation.

2.2.3 Evolution Strategies

Evolution strategies, ES, originated for the purpose of optimisation in engi-

neering design problems [7, 101]. Real-valued, fixed length vectors encode real-

valued variables that are associated directly with aspects of the problem at

hand. Mutation is typically Gaussian with expectation 0; the resulting, pre-

dominantly small, changes mimicking the gradualness of Darwinian evolution.

Recombination is also used in which sections of vectors may be interchanged or

shuffled, or corresponding values may be averaged. Selection typically follows
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one of two schemes:

• (µ + λ) In this ES selection scheme, µ fittest parents are selected deter-

ministically to produce λ offspring. Then, µ parents are selected from the

sum of µ + λ, and the process repeats. This scheme assumes µ ≤ λ.

• (µ, λ) This ES selection scheme is similar to the one described above in

that µ fittest parents are selected deterministically to produce λ offspring.

However, the difference is that the next µ parents are selected from only

the λ offspring. This scheme assumes µ < λ, because µ = λ would amount

to a random walk.

Self-adaptation is also a feature of ES. Strategy parameters regarding mutation

rate or recombination method may be assigned to individuals. The idea is to

allow an individual to retain information about what which parameters are best

for it, and allow that information to be used later.

2.2.4 Genetic Programming

Genetic Programming (GP), made popular by Koza [62], is a more recent branch

of EC. GP is directed towards the automatic generation of computer programs

and has its origins in the work of Smith [109], Cramer [22], Schmidhuber [104]

and Forsyth [43]. In the most established form, the representation used is

program trees of the programming language LISP. Because of the variable length

of the GP representation, GP suffers from a phenomenon called bloat. Basically,

bloat is the rapid growth in size of solution without improvement in fitness, and

is discussed further in section 5.6.

Like the GA, Koza’s GP makes predominant use of crossover as the pri-

mary variational operator. Crossover in GP works by swapping randomly se-

lected subtrees of two parents to produce two offspring. The predominant use of

crossover stems from theoretical underpinnings in a similarly manner to the GA.

A BBH has also been considered with respect to GP, as have several variants of

the schema theorem. It is argued that good building blocks, namely subtrees,
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will propagate through the population in a similar manner to good schemas in

a GA. However, GP is different and much more difficult to analyse mathemat-

ically than a GA because the GP representation has variable length where the

GA has fixed length. There has been considerable debate over the applicability

of the BBH to GP, and all GP schema theorems have proven inconclusive. The

argument centres around the extent to which crossover is likely to preserve or

disrupt building blocks. Langdon & Poli [69] provide a comprehensive review

of the theoretical foundations of GP.

Other GP systems

While Koza’s GP is probably the most established and popular form of GP, there

are many other noteworthy GP systems. These offer alternative representations

than LISP trees or attempt to overcome some of the limitations of Koza’s GP.

Linear GP (LGP) consists of a series of instructions from an imperative lan-

guage or machine code [6, 87]. Cartesian GP (CGP) [84] employs an explicit

mapping between the genotype (integer string) and phenotype (directed graph)

representations and is reported to be sometimes able to handle bloat implicitly

[80]. Grammatical Evolution (GE) [89] is form a GP that employs a grammar

in Backus-Naur Form (BNF), which allows the user to restrict the search space

according to some domain knowledge.

2.3 Binary Decision Diagrams

This section provides an overview of the BDD data structure. A discussion of

how BDDs are exploited as a genotypic representation in this thesis is deferred

until chapter 5.

Introduced by Lee [70] and further by Akers [1], a BDD is a rooted directed

acyclic graph representing a function of the form f(X) : Bn −→ B. Each non-

terminal is labelled with a Boolean variable x ∈ X and has a then child and

an else child, reflecting the fact that each non-terminal represents an if-then-
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else operation on x. Terminals are labelled from B. Given an assignment of

values for X, the output is determined by traversing the BDD from the root to

a terminal following the child indicated by each vertices’ variable label value.

Bryant [16] introduced the ordered BDD (OBDD), which imposes a total

ordering on the appearance of non-terminal labels along any path with π, the

variable ordering. Thus, π = [x1, x2, . . . , xn], an ordered list of variables, and

i < j must hold for each xi followed by xj along any path. It is not necessary

that all x ∈ π appear in a path. In this thesis the notation [x1, x2, . . . , xn]-

OBDD is used to specify the ordering associated with an OBDD, or simply

π-OBDD to emphasise the significance of the ordering without specifying it.

The OBDD representation is derived from the Shannon expansion [106]. A

Boolean function f(x1, . . . , xn) is decomposed into subfunctions, thus:

f = xi · f |xi=1 + x̄i · f |xi=0

where f |xi=b∈B is the restriction of x to the constant b ∈ B. The decompo-

sition of the subfunctions continues until the Boolean constants are reached.

The resulting list of expressions may contain some redundancy (i.e. duplicate

expressions (see [4] for further details).

Redundancy in an OBDD can be removed in two ways (see figure 2.1):

1. Remove redundant tests A nonterminal α that has both outgoing edges

pointing to the same vertex β is redundant. Redirect all α’s incoming

edges to β.

2. Remove duplicate vertices If α and β are nonterminals and have the

same variable label and same children, or α and β are terminals of the

same value, one can be removed with its incoming edges redirected to the

remaining vertex.

A reduced OBDD (ROBDD) is an OBDD that cannot have its complexity re-

duced further by the reductions described above. Bryant [16] has shown ROB-
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Figure 2.1: OBDD reduction mechanisms. a) Remove a redundant test where
both child edges of a vertex point to the same child. b) Where two nonterminals
have the same variable label an the same children, or two terminals have the
same value, remove one and redirect the incoming edges accordingly.
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function best π worst π
multiplexer linear exponential

adder linear exponential
parity linear linear

symmetric linear quadratic
multiplier exponential exponential

Table 2.1: Function sensitivity to π in ROBDD complexity.

DDs to be canonical forms; meaning that each function has a unique ROBDD

representation for each π, allowing easy equivalence and satisfiability check-

ing. Figure 2.2 shows three different representations of the same function. The

Binary Decision Tree (BDT), which is a specific form of OBDD, is easily con-

structed from the truth table, as every input vector (i.e. line in the truth table)

has its own path in the BDT. The BDT is reduced to the canonical ROBDD rep-

resentation by repeatedly applying the reduction mechanisms described above;

many intermediate OBDDs are generated in the process.

The variable ordering can have a dramatic impact on the complexity of

resulting ROBDD: in this thesis, the complexity of an π-ROBDD is the number

of nonterminals it contains and the number of unique subfunctions. For example,

the best π for the 6-bit multiplexer produces an ROBDD having complexity 7

while the the worst π results in and ROBDD having complexity 29 (see figure

2.3); for the 11-bit multiplexer, the best and worst ROBDD complexities are

15 and 509 respectively; for the 20-bit multiplexer it is 31 and over 130,000

respectively. For the n-bit multiplexer, the complexity grows linearly for the

best π and exponentially for the worst. Not all functions are sensitive to the

π. Parity is insensitive to π, having ROBDD complexity linear in number of

variables for all π. The multiplier is insensitive to π also, but always has an

ROBDD having exponential complexity. Table 2.1 details how the ROBDD

complexity of the functions referred to this thesis are influenced by π. For

many functions, choosing a good variable ordering will often result in a compact

ROBDD representation of a function. However, the variable ordering problem

is NP-complete in both optimal and approximate solutions [14, 107].
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Figure 2.2: Truth table, BDT, and ROBDD representations of the function
f(x, y, z) = x̄ȳz̄ +xy+yz. The BDT is easily created from the truth table. The
BDT is then reduced to the canonical ROBDD form by applying the reduction
mechanism depicted in figure 2.1. Many intermediate OBDDs are created in
the reduction process.
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Figure 2.3: The effects differing π on ROBDD complexity for the 6-bit multi-
plexer function. Both of the above ROBDDs are representations of the same
function but have different variable orderings. ROBDD complexity for this func-
tion is very sensitive to π, having a linear complexity in the number of variables
for the best π, but exponential for the worst π.

Logical operations, such as conjunction and disjunction, can be done in time

polynomial in the complexity of the ROBDD operands to the logical operation

[4]. The operands must have the same π, and the result ROBDD will have same

π.
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Chapter 3

Issues in Evolutionary

Computation

This chapter introduces the main issues in EC that are pertinent to this thesis.

The concept of evolvability is first discussed with a view to providing a working

understanding of the concept. The contentious requirements for the evolution of

evolvability are also discussed regarding dynamic versus static fitness functions.

Modularity in EC is reviewed. Conventional views of search spaces as multi-

modal landscapes and the postulated roles of population diversity and mutation

rate are then discussed, and debated. The problem of bloat is then reviewed.

Finally, the controversial role of neutrality in evolutionary search is discussed.

3.1 Evolvability

The issue of evolvability and its evolution permeates the fields of both evolution-

ary computation and evolutionary biology, yet there is no consensus definition

of the concept. The concept of evolvability can appear intangible, and the many

and varied definitions can lead to confusion and misunderstanding. This sec-

tion examines the concept of evolvability for the purpose of providing a working

understanding for this thesis.
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The most intuitive definition of evolvability is, perhaps, that it is the capacity

to evolve1. This is also the most general definition. Is it the capacity of the

population, or of the individual? Darwinism identifies the population as the

unit of evolution, so the former seems the most appropriate answer, but this is

not what many researchers mean when discussing evolvability. Evolvability is

sometimes considered to be a property of the individual. The two perspectives

are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Altenberg [2] defines evolvability as the capacity of a population to produce

variants fitter than any yet existing. This definition implies that it is the pop-

ulation that is the possessor of evolvability. Under this definition, the rate at

which a population adapts depends not only on how individuals in the popula-

tion respond to random genotypic mutation, but also on selection. For example,

random selection would result in a rate of adaptation approximating to zero;

the opposing extreme, selecting only the fittest, will typically lead to prema-

ture convergence on a multi-modal landscape. Determining the best selection

pressure to maximise the rate and extent of adaptation is extremely difficult,

and will likely be variable for the duration of the run. Evolvability in this sense

incorporates how selection is done: see de Jong [58, ch. 6].

However, Altenberg [2] also states of evolvability:

“It comes from the genetic operators being able to transform the

representation in ways that leave intact those aspects of the individ-

ual that are already adapted, while perturbing those aspects which

are not yet highly adapted. Variation should be channeled towards

those ‘dimensions’ for which there is selective opportunity.”

This notion of evolvability implies it can also be a property of the individual.

Variation resulting from random genotypic mutation may differ in its conse-

quences between individuals within the population: individual A may be more

likely to produce fitter descendants than individual B even though both have
1In this context, “evolve” is meant to express adaptation rather than just genetic change:

genetic change can occur without adaptation, but not vice-versa
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similar fitness. This makes A more evolvable than B. This type of evolvability

is inherent in the genotypic representation of the two individuals, and indepen-

dent of selection. However, discriminating between the more evolvable A and

less evolvable B individual may only be achieved by subjecting them to the

evolutionary forces of mutation and selection.

So, the evolvability of a population is dependent on selection, but optimising

selection pressure is difficult and somewhat dependent on the distribution of the

evolvability of individuals within that population. On the other hand, evolv-

ability of the individual, while purely a genotypic property, can only be realised

through variation and selection within a population. Thus, both the evolvability

of the population and the evolvability of an individual are interdependent for

practical purposes.

Conceptually, it makes sense to adopt an EC perspective for what can be

referred to as a selection component and variation component of evolvability

recognised by Kirschner & Gerhart [60] in evolutionary biology. The selection

component results from how selection is done: the selection pressure, whether

elitism is employed, stochastic or deterministic selection, etc. The variation

component of evolvability results from how an individual’s lineage varies with

respect to fitness under random genotypic mutation. For the purposed of this

thesis, variational evolvability is defined as: the heritable potential to acquire

increased fitness as a result of random genotypic mutation, and is thus a property

pertaining to individuals and is a selectable trait [24]. It will be clear from the

context whether variational evolvability, selectional evolvability, or evolvability

generally is being discussed.

Measuring evolvability

As stated above, evolvability must be determined by subjecting a population

to the evolutionary forces of selection and heritable variation. Evolvability is

then determined by the performance of an EA. In this thesis, performance will

usually be measured as a count of the number of fitness evaluations required
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to reach an ideal solution, or the Average Evaluations to a Solution (AES) [38]

performance measure.

Another popular performance measure is Koza’s Computational Effort (CE)

[62]. CE is popular in the GP branch of EC, but not other branches of EC. CE

has received a number of criticisms regarding its reliability as a performance

measure in the GP community. Both Christensen & Oppacher [19] and Niehaus

& Banzhaf [86] found that CE gave inaccurate estimates of the theoretical per-

formance. Luke & Panait [76] concur, and argue that CE is philosophically

flawed in its motivation because it is based on ideal solution counts. That is,

CE is motivated by finding the ideal solution often, when perhaps finding a good

solution on average is a better philosophy where the success rate for finding and

ideal solution is less that 100%. Luke & Panait also point out that CE does not

correlate with common EC measures outside of the GP branch of EC.

AES also looks for ideal solutions also, but it depends on a 100% success rate.

Thus, AES does not rely on ideal solution counts, and averages performance

over fitness evaluations required rather than the best average fitness of run. As

stated by Luke & Panait, if the ideal solution can be found reliably, comparing

performance is trivial. In this thesis, ideal solutions are found reliably with a

100% success rate or not at all, so AES is the preferred method of comparing

performance.

3.1.1 Selection for evolvability

The variation component of evolvability is a selectable trait, though selection

is not direct: this is a concept postulated by Dawkins [24]. Directly, selection

targets functional fitness, not the variational evolvability of individuals. To

select individuals directly on the basis of their variational evolvability would

require looking at the lines descent of those individuals into the future and

building that into the fitness function. Clearly, this defies the scientific principle

of causality: the effect of heritable variation and selection cannot precede its

cause, and therein lies much of the sceptism regarding the concept of evolving
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evolvability.

However, if variational evolvability is taken to be the heritable potential of

an individual’s descendants to exhibit increased fitness, then evolvability is cor-

related with increased fitness. If individual A has better evolvability properties

than individual B even though they have the same fitness, then A’s descendants

will typically be fitter than that of B, and A’s better evolvability traits will be

propagated while B’s will not. Evolvability is, therefore, selected for as though

by default; this is what Dawkin’s refers to second-order selection for evolvability

[24]. Evidence for second-order selection for evolvability within the context of

EBDDIN will demonstrated throughout this thesis, in chapters 6, 8 and 9.

As stated at the start of this section, determining the variational evolvabil-

ity of an individual requires looking at the lines of descent of that individual,

so evolvability is not measurable without subjecting an individual to an EA

action. However, it is possible to identify indicators of good evolvability prop-

erties a priori, and observe how those properties evolve. Chapter 8 identifies

the OBDD variable ordering as highly relevant to evolvability for some func-

tions. Quantitative indicators of evolvability can then be determined a priori

by comparing EBDDIN performance on fixed variable orderings. Then, under

dynamic variable ordering, the evolution of evolvability can be observed during

an evolutionary run by analysis of how the variable ordering is evolving. This

provides a lucid depiction of the evolution of evolvability.

3.1.2 Dynamic vs static fitness functions for the evolution

of evolvability

Recently, Reisinger et al. [94] proposed an empirical measure for evolvability.

As a premise for the method, he argued that there is little selection pressure for

evolvability when the fitness function is static, stating:

“If the fitness function is static, there is little need for evolvability,

since any solution with high fitness, even one with low evolvability,
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is likely to survive.”

This view fails to recognise that evolution itself is testimony to selection for

evolvability. Only lineages possessing high evolvability will breed successfully

and progress towards high fitness. Even if a low evolvability lineage did make

it to high fitness, as Reisinger suggests, it would not be able to compete with

high evolvability lineages exhibiting similar fitness; the latter may even emerge

from the former in the presence of neutral networks. This disparity would be

particularly prominent in an environment where high fitness candidates are not

allowed to persist indefinitely, such as in a biological context or (µ, λ) type ES.

Low offspring viability would quickly eliminate low evolvability lineages to the

favour of high evolvability lineages, where offspring viability is much better.

Clearly then, there must be selection pressure for evolvability with static fitness

functions, and this pressure will also move the population towards higher fitness.

This indirect selection for evolvability was something acknowledged by Tur-

ney [117], though he too employed a dynamic fitness function in his evolvability

experiments. In contrast, this thesis investigates selection for evolvability within

the context of static fitness functions, and this is demonstrated in chapter 8 par-

ticularly.

3.1.3 Robustness

A concept closely related to evolvability is robustness to mutational perturba-

tions [121]. An important feature of biological evolution is that organisms are

not only evolvable in a variational sense, but robust: that is, offspring are highly

viable. An open question in this area is whether evolvability and robustness are

positively or negatively correlated, as discussed by Lenski et al. [73]. Given that

mutation is more likely to damage offspring than be beneficial, then greater ro-

bustness would appear to reduce the amount of variation for natural selection

to act upon and, therefore, reduce evolvability, implying a negative correlation.

Lenski also recognises that neutral mutations may also provide robustness, but
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questions whether such robustness is beneficial or detrimental to evolvability:

“Evolving populations can also become robust by finding regions of

genotypic space that are flat because they contain a high proportion

of neutral mutations.” . . . “If so, robustness and evolvability might

again be positively, rather than negatively, correlated. However,

deleterious mutations can also serve as stepping stones to adapta-

tions [72]. Although deleterious mutations tend to be removed by

selection and have shorter half-lives than neutral mutations, they are

not instantly eliminated. Moreover, deleterious mutations may lead

to genetic neighborhoods that are more promising, from the perspec-

tive of adaptation, than neutral mutations. In other words, neutral

mutations are neutral precisely because they are isolated from im-

portant phenotypes, whereas deleterious ones must be connected to

phenotypes that matter for fitness. It is unclear, therefore, whether

neutral or deleterious mutations are more important for evolvabil-

ity, and whether robustness associated with increased neutrality will

promote or impede evolvability.”

This thesis will argue that robustness and evolvability are positively correlated,

and will show that neutral mutations are more important to evolvability than

deleterious mutations within the context of EBDDIN. Chapter 5 argues that

Lenski’s assumption that neutral mutations occur in ‘flat’ regions of genotype

space, and so are phenotypically isolated, is unsound within the context of

EBDDIN. Chapter 7 demonstrates a positive correlation between robustness

and evolvability, and shows that evolution better exploits ‘stepping stones’ that

result from neutral rather than deleterious mutations.

3.2 Modularity

Modularity is often associated with evolvability in both EC and evolutionary

biology. The intuitive idea of modularity is fairly straightforward. However,
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there are many notions of modularity and the term is used in many different

contexts to refer to a multitude of concepts. In computer science and engineer-

ing modularity provides systems designed as distinct functional components,

each of which solve some particular aspect of the larger problem. A key benefit

of this type of modularity is easy reuse of components, so that the same func-

tionality does not have to be invented again and again. In evolutionary biology,

concepts of modularity differ. Developmental modules are units of embryonic

development that are largely independent of the context in which they occur

[93]. These kinds of modules materialise as discernable phenotypic entities: a

limb or eyeball, for example. Evolutionary modules are defined by their varia-

tional independence [122]: a pair of limbs vary as one rather than independently,

for example. This type of modularity emerges in the genotype-phenotype map.

Chapter 6 further discusses notions of modularity, and emphasises a notion

of modularity that facilitates functional reuse as most relevant for EBDDIN. The

rest of this section presents on overview of modularity in EC, which typically

employs a notion of modularity derived from modularity in computer science

and engineering.

3.2.1 Modularity in EC

Many EAs incorporate modularity to their reported benefit. Modularity can

help generalisation, facilitate reuse, and help prevent disruption by variation

operators [7]. Furthermore, Woodward [126] has shown that, in the presence

of modularity, the complexity of solution is independent of the chosen function

set. Woodward further emphasises that modularity does not add expressitivity,

but simply makes the representation more efficient in terms of its size.

Koza’s GP [62] was enhanced with the incorporation of Automatically De-

fined Functions (ADF) [63]. This method requires the number and internal

structure of modules to be prescribed by the user. Architecture-Altering Oper-

ations [64] extend the ADF concept so that the user is freed from prescribing

the number and structure of ADFs. Rosca & Ballard’s Adaptive Representation
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[96] variant of Koza’s GP, AR-GP creates a hierarchy of modules. The method

works by extending the function set on the fly by periodically searching the

population for blocks of code having high ‘merit’.

Angeline & Pollack’s [5] method of Module Acquisition utilises a library

of modules. Modules to add to the library are selected at random: this is

the compress operation. An inverse operation, expand, expands the module

in the population and removes it from the library. Compressed components

are protected from the variation operators. Unlike Rosca’s AR-GP, it is the

reproductive advantage facilitated by a compressed component that determines

its survival as a module. Like Rosca’s approach, a hierarchy of modules is

facilitated by ‘atomisation’ of modules.

More recently, the incorporation of module acquisition into Miller’s CGP

[84] by Walker & Miller [123, 124], resulting in Embedded CGP (ECGP), also

resulted in significant improvements in performance. Again, compress and ex-

pand operators determine modules, and other operators serve to mutate mod-

ules in situ; modules survive if the are associated with a fitness improvemment.

Modules have a size cap, which is user-specified. Unlike Angeline & Pollack’s

approach, however, modules within modules are not facilitated, so no hierarchy

of modules can form, though Walker & Miller state that such an extension is

currently being investigated.

All of the above approaches incorporate modules in a manner that require

some explicit prescription of modules or module defining or acquiring mecha-

nism. This can have some drawbacks. For example, if the number or size or

structure of modules must be specified, the optimal parameter settings cannot

be known in advance. Moreover, what is an appropriate set of modules (or

building blocks) at one stage of an EA run may not be optimal for a another

stage, and altering existing, well-utilised, is likely to have a catastrophic affect

on offspring2. Furthermore, module incorporation in an EA that requires some
2There is an assumption here that module variation is non-neutral, and will usually result

in a negative change in fitness. The consequence will be little fitness-neutral variation within
a population, and second-order selection for modular configurations that enhance evolvability
will be stifled as a result.
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explicit mechanism, such as a module library or methods to evaluate prospective

modules, are computationally expensive and defy biological plausibility.

EBDDIN employs a notion of modularity which is based on subfunction

reuse, and is similar in its effects in this respect to modularity in those EAs

discussed above. As stated by Woodwood [126]:

“The ability of a representation to include modularity does not add

expressiveness, it simply makes the expression more efficient in terms

of its size.”

However, while explicit modularity may have the limitations and disadvantages

discussed, this thesis argues that modularity in EBDDIN has an inherent char-

acterisation that overcomes some of those limitations. That is, there are no

parameters that restrict modularity, and there are no explicit module defining

or acquiring mechanisms and the drawbacks associated with them. Modularity

in EBDDIN is able to vary gradually as a result neutral mutations, which are

capable of finding all of the redundant genotypes of a given function. By this,

genotypes having differing configurations but same fitness can compete through

second-order selection, and favourable configurations can accrete. While this

thesis does not deny that other EAs can exhibit neutral variation which targets

functional redundancy, the author is not aware of any other EAs that can be

shown to have neutral mutations that target functional redundancy explicitly

and to the same extent. Chapters 5 & 6 discuss modularity in EBDDIN further,

and contrasts it with modularity in other EAs.

3.3 Landscapes, search spaces & local optima

To assist in his description of the problem of evolution under Mendelian genet-

ics, Sewall Wright introduced what have become commonly known as adaptive

landscapes, or fitness landscapes [127]. All possible gene combinations are laid

out as if to form a contour map, hence the landscape metaphor. Gene combina-

tions that are mutationally near to a given point on the landscape are located
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more closely than those combinations that are mutationally distant. The fitness,

or adaptive value, of the different gene combinations are reflected by the differ-

ent heights. Wright perceived a hilly landscape with several peaks of differing

heights, surrounded by gradients and valleys in between. Populations reside at

and around the tops of peaks. Wright states:

“The problem of evolution as I see it is that of a mechanism by which

species may continually find its way from lower to higher peaks in

such a field. In order that this may occur, there must be some trial

and error mechanism on a grand scale by which the species may

explore the region surrounding the small portion of the the field

which it occupies. To evolve, the species must not be under the

strict control of natural selection. Is there such a trial and error

mechanism?”

In EC, a slightly different perspective is often taken on navigating the landscape.

Rather than moving from lower to higher peaks, the problem of evolution is seen

as having a widely dispersed initial population gravitate to a global rather than

local optima. The idea of moving from a lower peak to a higher peak is still

valid, but often considered much less feasible.

The terrain of the landscape is important to facilitate efficient search. It is

the combination of fitness function, representation and variation operators that

determine the shape of the landscape. A smoother landscape with fewer peaks

is considered to better facilitate evolution than a more rugged landscape.

3.3.1 The plausibility of Wright’s landscapes

Wright’s landscapes have had a profound influence in both evolutionary biology

and EC. In his comprehensive book on the contributions of Sewall Wright to

evolutionary biology, Provine [91] states that allegiance to the concept is intense

because of its great heuristic value in graphically conveying the relationship be-

tween organisms, mechanisms of evolution, and adaptation. In EC similarly,
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Wrights landscapes serve as the foundation for hypothesis pertaining to mech-

anisms of artificial evolution and overcoming the problem of local optima.

However, Provine [91, ch. 9] also argues that despite the great appeal of the

concept, it is one of Wright’s most confusing and misunderstood contributions.

Firstly, the landscapes are depicted as a continuous surfaces with gradations.

Yet, the axes, as originally conveyed, represent gene combinations and are dis-

crete, so no continuous surface can be formed. Secondly, the landscapes are

sometimes depicted as gene combinations, sometimes as gene frequencies, and

sometimes as phenotypic characters; each of which has its problems. Thirdly,

Provine questions the heuristic value of attempting to conceive of what are high-

dimensional spaces in this way, as they become unintelligible. In EC, where

allegiance to Wright’s landscape concept is just as intense, Jones [57] has also

questioned the plausibility of the concept.

One of the contributions of this thesis is to demonstrate that not all search

spaces3 are of the type conceivable as multi-modal landscapes. The search

spaces considered in this thesis can all be shown to be free of local optima

(see section 5.4), and have a very different and more biologically faithful search

characterisation under the mechanisms of evolution proposed. The thesis will,

however, concur with Wrights assertion that evolution is not under the strict

control of natural selection, but argue that the ‘grand trial and error mechanism’

is, in fact, neutral evolution.

3.3.2 Population diversity

Population diversity is seen as playing a crucial role in evolution on a multi-

modal landscape. The initial population is often seen as starting points in a

parallel adaptive search process [58]. The randomly generated initial popula-

tion, if large enough and exhibiting sufficient diversity, will cover the landscape

sufficiently so that most of the peaks will have individuals within their basin
3The term search space will be preferred over the term landscape, though they will be used

interchangeably in this thesis.
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of attraction. If that diversity can be maintained, the population will move up

the gradients of many peaks simultaneously, leaving the lower peaks behind and

eventually converging on the global optima.

The aforementioned ideal, more often than not, does not meet with reality

in most real-world cases. There are two primary reasons for this. Firstly, the

landscape is often so rugged, having many peaks, that an impractically large

population will be required to ensure that every peak has an individual within

its basin of attraction. Secondly, maintaining diversity across different hills on

the landscape is extremely difficult, even in moderately rugged landscapes. Fur-

thermore, landscapes may be deceptive, leading the search towards local rather

than global optima. In a detailed study of the role of the population in tree

GP [62], Gustafson [48] found that the diversity could provide could facilitate

parallel search, but required a mechanism to explicitly maintain portions of the

population in different areas of the space.

In search spaces that are free of local optima by way of neutrality, popula-

tion diversity is thought to play a different role. A contribution of this thesis

is to show that population diversity is beneficial in such a space, and facil-

itates the evolution of evolvability (chapter 9). Barnett [10] had previously

argued that population diversity is not beneficial in such a space, and this the-

sis demonstrates that this is not necessarily so. The reason why Barnett came

to a different conclusion is beyond the scope of this thesis, but differences in the

representation and the nature of the neutral networks may be relevant here.

3.3.3 Mutation rate

If a population converges to a local optima peak, it can become stuck there.

Continued search is then considered pointless. The only chance to escape from

the local optima peak is to produce a mutation large enough to jump out of a

local optima into the basin of attraction of a higher peak. However, it is not

sufficient to simply arrive within the basin of attraction of a higher peak; it

must arrive high enough up that higher peak to compete effectively for selection
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against the rest of the population that may be residing toward the top of a lower

peak. Clearly, this becomes increasingly difficult as the search matures.

Small mutations are required to exploit and climb a resident peak, but larger

mutations are required to explore the landscape and escape a local optima. How

big a mutation is sufficient to escape a local optima, and in which direction,

and how often? The answers to these questions cannot be known in advance,

and will depend on the landscape and current configuration. For these reasons,

determining the optimal mutation rate is a very difficult problem for successfully

navigating multi-modal landscapes. While a high rate of mutation will always

allow the possibility of escaping a local optima, it also neglects heredity, and

brings the search closer to approximating random search.

Knowles & Watson debate the relative potential of mutation rate and neu-

trality for exploration, and argue that the former is preferential. A contribution

of this thesis is to argue that neutrality is the superior source of exploration

over a higher mutation rate (see chapter 7).

Crossover

Some EAs use the crossover variation operator, and this is also considered as

a mechanism to escape local optima in those systems. This thesis does not

investigate crossover directly. Claims that crossover can escape local optima

typically consider the modality of the search space independently of the varia-

tion operators (see Jones [57] for a discussion). For example, some researchers

contrive a troublesome landscape for a hill-climber simply for the purpose of

showing how a GA crossover, or such, is able to do better. This thesis takes

the view that such approaches have limited value, and that the modality of

the search space cannot be considered independently of the variation operators.

For this purpose, section 7.3 introduces a simple search space model based on

accessibility, which is not independent of the variation operators applied.
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3.4 Bloat

Bloat is the growth in size of candidate solutions beyond what is necessary, and is

generally considered to inhibit evolution; see [111] for and overview. This means

that, as the evolutionary run progresses, the population increases in the amounts

of redundant code, code that is inefficient, or code that has a disproportionate

impact on fitness compared to its size. Bloat is normally associated with tree

GP [62] but, as highlighted by Luke & Panait [76], is common among a variety

of variable length representations. Incidentally, in CGP, bloat is argued not to

occur [83, 80]. CGP employs a fixed length genotypic representation and only

the phenotype is allowed to vary in size. It is argued that the search favours

a high percentage of inactive genes as the search matures, as this protects the

active genes from perturbation. CGP is discussed further later in this chapter

in the section on Neutrality in EC. Here, the discussion is limited to bloat in

tree GP.

As an example of redundant code in GP, consider the following:

(a ∧ b) ∨ (b ∧ a)

Clearly, the above subtree could be replaced with just a ∧ b, making the rest

of the code redundant. In the BDD representation, an example of bloat would

be an OBDD that is unreduced, or an ROBDD that does not have the optimal

variable ordering to minimise its complexity. Many different types of bloat are

reported in the literature (see [108] for a brief overview), but these are typically

representation dependent, so are not pertinent to the discussion here.

3.4.1 Why does bloat occur?

There are several theories of why bloat occurs, some of which are discussed

below. For a more detailed overview see [7, 75, 111].
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Hitchhiking

Tackett [115] suggests bloat occurs when redundant code is located in close

proximity to highly fit code. As the highly fit code propagates, the redundant

code hitches a ride, and thus propagates also.

Defence against crossover

This theory claims that bloat results in order to resist the destructive effects

of crossover in GP [7, 13, 78]. The crossover variation operator is know to

have primarily destructive effects on progeny [7, ch. 6]. However, the greater

the proportion of redundant code contained in a parent, the more likely the

chosen crossover site will not impact on the fitness of offspring. This becomes

increasingly significant as the run progresses, and improved fitness becomes

increasingly harder to achieve. Results predict that redundant code will grow

exponentially if unchecked.

Solution distribution

Langdon & Poli’s [68] principal argument revolves around the observation that

variable length representations facilitate a large number of functionally equiv-

alent solutions. The distribution of these functionally equivalent solutions is

biased towards longer solutions, so these are more likely to be found when ge-

netic operators are applied.

Removal bias

Soule [112] suggests that bloat accumulates as a result of a bias in the nature

of the crossover operator. It is similar, in principle, to the defence against

crossover theory described above. In order for candidates to survive crossover,

the crossover point typically has to be located towards the leaves of tree, which

is more likely to retain redundant code. At this location, the subtree removed is

likely to be relatively small. However, because the crossover point is redundant,

the attached subtree can be any size, without consequence to function. Thus,
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the tendency of surviving progeny is to remove smaller subtrees and attach

larger ones, so the larger candidates propagate.

3.4.2 Methods to combat bloat

Size restriction

This method puts a cap on the maximum size or depth of offspring. Offspring

that exceed this are not allowed to survive and breed. The first, and most

obvious, problem with this approach is that the cap may exclude the optimal

solution from the search space. However, Gathercole & Ross [44] report that

such a cap leads also to a reduction in diversity, stifling evolvability.

Parsimony pressure

This method seeks to discourage larger offspring from breeding. Luke [76] iden-

tifies two primary types: parametric and nonparametric. Parametric parsimony

pressure penalises larger individuals in the fitness function. While this can often

improve parsimony, it can also lead to degradation in diversity and overall per-

formance [88, 112]. Nonparametric methods typically rely on contrived selection

methods to encourage parsimony. While some success has been reported it is

limited, and none offer a universal remedy; see [39, 76].

Operator modification and code editing

Soule [111, p. 19] cites various approaches to modifying genetic operators.

Though genetic redundancy is thought to be important for the mechanism of

natural evolution, he states that these methods have “the goal of reducing the

evolutionary importance of inviable code.”.

Regarding the editing out of redundant code, Soule [111] argues that the

difficulties inherent in the process offer little potential. However, in the OBDD

representation, removing redundant code is a trivial matter, and one which can

be exploited in EBDDIN: section 5 discusses this further. A further source
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of bloat in EBDDIN is the variable ordering, and this is addressed in chapter

8, demonstrates that variable orderings that minimise solution complexity can

emerge under normal evolutionary forces.

3.5 Neutrality in EC

There has been considerable work recognising the potential of neutrality using

both RNA models [52, 53, 105] and other artificial representations [8, 37, 50,

85, 116, 119]. These works typically highlight the exploratory potential of neu-

trality, highlighting such properties as stagnation avoidance whilst maintaining

phenotype, and robustness to both high mutation rates and the starting con-

figuration. However, other works offer more cautionary and sceptical opinions

on neutrality [20, 97, 61, 110]. Thus, there remains considerable debate on the

usefulness of the concept of neutrality within the EC community.

The objective is to exploit the notion of intraspecific variability to help the

search process. Typically, a redundant genotype-phenotype, or genotype-fitness,

mapping is employed in which many genotypes map to the same phenotype or

fitness value. Neutral networks are formed through which a so-called neutral

walk can progress. A neutral network is an area of the search space in which

fitness-neutral genotypes are connected to each other by single applications of

the genetic operator(s). There may be one large, or many smaller, neutral

networks for each fitness value, or phenotype. The set of all networks will be

interconnected to some degree. That is, regions of a given network will facilitate

jumping onto another network with a single application of the genetic operator;

these may be envisaged as borders between networks. The aim of a neutral

walk, then, is to move along a neutral network until a border is reached with a

network of genotypes that map to a higher fitness phenotype, then jump across.

There are properties of the neutral search spaces that determine the likeli-

hood of successful search. Large and highly interconnected networks are more

likely to have borders with higher fitness networks than small and poorly con-
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nected ones. Such spaces may alleviate local optima by facilitating a maintained

rate of innovation, as discussed by Huynen [52] in his study of RNA spaces, and

also recognised by Barnett in his study of NKp spaces [9]. Part of the contri-

butions of this thesis is show that neutrality completely alleviates local optima

for a significant problem domain under EBDDIN (see chapter 5).

3.5.1 Genotypic redundancy

A necessity for neutrality is genotypic redundancy. Rothlauf & Goldberg [97]

highlight some of the issues regarding types of redundancy in their argument

for a distinction between what the term synonymously and non-synonymously

redundant representations. They state that a representation is synonymously

redundant if all the genotypes that represent the same phenotype are similar to

each other, homogenous genotypes being isolated from other phenotypes. If not,

the representation is non-synonymously redundant, but this does not allow the

variation operators to work properly, lowering the performance of evolutionary

search. They state:

“When using synonymously redundant representations a mutation

results in either the same or a similar phenotype. Contrastly, when

using non-synonymously redundant representations the mutation of

a genotype results in completely different phenotypes.”

Figure 3.1 shows their distinction pictorially, and they also provide a formal

characterisation on the sum of the distances between genotypes that represent

the same phenotype:


∑

p

1
2


 ∑

g∈Gp

∑

g′∈Gp|g 6=g′
distance(g, g′)





 , (3.1)

where G is the set of all genotypes, P is the set of all phenotypes, and Gp ⊆ G

is the set of all genotypes representing the same p ∈ P . The distance between

two genotypes may be determined by a method that appropriately captures
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the notion of how mutationally distant they are, e.g. hamming distance. Syn-

onymously redundant representations will exhibit small values of (3.1) for all

phenotypes, and non-synonymously redundant representations exhibit compar-

atively larger values. Rothlauf & Goldberg argue that non-synonymously re-

dundant representations result in randomised search and poor EA performance,

and they consider that only synonymously redundant representations may facil-

itate effective evolutionary search. The synonymously redundant representation

is of the type perceived by Lenski, and discussed in section 3.1.3 regarding ro-

bustness and evolvability. That is, Lenski [73] suggests neutral mutations are

unimportant to evolvability because they are phenotypically isolated. Roth-

lauf & Goldberg cite Knowles & Watson [61] as showing that performance on

the non-synonymously redundant Random Boolean Network representation de-

creases with increased redundancy in support of their argument. This thesis will

argue that Rothlauf & Goldberg’s [97] classification is inadequate to describe

the properties of desirable redundancy that facilitates neutral networks, and a

third classification will be introduced in chapter 5.

3.5.2 Types of neutrality

Geard et al. [45] compare three types of encoding; NK, NKp and NKq land-

scapes. They conclude that the type of neutrality provided by a system is

important to the search performance. This section reviews some of the types

of neutrality that have been identified and clarifies the type of neutrality that

EBDDIN exploits.

Harvey & Thomspson [50] argue that not all neutrality can be helpful to

evolutionary search. They highlight that redundant loci added to an encoding

will form neutral networks, but if those loci can never, under any circumstances,

be included in the determination of the phenotype, nothing can be gained.

They call this useless junk. However, redundant loci that have the potential

to be used in the determination of the phenotype, perhaps by being activated

by some mutation on another part of the genotype, become potentially useful
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Figure 3.1: Rothlauf & Goldberg’s depiction of synonymously vs non-
synonymously redundant representations (redrawn). Each integer instance rep-
resents a genotype. Different integer values represent different phenotypes (not
different fitness values). A synonymously redundant representation sees those
genotypes that represent the same phenotype grouped into ‘globules’, being
similar and relatively easily accessible to each other via the variation operators.
In contrast, a non-synonymously redundant representation sees the genotypes
that represent the same phenotype widely dispersed, and not easily accessible
to each other via the variation operators.
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junk. Harvey & Thomspson investigate this kind of neutrality with FPGA on

a tone recognition problem. In their system, they argue that evolution can,

and mostly does, take place in a converged population (i.e. genotypes in the

population are very similar to each other). This implies that small populations

may be perfectly acceptable in this kind of search, as opposed to the very large

populations typically used in GP that do not attempt to exploit neutrality. They

suggest that neutral networks percolate through genotype space eliminating

local optima, but provide no proof of this claim.

Ebner et al. [37], compare three types of encoding one with no redundancy

and the other two with differing degrees of redundancy. They stated that there

is little bias in the solution space, the distribution of phenotypes being relatively

even. They argue that the neutral networks that result are highly intertwined,

and report increased accessibility between phenotypes as a result. Increased

redundancy increases this accessibility through neutral walk, and generally im-

proves evolvability. This also implies that local optima may be alleviated by

neutrality, because increased accessibility between phenotypes from neutral walk

implies a greater potential to find an improving phenotype.

Jakobi [54], however, is able to show how neutrality can completely alleviate

local optima, but in a manner which is very limited for practical purposes. The

method works by introducing redundant loci. The original encoding having n

loci is transformed into one have 2n + 1. The first n loci encode solutions as

before, as do the second n loci, and the final loci determines whether the first

or second set of loci is active. Assuming the first set of loci is active according

to the deciding bit, but stuck in a local optima, the second set of loci will be

free to vary without hinderance. Given enough time, the second set of loci

will happen upon an encoding having higher fitness than the first set of loci

by what is effectively random search, at which point mutation of the deciding

bit can activate the second set of loci and increase fitness of the genotype as

a whole. While this example highlights the exploratory potential of neutrality

to eliminate local optima, it relies heavily on a random search component and
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would generally require what Jakobi describes as a monkey’s-typing-Shakespeare

amount of time.

Yu & Miller [130] make a distinction between what they term implicit and

explicit neutrality. Implicit neutrality takes two forms: functional redundancy

and introns. Functional redundancy refers to many ways of representing the

same function. For example, the following two expressions represent the same

function (by De Morgan’s law) but are expressed differently:

¬(a ∧ b) ⇔ (¬a) ∨ (¬b)

Introns are parts of the genotype that are semantically redundant to the calcu-

lation of the function. Yu & Miller state that functional redundancy and introns

can emerge during evolution, but they are not easy to identify or control. This

is also supported by the discussion of bloat in section 3.4, in which Soule [111]

acknowledged the difficulties in removing redundancy from candidate solutions

in GP.

Thus, Yu & Miller propose using explicit neutrality. In this approach, some

parts of the genotype are active while other parts are inactive. Mutation on

inactive parts of the genotype transform one genotype into another and have

a neutral effect. Mutation on active parts of the genotype, however, is non-

neutral and, furthermore, can activate inactive parts of the genotype. Both

CGP [84] and Galvan-Lopez’s [100] variant of Koza’s GP exploit this type of

neutrality. However, it is also the type of neutrality employed in Jakobi’s trivial

example of how neutrality can completely alleviate local optima. The distinction

between Jakobi’s explicit neutrality and that employed in CGP and Galvan-

Lopez’s GP, however, is that Jakobi activates redundant loci which encodes the

whole solution; Yu & Miller and Galvan-Lopez activate loci which represents

only part of the solution.

While explicit neutrality is seen as more manageable than the implicit form,

it is not to say that implicit neutrality does not occur in CGP and GP. Yu
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& Miller [132] argue that the combination of implicit and explicit neutrality

is important in CGP, stating that the ratio of active to inactive gene changes

during neutral walk is important and self-regulating there. However, again, it is

acknowledged that implicit neutrality is difficult to identify and control in both

CGP and GP.

Explicitly neutral mutation on functional parts of the genotype

The type of neutrality investigated in this thesis is explicitly neutral mutations

on functional parts of the genotype only: there are no introns in EBDDIN and

no inactive parts of the genotype.4 This is the type of redundancy which falls

into the category of implicit neutrality according to Yu & Miller, and which

is acknowledged to be difficult to identify and control in other representations.

Under EBDDIN, however, this is not so, and identifying functional redundancy

and targeting it with explicitly neutral mutations is a simple matter.

This thesis will argue that the neutral networks that result in EBDDIN are

large and highly intertwined, and show that local optima are completely al-

leviated by neutrality for the class of Boolean functions (chapter 5). Unlike

Jakobi’s trivial example of how neutrality can alleviate local optima using inac-

tive genes, the neutral mutations in EBDDIN on active parts of the genotype

vary both modularity and pleiotropy in the genotype in a gradual manner. These

properties then become subject to second-order selection for evolvability, and

favourable configurations are able to accrete; this will be discussed throughout

the thesis.

3.6 Summary

This chapter has reviewed some of the main issues in EC. The issue of evolv-

ability and its emergence was discussed. In particular, an attempt was made
4Thus, explicitly neutral mutations on functional parts of the genotype are distinct from

Yu & Miller’s [130] explicit neutrality, the latter of which acts on inactive, non-functional
parts of the genotype.
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to disambiguate the concept of evolvability by identifying a variation compo-

nent and a selection component that both contribute towards evolvability of

the population as a whole. Notions that selection for evolvability requires a

dynamic fitness function were also discussed and challenged. Modularity in

EC was discussed. The role of population diversity and mutation rate were

discussed also, and the relevance to mechanisms of evolution on multi-modal

landscapes was identified. It was suggested that, although Wright’s landscape

concept was generally considered an essential tool for hypothesising mechanisms

of evolution, it is not without its critics. It was further pointed out that neutral-

ity, although controversial, has been argued to alleviate the problems of local

optima, suggesting a very different structure of search spaces than that envis-

aged by Wright and adopted by the majority of evolutionists. The problems

of bloat were also discussed, and the many facets of the problem and proposed

solutions gave testimony to the significance of the problem. Types of neutrality

were also discussed, and it was highlighted that this thesis employs explicitly

neutral mutations acting on a completely functional genotype, where there are

no introns or inactive parts of the genotype.
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Chapter 4

Critical review of previous

approaches to evolving

BDDs

The BDD data structure is a popular choice in applications such VLSI design

and verification. Coupled with the significance given to the choice of genotypic

representation in EC, this makes BDDs an interesting proposition for the choice

of genotypic representation in EC where candidate solutions can be suitably

encoded. This chapter provides a critical review of some the previous attempts

at exploiting BDDs as the genotypic representation in EC for function optimi-

sation. The emphasis is on those approaches which attempt to automatically

synthesise a function in the OBDD representation given some specification and

are, thus, directly comparable to the approach developed in this thesis.

EC is often applied to BDDs for BDD minimisation, i.e. finding good vari-

able orderings rather than synthesis of correct functions in the BDD represen-

tation. Rolf Dreschler and his group at the University of Bremen in Germany

are prominent in this area [95, 99]. Here, EC is used to evolve a good variable

ordering only [18, 21, 33, 71]. While there are many applications for the BDD
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minimisation problem, particularly in VLSI design and verification, the focus of

this review is EC applied to the synthesis of functions in the BDD representation

using EC techniques. All except Droste [35] and Kühne & Drechsler [66] are

directly comparable to the system developed in this thesis in their objectives.

The characteristics of the systems are discussed here critically. A performance

comparison on a number of benchmarks is given in chapter 5 against EBDDIN

for those approaches that are directly comparable and have published data.

4.1 Droste

Droste et al. [35] presented a distributed hybrid approach to evolving BDDs.

Droste’s objective is to find a compact and generalising OBDD for the 20-bit

multiplexer using a partial specification. It claims to be the first BDD-based

GP system that facilitates dynamic variable reordering.

Each subpopulation has a specified variable ordering, π, allowing all the in-

dividuals to be stored as a multi-rooted ROBDD, saving memory. Migrating

individuals have their π changed when entering the destination population. Pe-

riodically, each subpopulation has its π subjected to a π heuristic optimisation

algorithm, the group sifting algorithm of Panda & Somenzi [90] or other al-

gorithm. Variation operators consist primarily of recombination and mutation

with low probability.

Individuals are constrained to be consistent with the training set at initiali-

sation. Offspring not meeting this constraint are replaced by one of the parents.

The system was able to find orderings better than random, though they were

far less than optimal. Generalisation was poor.

Droste argues that this is the only BDD-based GP system that evolves the

variable ordering. However, it is clearly a hybrid system, and does not appear

to evolve the variable ordering at all. To evolve, there must be variation and

heritable selection of the variable ordering, yet there is none. Each subpopula-

tion simply applies the heuristic globally and periodically, and independently of
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other subpopulations. It is only the heuristic that affects the variable ordering

because migrating individuals adopt the ordering of the destination subpopu-

lation. Effectively, this is a static variable ordering GP system, periodically

applying a heuristic, but distributed. Any other system could be modified sim-

ilarly.

4.2 Sakanashi

The approach of Sakanashi et al. [103] to evolving BDDs utilises an extended

form of Koza’s GP [62]. Their objective is to synthesise a BDD according to a

given specification. (detailed results are given for comparison in chapter 5. The

search space is restricted to unordered BDTs, which facilitates the application

of the conventional GP variation operators. This representation was chosen

because the authors had no techniques to evolve graphs1. The fitness function

rewards functional correctness and penalises unorderedness, the balance of which

is controlled by a parameter, k. The variable ordering is evolved, but without

respect to the eventual compactness of the resulting ROBDD.

Redundancy is removed from selected, highly fit BDTs, with a view to im-

proving evolutionary performance. Redundancy takes two forms in BDTs. First,

when the two children of a given nonterminal are identical. Second, when a given

vertex is unreachable due to a repeat occurrence of that nonterminal variable

label along any given path. In the former case, the nonterminal is replaced by

the child. In the latter case, the repeated nonterminal is replaced by its reach-

able child. These reductions are applied to fully correct BDTs and BDTs with

high relative overall fitness.

Some success is reported with their technique, but it failed on some bench-

mark problems and performed poorly in comparison to other approaches on

other problems (see section 5.7). They suggest problems could be overcome

with adaptive mechanisms for the k parameter and more selective redundancy
1Personal communication 20 January 2005
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removal, though the work was not pursued.

Sakanashi’s approach to evolving BDDs exhibits numerous shortcomings in

my opinion, and the BDT representation employed evades exploiting many of

the potential advantages of true BDDs. Firstly, from a size and performance

perspective, BDTs are typically much larger than their functionally equivalent

ROBDD counterparts, leading to increased space and time costs. Furthermore,

BDDs can be constructed by first constructing a complete, ordered BDT, then

applying the reduction mechanisms. Such BDTs generally contain a lot of re-

dundancy, and could easily be as large as its truth table. Therefore, it appears

at least as easy to generate the ordered BDT from the truth table, reducing it

to the required ROBDD as required.

Secondly, consider modularity. A BDT may contain a large amount of func-

tional redundancy. This redundancy has the potential for modularisation, and

are what a ROBDD exploits to facilitate compactness. Thus, the BDT restricts

modularity, while the reduced and partially reduced OBDD exploits it. Modu-

larity is believed to have an important role in evolvability, and is often employed

in GP systems (section 3.2).

Thirdly, genetic variation and uniqueness of individuals are important prop-

erties of adaptive evolution [23]. Sakanshi’s approach, however, eliminates much

potential genetic variation, not only by failing to employ true BDDs, but also by

reducing BDTs at the earliest opportunity. The resulting reduction in genetic

variation is likely to be detrimental to the search performance.

Finally, variable ordering is considered. The search space utilised by Sakan-

shi approach incorporates BDTs that are not ordered. These genotypes cannot

be reduced to canonical form, so the search space is much larger than is neces-

sary. In addition, the approach does not specify a variable ordering explicitly,

but seeks to evolve one using a penalty in the fitness function. While it is

true that an appropriate ordering is essential for producing a compact ROBDD,

this approach and its fitness function pay no attention to the consequence of

the variable ordering on eventual compactness. Therefore, the evolution of the
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variable ordering appears wasteful and unnecessary.

4.3 Yanagiya

Yanagiya’s BDD-based GP [128] stores the entire population in a single, multi-

rooted BDD, minimising storage requirements. Again, their objective is to syn-

thesise a BDD according to a given specification. This approach also accelerates

fitness evaluation by employing logic operations on the BDDs of candidate and

target functions. Logic operations are speeded by employing a hash-based cache

that stores the results of recent operations. Good results are demonstrated,

solving the 20-bit multiplexer problem. Yanagiya suggests that memory re-

quirements are a limiting factor.

Yanagiya’s approach is interesting in its ability to save space by storing the

population in a single multi-rooted ROBDD. However, it is fundamentally flawed

in that this negates the potential of individuals to possess differing π, and further

restricts genotypic diversity by sharing genotypic material between individuals.

Yanagiya’s approach to fast fitness evaluation using BDD logic operation also

requires the BDD representation of the target function in order to evaluate

solutions: it requires the solution to the problem being solved, limiting the

practicality of the approach. Yanagiya states that large memory requirements

are also an inhibiting factor.

4.4 Van Remortel

Van Remortel [118] experimented with the effect of cube transformations [12]

on the size of a function’s ROBDD. Their objective is to synthesise an ROBDD

according to a given specification. Cube transformations effectively map one

function to another, and can be seen a row-wise permutation of the truth ta-

ble. The goal of the cube transformation is to map a function with a complex

ROBDD representation into a function that has a simpler ROBDD representa-
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tion.

Van Remortel’s states that his motivation for using cube transformations

is to by-pass the canonicity property of ROBDDs. Because Van Remortel’s

method searches for ROBDD’s, which are unique, cube transformations permit

alternative representations of the same function, increasing the frequency of the

target in the search space. Results were inconclusive. Fixed variable ordering

appeared to give the best results in terms of speed, but the potential of cube

transformations to reduce the complexity of otherwise large ROBDDs was also

recognised.

Van Remortel’s results were preliminary, and did not demonstrate any im-

provement over the other approaches. Claims that cube transformations could

improve performance do not appear to have been investigated further.

One of the problems with cube transformation is that the transformation has

to be stored as well as the ROBDD, which can be prohibitive. Given that Van

Remortel’s objective in using cube transformations was to increase the frequency

of the target in the search space, expanding the search space to include OBDDs

may have been more effective here. This would have not only increased the

frequency of the target, but also avoided the need to store that transformation.

4.5 Kühne and Drechsler

Kühne & Drechsler [66] takes an approach to evolving generalised BDDs (GBDD)

[15] rather than the most common form of BDD that is OBDD. GBDDs do not

have the ordering restriction on the variables and can have duplicate variable

labels along paths. Their objective is to synthesise a function that is both cor-

rect and compact, and this is built into the fitness function with the correctness

property taking priority. The motivation for using GBDD rather than OBDD

is that functions that have no compact ROBDD representation can sometimes

have compact GBDD representations: they wish to investigate the potential for

exploiting this using EC.
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They define a number of variation operators, some of which are function-

preserving (i.e. functionally neutral). This has some similarities to the technique

presented in this thesis, though it should be noted that the approach presented

in this thesis predates that of Kühne & Drechsler and was first published in

[27]. They report that their approach is sometimes able to find slightly more

compact GBDDs than ROBDDs on a number of benchmarks, but only on small

functions, i.e. up to about 40 nodes. For larger functions, they state that

the algorithm takes too long to find a correct solution when the population

is initialised randomly. They state that this can be avoided if the population

is initialised to correct OBDDs, but this induces local optima in terms of the

compactness property.

Kühne & Drechsler’s findings suggest that this approach fails to scale to

larger problems, and the work does not appear to have been pursued. The ap-

proach is interesting in that it too, like EBDDIN, attempts to exploit function-

preserving mutations to introduce diversity. However, function-preserving mu-

tations are not necessarily neutral under this approach because the fitness func-

tion depends on both functional correctness and compactness. The compactness

component of the fitness function actually reduces neutrality and induces local

optima, therefore, and this will actually reduce diversity in the population. The

neutral networks present in this space are likely to be small and disconnected,

limiting the potential for neutral walk. This perhaps explains their observations

on limitations of performance and scalability.

4.6 Summary

This chapter has critically reviewed other approaches to synthesizing functions

in the BDD representation using EC. None of these systems have gained popu-

larity. Performance and scalability issues have been prominent. The EBDDIN

approach developed in this thesis will attempt to overcome some of the lim-

itations of these other systems. In particular, it will exploit the redundancy
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of the OBDDs to create large and percolating neutral networks to facilitate

exploration without loss of fitness (section 5.3). Modularity (i.e. reuse of sub-

function) will also be exploited extensively. Seamless, gradual evolution of the

degree of modularity is coupled to variation in pleiotropy. An emergent bias in

pleiotropic effects (chapter 6) aids in directing phenotypic variation in a man-

ner not inconsistent with Kirschner & Gerhart’s theory of facilitated variation

[60] or Hansen’s [49] suggestion that it is evolved pleiotropic effects that fa-

cilitate evolvability and its evolution. Comparisons of performance are given

in chapter 5 of EBDDIN against the above approaches, and the implications

for understanding and characterising evolvability are discussed throughout the

thesis.
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Chapter 5

Evolving BDDs using

inherent neutrality

This chapter introduces a new approach to evolving BDDs. The neutral net-

works that result are both internally and externally highly interconnected. The

search space is shown to be free of local optima by way of neutrality for a signif-

icant class of fitness functions. Explicitly neutral mutations allow a significant

proportion of fitness evaluations to be circumvented. BDD logical operations

reduce the time cost of each fitness evaluation by orders of magnitude. Com-

pared to other approaches to evolving BDDs, this new approach requires much

fewer fitness evaluations to find a solution on a number of benchmarks. The

result is a new EA that will be employed in this thesis as a computational model

of an evolutionary system for studying important evolutionary concepts.

5.1 Introduction

Typically, when the designer of an artificial genotypic representation wants to

incorporate neutrality, it is introduced by way of redundancy via a many-to-one

mapping. However, this approach to introducing neutrality can be problematic

because the nature of the redundancy that results is unpredictable. To facilitate
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the exploration that accompanies neutral walk, the redundant neutral variants of

a given function must be highly interconnected through the variation operators.

If not, a large number of small and disconnected neutral networks will result,

each consisting of one or few genotypes, stifling the potential for neutral walk.

These issues were introduced in section 3.5, where Rothlauf & Goldberg’s [97]

two-category distinction of the nature of redundancy was discussed. However,

categorising redundant representations into only one of these two possibilities

is misleading. Proponents of neutrality convey a very different characterisation

of highly neutral spaces that differ from both of those presented by Rothlauf

& Goldberg: for example, see Ebner et al. [37]. Rather than the globules

in genotype space depicted by the synonymously redundant representation, or

the disconnected genotypes of the non-synonymously redundant representation,

phenotypically homogenous genotypes form fine, highly interconnected struc-

tures. The structure of such networks is difficult to convey pictorially in two di-

mensions. However, one can imagine that each genotype is surrounded by both

neutral variants and non-neutral genotypes, forming fine-stranded structures

rather than the globules of Rothlauf & Goldberg’s synonymously redundant

representation which Lenski [73] argues makes neutral mutations unimportant

to evolvability.

The EA introduced in this chapter exploits the neutrality inherent in the

OBDD representation, revealing much about the nature of the neutral networks

that result. Redundancy in the OBDD representation is evident by the fact that

all OBDDs are reducible to an ROBDD representation. Thus, a function with

a compact ROBDD representation has a plethora of redundant representations

lying somewhere between its ROBDD representation, which may have size linear

in the number of variables, and the tree representation, which is exponential in

size. Furthermore, it is clear that all the redundant variants of a given function

are connected via the reduction mechanisms described earlier in section 2.3,

making it trivial to navigate between all of them via neutral walk. Thus, the

approach presented in this chapter is referred to as Evolving Binary Decision
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Diagrams using Inherent Neutrality1 (EBDDIN):

The characterising feature of EBDDIN is the use of explicitly defined

neutral mutations on BDDs that, when applied on their own, are

capable of exploring many (or all) redundant variants of a given

function through neutral walk, and this will be true for all functions.

In section 5.2 the variation operators are introduced and the effect on the search

space discussed in section 5.3. Section 5.4 shows the search space to be free of

local optima for a significant class of fitness functions. Methods to reduce the

cost of fitness evaluation are discussed in sections 5.5 and 5.8, and bloat is ad-

dressed in section 5.6. The EBDDIN approach is compared to other approaches

in section 5.7. Section 5.9 promotes EBDDIN as a model for an evolutionary

system.

5.2 Approach

The genotype of an individual in EBDDIN is an OBDD and the phenotype is

the corresponding ROBDD having the same variable ordering, which is easily

mapped to by OBDD reduction. However, for most purposes it will be suf-

ficient to consider the phenotype of an individual to be the Boolean function

represented.

The following mutation operators are defined on the OBDD genotype, all

except one of which is explicitly neutral (i.e. not functionally modifying). See

figure 5.1.

Definition 1. Let N1 be the neutral mutation of removing a redundant test.

Definition 2. Let N1’ be the neutral mutation of inserting a redundant test,

the inverse of N1.
1In some of the previous publications associated with this thesis, the word ‘inherent’ is

substituted for ‘implicit’ (i.e. implicit neutrality), but is changed to avoid ambiguity with Yu
& Miller’s use of the term [130], which differs in meaning.
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Figure 5.1: EBDDIN mutations.
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Definition 3. Let N2 be the neutral mutation of removing a redundant non-

terminal (merging two equivalent non-terminals), where two vertices have the

same variable label and the same respective children. An ‘aggressive’ version

of N2 chooses a random vertex, then merges all vertices with both the same

variable label and same children.

Definition 4. Let N2’ be the neutral mutation of inserting a redundant non-

terminal, the inverse of N2 (splitting a non-terminal).

Definition 5. Let A1 be the ‘potentially’ adaptive (or functionally modifying)

mutation of changing one of the children of a non-terminal, to another vertex,

potentially orphaning a sub-graph.

Definition 6. Let the mutation set, M, consist of those mutation operators

that are used in an evolutionary run.

All of the above mutations are applied in a way that maintains the variable

ordering, ensuring a valid OBDD is maintained as the genotype. A fifth neutral

mutation, N3, that affects the variable ordering will be introduced in chapter

8. Before discussing the effect of these mutations together, the effect of each

individually is discussed. Firstly, notions of pleiotropy and modularity are in-

troduced, defined and relate for the OBDD representation.

In biology, pleiotropy occurs when a single gene influences multiple pheno-

typic traits. Consequently, a mutation to that gene can affect any or all of those

traits simultaneously. For the purposes of the computational model presented

in this thesis, pleiotropy is defined as:

Definition 7. Pleiotropy2 is when a genotypic feature (i.e. an edge or vertex)

influences multiple phenotypic traits (fitness cases). It is quantified by counting

the number of fitness cases processed by a given edge or vertex, or it may be

given as a percentage of the 2n fitness cases.
2According Radcliffe & Surry’s [92] formal categorisation of representations, the OBDD

representation falls into the category of an allelic representation. An allelic representation
does not necessarily have genes, but a collection of properties. Thus, the use of the term
pleiotropy to describe the influence of edges and vertices on the phenotype is not an entirely
accurate biological analogy, but suffices for the purposes of this thesis.
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For example, consider an OBDD in tree form. The root vertex processes all

fitness cases, so pleiotropy is maximum here. Each vertex encountered along a

path divides pleiotropy between its children, so pleiotropy decreases logarithmi-

cal until the last edge where pleiotropy = 1. Reduction of an OBDD genotype,

however, will result in an increase in pleiotropy as fewer genotypic features are

involved in processing the same number of fitness cases. See figure 5.2.

There are many notions of modularity, and a more detailed discussion of

the various notions is deferred until the following chapter. Woodward states of

modularity [126]:

“The ability of a representation to include modularity does not add

expressiveness, it simply makes the expression more efficient in terms

of its size.”

For the purposes of thesis, we use a notion of modularity that is defined in terms

of reuse and the removal of functional redundancy. Thus, the definition focusses

on the effects of modularity rather than stating what is a module and what is

not.

Definition 8. An OBDD genotype g is more modular than genotype h if they

have the same number of variable and the size of g is less than the size of h.

Pleiotropy will typically be higher as a result of increased modularity because,

from the above discussion and figure 5.2, it is clear that modularity and pleiotropy

are positively correlated. A change in modularity as a result of a single neu-

tral mutation is reflected at the level of the whole genotype, but the change in

pleiotropy may be very localised: this will made explicitly clear in the following

discussion. So, although modularity has been defined globally on the whole

genotype, its effects can be localised.

While the pleiotropy of a genotypic feature has been quantified as a count

of the number of fitness cases influenced, this says nothing about whether the

feature’s influence is predominantly good or bad. For this purpose, the notion

of pleiotropic utility, or simply utility, is introduced:
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Figure 5.2: Pleiotropy in the OBDD representation. (Top) Pleiotropy on a
BDT given as percentages (left) and absolute values (right). Pleiotropy de-
creases logographically as each vertex encountered along each path divides
pleiotropy between its children. (Bottom) In a reduced or partially reduced
OBDD, pleiotropy is generally higher and vertices may have more than one in-
coming each. Vertices have pleiotropy which is the sum of the pleiotropy of all
incoming edges. Note that at the terminals pleiotropy sums to 100%.
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Definition 9. Pleiotropic utility, (Up), is the ratio of correct fitness cases pro-

cessed by a genotypic feature to pleiotropy:

Up =
+cases

pleiotropy
(5.1)

Utility says nothing about the amount of good or bad influence of a genotypic

feature. It says only what proportion of the total influence is good. If mutation

perturbs a genotypic feature with relatively high utility, it can be expected that

a greater drop in fitness will result than from the perturbation of a genotypic

feature with low utility. An investigation into how utility evolves, and the

implications, is presented in chapter 6.

With the above definitions in place, the effects of each of the mutations can

now be considered regarding their effects on pleiotropy, modularity and utility.

N1 and N1’ A redundant test, α, with variable, var(α), processes some set

of fitness cases, A. A0 and A1 are subsets of A distinguished on var(α), each

associated with a child edge of α; see figure 5.3. A0 ∪A1 = A and A0 ∩A1 = ∅.
The sets A0 and A1 behave as though their union in that their associated edges

have the same destination, but each is free to vary independently under A1

mutation. Removal of the redundant test α by N1 removes the potential for

A0 and A1 to vary independently by A1 mutation on var(α), protecting the

collective behaviour of A.

A0 and A1 will have the same pleiotropy, but may well have differing utility.

If both A0 and A1 have high utility, then there may be an evolutionary advantage

to removing α and protecting all of A from perturbation at the variable var(α).

If, on the other hand, one or both of A0 and A1 have low utility, they may

present a good target for A1 mutation providing an evolutionary advantage to

keeping or inserting α with N1’.

N2 and N2’ Two vertices α and β, with var(α) = var(β) and the same two

children, process two sets of fitness cases, A and B, respectively. As above,
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Figure 5.3: The effects of neutral mutation on variational dependencies between
phenotypic traits (i.e. fitness cases). (Top) Removing a redundant test (N1)
removes the potential of the subsets fitness cases A0 and A1 to vary indepen-
dently on variable y from A1 mutation. Inserting a redundant test (N1’) inserts
the potential for A0 and A1 to vary independently on the variable y. (Bot-
tom) Merging two nodes (N2) removes the potential for A0, A1, B0 and B1 to
vary independently on variable x from A1, coupling variation on x to the sets
A0 ∪B0 and A1 ∪B1. Conversely, splitting a vertex (N2’) creates the potential
for A0, A1, B0 and B1 to vary independently on variable x.
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each vertex has subsets distinguished on the their respective variables and each

subset is associated a child edge: see figure 5.3. The subsets A0, A1, B0 and

B1 are free to vary independently by A1 mutation before application of N2.

After application of N2, however, variational independence of the four sets is

removed and two new sets are formed, A0∪B0 and A1∪B1. Again, whether the

evolutionary advantage is greatest before or after N2 application will depend on

the utility of the edges.

A1 Any edge under A1 mutation may result in a change in subfunction along

some point in a path. Given that that some subset of fitness cases map onto

that path, the mutation can be functionally modifying. It is also clear that some

change in modularity, pleiotropy and utility may also result from A1 mutation,

though these changes will often, but not always, be coupled to a negative change

in fitness.

So, it is clear that the neutral mutations vary modularity, the amount of pleiotropy

and pleiotropic utility. This results in changes to variational dependencies be-

tween fitness cases. Neutral genotypes have different configurations of these

properties, and it can therefore be expected that different genotypes have a

different expected average response to A1 mutation. Configurations that infer

some evolutionary advantage represent the variation component of evolvability

and are subject to second-order selection, and so can evolve: evolvability can

evolve. This will be investigated in chapter 6, where it is shown that biased

configurations of pleiotropic utility can emerge in evolution.

5.3 Neutral network structure

In section 3.5, the problematic effects of introducing redundancy on neutral net-

work structure were discussed. In particular, the problems endemic in Rothlauf

& Goldberg’s categorisation of redundant representations [97] were discussed.

It was suggested that this two-category distinction into synonymous and non-
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synonymously redundant representations was inadequate, and that proponents

of neutrality considered that the redundancy that resulted in neutral networks

was characterised quite differently to either of the categories proposed by Roth-

lauf & Goldberg. This section discusses the structure of the neutral networks

of the OBDD genotype representation under the neutral mutations introduced

above. The resulting neutral networks are characterised as being large, fine

structures which have high intra-network and inter-network connectivity.

Neutral network size

For a given genotype, g, the size of its neutral network is determined by counting

all those functionally equivalent genotypes that are reachable by neutral walk

from g. A neutral walk in EBDDIN is a series of single applications of neutral

mutations from the set {N1, N1′, N2, N2′}, or {N1, N1′, N2, N2′, N3} where

dynamic variable ordering is being used. Generally speaking, a given phenotype

may have many disconnected neutral networks associated with it. However,

given that the neutral mutations in EBDDIN are derived from Bryant’s reduc-

tion operations [16] and their inverses, it follows that all genotypes associated

with a given function will be connected on the same neutral network. This is

because Bryant’s reductions are capable of reducing any OBDD to the canonical

ROBDD, and it follows that the inverse operations must be able to expand an

ROBDD to any other functionally equivalent OBDD. Thus, there is one neutral

network for each of the 22n

functions.

How big each of the 22n

neutral networks actually is depends very much

on the function. If a function under a given variable ordering has an ROBDD

representation of complexity polynomial in n, then there will be an exponential

number of functionally equivalent OBDDs lying between it and the BDT rep-

resentation of that function which has size 2n − 1. This follows from the fact

that there must be at least one OBDD of each size between the sizes of the

BDT and ROBDD representations in order for the canonicity property to hold

via Bryant’s reductions, though there are probably many more. If, however,
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the ROBDD representation of a function is exponential in its complexity then

there will be fewer functionally equivalent OBDDs of size lying between it and

the BDT representation of the function, resulting in a smaller neutral network.

Across all π, the relative size of the neutral network will depend on how the

complexity of the ROBDD representation of that function varies with π.

In summary, each function has a single neutral network of genotypes as-

sociated with it. Where the function has a compact (i.e. polynomially-sized)

ROBDD representation, then the size of the neutral network will be at least

exponential in n. It is not known what proportion of functions have compact

ROBDD representations, but the number is expected to grow at a similar rate

as the number of functions (i.e. doubly exponentially). We can therefore ex-

pect, with regard to n, a doubly exponential number of at least exponentially

large neutral networks in OBDD space, along with a large number of neutral

networks lesser in size.

Intra-network and inter-network interconnectivity

Within a neutral network, connectivity is typically high. This follows from the

fact that it will generally be possible to mutate an OBDD in very many ways

using one of the neutral mutation operators. For example, any nonterminal with

two or more parents can have N2’ applied; any long edge with space to insert one

or more variables can have N1’ applied, possibly with several outcomes; there

will be many options for reduction using N1 and N2 as indicated earlier; N3

can always be applied in many places. These possibilities for applying neutral

mutations can be considered as neutral degrees of freedom, the number of which

will vary from genotype to genotype, but will typically be high.

Similarly, inter-network connectivity is also high. Any non-trivial OBDD

has a large number of opportunities to apply the A1 mutation, typically leading

on to a different neutral network. A1 can be applied to any child edge of any

nonterminal. That application of A1 to a given child edge, itself, will typically

have many possible outcomes. While A1 may sometimes lead to another point
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on the same network, it must generally be considered adaptive, leading onto

a differing neutral network. Thus, the non-neutral degrees of freedom for each

genotype are also high.

Thus, the neutrality inherent in this representation results in a minimal num-

ber of neutral networks (i.e. one for each function). Each neutral network is

fully connected internally in many degrees of freedom, but also highly connected

externally with other networks in many degrees of freedom throughout. As a

result, the potential for exploration through neutral walk becomes great. This

characterisation is very different to either of the two classifications of redun-

dancy described by Rothlauf & Goldberg and discussed in section 3.5. Rothlauf

& Goldberg’s classifications were depicted in figure 3.1 on page 49. Here, syn-

onymously redundant representations had genotypes that represented the same

phenotype clumped tightly together in globules. Genotypes at the centre of

those globules were phenotypically isolated, and the surface of each globule

had connectivity with few differing phenotypes. The non-synonymously redun-

dant representation, in contrast, depicted all the genotypes that represented the

same phenotype as disconnected, so that the variation operators can not easily

find redundant variations for neutral walk. They characterise these classifica-

tions formally on the sum of the distances between genotypes that represent

the same phenotype (formula 3.1 on page 47) as having small values and large

respectively.

Rothlauf & Goldberg’s characterisation neglects the desirable properties of

redundant representations that have genotypes that represent the same pheno-

type highly dispersed, but connected. This type of redundancy is what this

thesis claims is indicative of the best properties of neutral networks. It can be

formalised in a similar manner to formula 3.1, but crucially takes into account

how connected the redundant genotypic representations of a given phenotype

are.
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where

• G is the set of all genotypes.

• P is the set of all phenotypes.

• Gp ⊆ G is the set of all genotypes representing the same p ∈ P .

• |G| is the cardinality of G.

• γp is the number of neutral networks of genotypes representing the p ∈ P .

• distance(g, g′) is the distance between two genotypes.

In EBDDIN distance(g, g′) is the fewest number of neutral mutations to get from

g to g′. Crucially, formula 5.2 takes into account how connected the set Gp is,

where formula 3.1 does not. Large values of (5.2) represent desirable redundancy

with typically large distances between g, g′ ∈ Gp that are connected by neutral

walk. Dividing the sum of the distances by |G| gives an average distance between

genotypes connected by neutral walk so that the average size of neutral network

can be compared against the maximum possible size.

Formula 5.2 will return high values for redundancy of the type characterised

for EBDDIN and implied by others (e.g. [37, 105]), but low values for both the

synonymous and non-synonymously redundant representations characterised by

Rothlauf & Goldberg [97]. In EBDDIN, ∀p ∈ P, γp = 1 and distances between

the BDT and ROBDD representations will be exponential in the number of vari-

ables for many p ∈ P . However, for a synonymously redundant representation,

distance(g, g′) is small for all g, g′ ∈ Gp by definition (formula 3.1). For a non-

synonymously redundant representation, γp will be very large, approximating

|Gp|, because ∀p ∈ P, g ∈ Gp is not connected to any other member of that set.

It is also worth reemphasising a distinguishing feature of the neutrality under

EBDDIN’s representation. Recall from section 3.1.3 Lenski’s negative argument

regarding the usefulness of neutrality:
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“..., deleterious mutations may lead to genetic neighborhoods that

are more promising, from the perspective of adaptation, than neu-

tral mutations. In other words, neutral mutations are neutral pre-

cisely because they are isolated from important phenotypes, whereas

deleterious ones must be connected to phenotypes that matter for

fitness.”

The implication is that neutral mutations happen in parts of the genotype that

have no influence on phenotypic function. In EAs such as Galvan-Lopez’s ap-

proach to GP [100], and CGP [84][119], this may be true to a certain extent,

though there is always the potential for any non-influential part of the genotype

to become influential through a single application of a variation operator. How-

ever, in an OBDD genotype there is no part of the representation that does not

influence the phenotype.3 That is, any mutation changes the way the represen-

tation calculates function. As noted in section 5.2, neutral mutations vary the

pleiotropic influence of different parts of the genotype on the phenotype, and

chapter 6 argues that this is important for evolvability under EBDDIN.

Similarities to RNA spaces

Neutrality has been extensively studied in RNA spaces, where RNA sequences

map to secondary structure, or shape [105, 52]. Shape space is found to be

considerably smaller than sequence space, implying a high level of redundancy.

There are few common shapes and many rare shapes. Random mutation at a few

loci typically leave shape unchanged. The likelihood of shape change, however,

increases rapidly as the number of mutated loci increases. Similar sequences on

a network have largely overlapping neighbourhoods, but less so for dissimilar

sequences. One fifth of all shapes, the common shapes, are represented by a

neutral network whose sequences are so diverse at the extremes so as not to

have a single base in common. The few common shapes are represented by
3This was also discussed in section 3.5, where it was emphasised that EBDDIN exploits

functional redundancy only.
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neutral networks that are so pervasive that each is accessible from any other

by few base mutations. Thus, intra-network and inter-network connectivity is

high in RNA spaces also, and neutral networks are large. Furthermore, both

RNA and OBDD spaces exhibit a differential in the commonality of phenotypes:

functions with compact ROBDDs are more commonly represented than those

with non-compact ROBDDs.

There remain very significant material differences between the RNA rep-

resentation and the OBDD representation. However, these commonalities in

the structure of the space may imply similarities in the search characteristics.

The principal benefit highlighted by RNA researchers is that exploration is bet-

ter facilitated. By drifting along a neutral network, the search is exposed to

neighbours which are highly infrequent, providing a virtually endless supply of

innovation according to Huynen [52]. There is little potential for getting stuck at

a local optima under this scenario: there are always new phenotypes to explore.

5.4 A search space free of local optima

Proponents of neutrality often suggest that neutrality alleviates the problem of

local optima [84, 50, 105, 52, 54, 119]. Yet, proof of this for any non-trivial

system has been elusive. In this section EBDDIN is shown to be free of local

optima for a significant class of fitness functions.

The fitness functions considered here are those in which each fitness incre-

ment is determined by a single input vector in isolation of all other input vectors.

This includes those typically used for both fully and partially specified Boolean

functions, and those typically used for classification problems. It is all those

fitness functions where fitness is determined by counting the correct number of

outputs for each specified input vector.

Theorem 1. Where fitness is determined by counting correctly classified input

vectors, and fitness(forigin) ≤ fitness(ftarget), it is possible to transform any

OBDD, forigin(x0, ..., xn), to any higher fitness OBDD, ftarget(x0, ..., xn), with-
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Figure 5.4: Expanding an OBDD to form a complete BDT down to n−1 layers.

out loss of fitness in any of the successive intermediate OBDDs, using a series

of single applications of operators from the set M = {N1, N1′, N2, N2′, A1}.

Thus, there is always a neutral path to a higher fitness value should one exist.

It is a simple matter to show that theorem 1 is correct. Consider an OBDD

where all the nonterminals form a tree in which there are no long edges and

every path visits all the variables. Each input vector is now represented by an

independent path from the root to a terminal, the last edge of which affects only

one input vector (i.e. fitness case). Thus, each input vector can be manipulated

independently of any other simply by redirecting the final edge of that path to

another terminal using the A1 mutation. Thus, when an OBDD genotype is in

this tree form, maximum fitness can always be reached simply by applying A1

to all those paths whose output is not correct. Manipulating any OBDD into

the tree form required is achieved by using the N1’ and N2’ neutral mutations,

see figure 5.4. These have the effect of filling in gaps in a path, and splitting

nonterminals that have more than one parent. Because N1 and N2 are known

to always be able to reduce an OBDD in tree form to its canonical ROBDD

representation, the inverse mutations can always expand any OBDD to its tree

form. Given that any OBDD can be transformed to a higher fitness OBDD,

should one exist, the search space can be concluded to be free of local optima.

More will be said on this in chapter 7, where a search space model based on

accessibility is introduced.

It is strictly not necessary for the OBDD to be expanded to tree form in order
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to make progress. It is only necessary that the smallest portions of the OBDD

periodically comply with the tree conditions, and this too can be achieved solely

with N1’ and N2’. Furthermore, theorem 1 clearly holds regardless of the vari-

able ordering chosen. Moreover, theorem 1 holds if a neutral mutation for dy-

namic variable reordering is introduced, as it will be in chapter 8: the inclusion

of dynamic variable reordering does not prohibit the N1’ and N2’ expanding an

OBDD to tree form.

While it is of considerable theoretical interest to prove that there is an in-

finitely scalable class of problems that are free of local optima by way of neu-

trality, the empirical studies (section 5.7) show that this is not the way the

search progresses. If it was, fitness would always accumulate in increments of

1, which would be a very slow and tedious process indeed. In practice, fitness

accumulates in much larger increments.

5.5 Avoiding the cost of evaluating neutral off-

spring

Fitness evaluation is usually the most costly aspect of an EA and is consid-

ered one of the biggest obstacles to the scalability of EC systems. Given that

EBDDIN employs mutation operators some which are explicitly neutral, those

offspring produced by such a mutation can have the fitness value copied di-

rectly from the parent, circumventing a fitness evaluation. Avoiding the cost of

evaluating neutral offspring is the novelty of this approach, and it is applicable

regardless of the selection method used.

Instead of a mutation rate which provides a probability for mutating each

genotypic feature, a mutation bound is used. The mutation bound caps the

number of applications of the variation operators to the genotype in offspring

generation.
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1. generate initial population

2. select parents

3. FOR EACH n offspring to be generated

(a) clone parent to produce child genotype

(b) REPEAT bound times

i. choose a mutation from the set M randomly
ii. attempt to apply chosen mutation to random location in child
iii. IF mutation failed and child not mutated

A. GOTO 3(a)i
iv. IF mutation is non-neutral

A. evaluate child
v. ELSE

A. copy parent fitness value to child

4. kill n individuals in population

5. insert n offspring into population

6. IF terminating condition is false

(a) GOTO 2

7. finish

Neutral offspring produced by an A1 mutation still require a fitness evaluation

because it is not possible to determine the effect of A1 in advance. Using a low

mutation bound and high percentage of explicitly neutral mutations, however, a

large proportion of function evaluations can be avoided, typically reducing the

number of fitness evaluations by around 50%.

This method is not specific to EBDDIN, and it will work regardless of the

selection mechanism used, and regardless of whether steady-state of a genera-

tional algorithm is used. The method can be applied where a variation operation

is known a priori to have a neutral consequence on the offspring. This can be

as a result of an explicitly neutral operator, or as a result of applying a gen-

eral operator to a part of the genotype which is known to be non-functional.

The former approach is applied here, and the latter approach was applied by

Galvan-Lopex [100] to tree-based GP.
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5.6 Managing bloat

There are two types of redundancy that can be associated with the OBDD

representation, intra-π redundancy and inter-π redundancy. The former results

from genotype OBDDs being unreduced. The latter results from the variation

in complexity of ROBDD in response to π. A good π will produce a very

simple ROBDD representation of a function, but a bad π will produce a very

complex representation: this is merely the variable ordering problem restated.

In this section, I will introduce methods for managing intra-π bloat; the variable

ordering problem will be addressed in a later chapter.

Controlling intra-π bloat

Intra-π redundancy can easily be removed by reducing an OBDD to its ROBDD

form. However, a certain amount of redundancy is beneficial as it facilitates

genotypic diversity independent of fitness and phenotypic diversity. Without

such diversity, the exploration resulting from neutral drift would be lost.

Therefore, rather than simply removing all redundancy at the earliest op-

portunity, the amount of redundancy must be managed. The optimal level of

redundancy to minimise the number of function evaluations required to find a

solution is difficult to determine, but empirical studies suggest a modest amount

of redundancy, having genotypes with size typically less than twenty times that

of the ROBDD solution. For practical reasons too, a lower amount of redun-

dancy requires less memory: bloated OBDDs approximating tree form require

an amount of memory exponential in the number of variables.

Three broad approaches are suggested:

1. Periodically fully reduce the genotypes of every member of the population

to ROBDD form.

2. Attempt to control the relative frequency of reducing mutations so as to

control the level of redundancy, or by using the ‘aggressive’ form of N2.
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3. Allow the inherent tendency for genotypes to become reduced to handle

bloat automatically; the mechanism of this is discussed in chapter 6.

5.7 Examples

In this section EBDDIN is tested on a number of benchmark problems to char-

acterise the search. It is also compared to several other approaches to evolving

BDDs, demonstrating an improvement in performance of orders of magnitude.

The approaches used for comparison are Yanagiya [128], Sakanashi [103] and

van Remortel [118].

A range of n-parity problems were investigated in the range of n = 7, . . . , 17,

to see how the EBDDIN approach scaled. Other problems were also looked at

for comparison with previous approaches and to investigate how this approach

coped with less compact ROBDD solutions. There were 100 runs on each prob-

lem, except 20-mux, which was done over 10 because of time constraints. Pop-

ulation size = 5, tournament size = 2 and mutation bound = 1. The fitness

functions used for all these problems was a negated count of incorrectly classified

fitness cases except for the parity problems which used the fitness function:

fitness = abs(fitnesseven − 2n/2) + 2n/2 (5.3)

where fitnesseven is the number of fitness cases identified correctly for even-

parity. This fitness function exploits the fact that a below median fitness value

can be pivoted about the median simply by swapping the terminals in an OBDD

[26]. Effectively, (5.7) permits the evaluation of two solutions for the cost of

evaluating one. However, in practice, the second solution is almost always sub-

ordinate to the first, so there is little or no benefit over a straightforward count

of correctly classified fitness cases. (5.7) was used on parity functions simply

to investigate its potential. The compared approaches of Yanagiya , Sakanashi
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and van Remortel use a fitness function equivalent to that used for non-parity

problems.

The population was initialised by randomly generating OBDDs varying in

size. Table 5.1 shows the results for the parity problems and table 5.2 shows the

results for some other symmetric functions and some multiplexer functions. Ta-

bles 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 show the results of Sakanashi, Yanagiya and van Remortel

for comparison with the EBDDIN approach.

For the parity problems, a 100% success rate is observed for each n variant

within a very modest number of fitness evaluations. Modest values for σ and

mean run length are also observed. In terms of scalability, this algorithm exhibits

excellent behaviour. The mean run length required increases at a lesser rate than

the number of fitness cases, as does σ. The tendencies of these properties are

clearly observed when plotted against n. See figure 5.5.

EBDDIN was also tested on a number of symmetric and multiplexer prob-

lems for comparison with other approaches. This included two experiments

on multiplexer problems with reverse variable orderings, i.e. mux6(r) and

mux11(r). This was done to determine the influence on the algorithm of variable

ordering and compactness of ROBDD solution. Table 5.2 shows the results. A

similarly high success rate was exhibited for all these problems except mux11(r).

Table 5.2 suggests that the more compact a problem’s ROBDD solution, the

easier it is to find. For example, the ROBDD solution to mux6 has 7 non-

terminals, while the solution to mux6(r) has 29 (see figure 2.3), resulting in a

much shorter mean run length for mux6.

The reason this algorithm performs better against problems with compact

ROBDD solutions is possibly related to the combination of redundancy and

high degree of subfunction reuse in compact ROBDDs, with regularity in the

solution being effectively exploited throughout the run, focusing the search on

promising areas of the search space.
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The results of previous approaches reproduced in tables 5.3, 5.4 and 5.5

respectively, indicate the that the EBDDIN approach is far superior. It is typ-

ically able to solve more challenging problems than the compared approaches.

Where the compared approaches have solved the same problem, the EBDDIN

approach is typically more efficient in the number of fitness evaluations required.

For example, on the mux6 problem, it requires 10 times fewer fitness evaluations

than van Remortel’s [118] approach; on the mux11 problem, EBDDIN requires

35 times fewer fitness evaluations than Yanagiya’s [128] approach. However, on

the mux6(r) problem, the EBDDIN approach proves less superior, though still

requires fewer fitness evaluations than van Remortel. This supports the conjec-

ture that this algorithm excels at finding solutions with compact ROBDDs.

The EBDDIN approach also proved favourable in terms of memory require-

ments. Its small population size and straightforward implementation only re-

quired about 30 MBs for mux20, whereas Yanagiya’s large population size (4000)

and complex caching scheme required over 300 MBs for the same problem.

Yanagiya suggests that memory requirements are a limiting factor for the ap-

plication of his approach.

5.8 Difference evaluation

In section 5.5, the problems associated with the cost of fitness evaluation were

emphasised, and it was shown that explicitly neutral mutations allowed around

half of all fitness evaluations to be circumvented. This section introduces the

method of difference evaluation, which is able to reduce the cost of each neces-

sary fitness evaluation considerably by orders of magnitude.

The steps of the method are as follows:

1. Apply the logical XOR operation to parent and offspring and obtain the

result OBDD. (See [4] for a detailed description of applying BDD logical

operations.)

2. Copy the parent fitness value to the offspring.
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Figure 5.5: Scalability. The graphs show that, while the number of fitness cases
increases exponentially, the number of function evaluations required increases
approximately linearly. This demonstrates good scalability in the number of
fitness evaluations required. It also confirms that the mechanism of evolution
differs from that described to show freedom from local optima in section 5.4,
which requires fitness increments of 1 exclusively.

3. Determine the input vectors leading to the 1-terminal in the result OBDD:

call this the discrepancy set. The discrepancy set is all those input vectors

in which the parent and offspring differ in their outputs.

4. For each input vector in the discrepancy set, determine whether it is a

positive or negative discrepancy with reference to the target function,

incrementing or decrementing the child fitness accordingly.

The logical XOR operation on two operand OBDDs results in a OBDD repre-

senting the difference between the parent and offspring. In the result OBDD,

the discrepancy is represented by all the paths from a root to a 1-terminal, the

1-paths. Any input vector that maps onto a 1-path in the result represents a

discrepancy between the two operands: each discrepancy is equivalent to a line

in the truth table where the respective functions would differ. The input vec-

tors mapping onto the 1-paths can be determined using a bottom-up recursive

algorithm.
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Figure 5.6: Fraction of total computation time spent in fitness evaluation. Com-
pares normal evaluation against difference evaluation averaged over 10 complete
runs for each value of n.
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Figure 5.7: Mean time per fitness evaluation. Compares normal evaluation
against difference evaluation averaged over 10 complete runs for each value of n
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Comparison of the difference evaluation and normal evaluation methods were

carried out using an arbitrarily chosen (5+10)ES and employing the aggressive

N2 operator to help manage bloat. Figure 5.6 shows that the fraction of total

computation time becomes saturated by fitness evaluation with increasing n for

the parity problem. The fraction is much higher for normal evaluation than for

difference evaluation. Figure 5.7 compares the mean time per fitness evaluation.

A target function that is fully specified has a cost for each evaluation that is

exponential in the number of variables, 2n, and this is reflected in the figure

for the normal evaluation method. Difference evaluation, however, results in a

much less rapid increase in the time required, requiring less than 10% of the

time when n = 14, and the gap is clearly increasing.

Yanagiya [128] employed a similar method in his work on evolving BDDs.

However, Yanagiya applied the logical XOR operation to the target and the

offspring rather than the parent and the offspring. The method of difference

evaluation has two advantages over Yanagiya’s method of evaluation. Firstly,

Yanagiya’s method requires a BDD representation of the target function at the

beginning of the run: it requires the solution that is being searched for. This is

of no consequence for benchmarking on well-known functions, but is prohibitory

for functions where the solution is not known in advance. Secondly, as noted in

the following paragraph, the number of discrepancies between the parent and

the offspring will impact on performance. Yanagiya’s approach will result in

very large discrepancy sets at all but the latter stages of a run because the

discrepancy between the target and the offspring will be large. The difference

evaluation method, however, using a low mutation severity, will see high parent

to offspring fitness correlation and smaller discrepancy sets throughout a run.

Generating the result OBDD can be done in time polynomial in the com-

plexity of the operand ROBDDs [4]. Finding the underlying discrepancies can

be achieved in time polynomial in the number of discrepancies. Thus, the effi-

ciency of this method is dependent on the complexity of the operand OBDDs,

and on the average size of the discrepancy sets produced during a run. The for-
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mer implies that parsimonious genotypes must be encouraged in the population,

and this can be aided through good bloat management. The latter implies a

low mutation rate to encourage close fitness correlation of parent and offspring;

this is consistent with gradualism.

The size of the discrepancy set will be typically small, but this will not always

be the case, resulting in a bottleneck for the method. It is possible to further

enhance the difference evaluation method by choosing a policy for abandoning

counting the discrepancies between parent and offspring. Consistent with the

Darwinian notion of gradualism, the more severe the effect of a mutation on

function, the less likely it is that the resulting offspring will be fitter than the

parent. This likelihood can be exploited, perhaps by taking only a sampling of

the discrepancies at first to see if a fitness improvement is possible. If a fitness

improvement appears unlikely, then the evaluation can be abandoned. Using

such enhancements, coupled with tight bloat control, difference evaluation might

possibly be able to reduce the cost of fitness evaluation from exponential in the

number of variables to approximating polynomial.

5.9 Discussion

EBDDIN is a highly practical EA to set up and use: there is no choice of func-

tion set to make; redundancy is easily removed via reduction; fitness evaluation

can be very fast compared to other approaches. Furthermore, performance is

comparatively superior to other approaches to evolving BDDs. The main em-

phasis of this thesis is understanding the subtleties of evolvability within the

context of EBDDIN, rather than development of EBDDIN for particular practi-

cal applications. It should be remembered, though, that it is a logical outcome

that a deeper understanding of evolvability issues will benefit the development

of EBDDIN for practical applications where the solution domain can be suitably

encoded into BDD form. In this thesis, EBDDIN will be used as a computational

model of an evolutionary system. The model captures many of the important
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elements for studying some key evolvability concepts. The rest of this section

argues the validity of EBDDIN for such a model.

In nature, evolution is dependent on the environmental conditions. The

chemical compounds that are present necessitate the molecules and processes

that facilitate the organism. The features necessary for organismal evolution are

not necessarily essential for artificial evolution, however. The genes, proteins,

cells and developmental processes, etc., that facilitate the biological organism are

a consequence of evolution in the natural environment rather than prerequisites

for any evolutionary system generally. Attempts to address evolvability in EC

by too closely mimicking features of natural evolution results in complexity

that serves only to obscure or inhibit the important and general evolutionary

concepts being studied.

Any individual in any evolutionary system can be considered a function: a

mapping between inputs and outputs. In nature, that mapping is extremely

complex, being determined mostly by the phenotype which, in turn, is deter-

mined by genes and developmental processes that sit in between. However, at its

heart, the phenotype can be considered as determining a relationship between

the inputs (values of the environmental variables) for producing the outputs

(response). An OBDD represents a function in its structure which determines a

hierarchical relationship between the inputs for producing the outputs, void of

many of the features of natural genotypes.4 Mutation here serves to change the

relationship between the inputs more directly using edges, and it is this that

makes the model both non-trivial but simple and useful. A trivial representa-

tion would specify the output for each and every input vector independently,

as in a truth table for Boolean functions. The OBDD, however, captures the

output for many input vectors in a more modular fashion, also offering many

alternative representations for the same function. This makes the model useful

for studying both neutrality and modularity within the genotype, which a trivial
4According Radcliffe & Surry’s [92] formal categorisation of representations, the OBDD

representation falls into the category of an allelic representation. An allelic representation
does not necessarily have genes, but a collection of properties.
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representation would prohibit.

5.10 Summary

This chapter introduced a new approach to evolving BDDs, EBDDIN. Neutral-

ity inherent in the representation is exploited by the approach. The neutral

networks that result are large and fine-structured, with high intra-network and

inter-network connectivity. These neutral network are quite different to either

of the categories proposed by Rothlauf & Goldberg [97], but similar in some

ways to that of RNA spaces. The resulting search space is shown free of local

optima for an infinitely scalable class of fitness functions, including those typi-

cally used for classification problems and Boolean functions. Neutral mutation

varies modularity and pleiotropy, giving these properties the potential to evolve.

Explicitly neutral mutations allow a large number of function evaluations to be

circumvented. The method of difference evaluation reduces the cost of fitness

evaluation by orders of magnitude. EBDDIN proved superior in performance

against the compared approaches on several problems, and EBDDIN was shown

to scale well on parity problems. Performance was less good where the target

did not have a compact ROBDD representation. Finally, EBDDIN was argued

to be a viable to computational model of an evolutionary system that can be

used for studying evolvability-related concepts.
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Chapter 6

On pleiotropy, modularity

and neutrality: constraining

phenotypic variation

This chapter aims to determine what genotypic properties facilitate evolvabil-

ity within EBDDIN. Evolvability requires the variation operators to transform

the genotypic representation in ways which perturb the maladapted aspects of

the phenotype while leaving unperturbed the adapted aspects. The hypothesis

presented is that modularity facilitates the patterns of pleiotropy within the

genotype that constrain phenotypic variation to facilitate the variation compo-

nent of evolvability within the context of EBDDIN. The hypothesis is supported

by experiments demonstrating the emergence of pleiotropic patterns which differ

significantly from what would be expected of randomly chosen genotypes.

6.1 Introduction

A principal requirement for the facilitation of evolvability is targeting phenotypic

variation on properties susceptible to positive selection. Altenberg [2] states of
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evolvability:

“It comes from the genetic operators being able to transform the

representation in ways that leave intact those aspects of the individ-

ual that are already adapted, while perturbing those aspects which

are not yet highly adapted. Variation should be channeled toward

those “dimensions” for which there is selective opportunity.”

But how, and what are the properties and mechanisms that facilitate it? For

evolvability to be applied to systems of artificial evolution, it must be under-

stood and characterised. In a trivial representation in which there is a one-to-one

correspondence between genotypic features and phenotypic traits, mutation is

just as likely to affect one feature as it is any other, so variation is not channeled

at all. In a non-trivial representation, for which there is not a one-to-one cor-

respondence between genotypic features and phenotypic traits, the genotypic

representation of adapted and maladapted traits overlaps. Thus, perturbing

the maladapted traits while leaving the adapted unperturbed appears to be an

insurmountable problem only exacerbated by any increase in fitness..

This chapter presents an hypothesis regarding the role of modularity in chan-

nelling phenotypic variation towards those dimensions for which there is selec-

tive opportunity. This hypothesis is referred to as Evolvability via Modularity-

induced Mutational Focussing (EMMF). EMMF postulates that modularity bet-

ter permits pleiotropic patterns to emerge that separate out and compress the

genotypic representation of adapted traits, leaving the maladapted traits ex-

posed to perturbation, effectively channelling phenotypic variation.

Section 6.2 discusses different notions of modularity. Section 6.3 discusses

pleiotropy and the pleiotropic patterns that might be beneficial to evolvability.

Section 6.4 presents a thought experiment to aid in understanding modular-

ity and pleiotropy work together to produce pleiotropic patterns beneficial to

evolvability. Section 6.5 presents experiments used to support the hypothesis.

Finally, section 6.6 discusses the findings and their implications.
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6.2 Notions of modularity

The intuitive idea of modularity is fairly straightforward. However, there are

many notions of modularity and the term is used in many different contexts to

refer to a multitude of concepts. In computer science and engineering modularity

provides systems designed as distinct functional components, each of which

solve some particular aspect of the larger problem. These components have

clearly specified interfaces through which they interact with other components,

screening off the internal complexity. Such design principles facilitate easy reuse

of components so that common functionality does not have to be re-designed

again and again.

In evolutionary biology, concepts of modularity differ. Developmental mod-

ules are units of embryonic development that are largely independent of the

context in which they occur [93]. These kinds of modules materialise as discern-

able phenotypic entities: a limb or eyeball, for example. Wagner & Altenberg’s

notion of evolutionary modules [122] are defined in terms of variational inde-

pendence: a pair of limbs vary in length as one unit, or a pair of eyes vary in

colour as a unit.

Wagner & Altenberg’s [122] notion of evolutionary modularity has been the

subject of particular interest in EC in recent years because it is purported to be

responsible for channelling phenotypic variation and appears to be important

for evolvability. This type of modularity is depicted as existing through a close

coupling of pleiotropic effects between a gene group and character complex.

That is, a gene group’s pleiotropic influence is primarily, but not necessarily

exclusively, within a group of traits which have become integrated through the

genotype-phenotype mapping process to serve some primary function. See figure

6.1.

In a later work, Altenberg [3] states of evolutionary modularity:

“The extreme example of modularity would be the idealized model

of a genome in which each locus maps to one phenotypic trait. For
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the converse, the extreme example of non-modularity would be a

genotype-phenotype map with uniform pleiotropy in which every

gene has an effect on every phenotypic variable. Real organisms, one

could argue, have genotype-phenotype maps that range somewhere

in between these extremes.”

Under Altenberg’s notion of evolutionary modularity then, and fitness functions

covered by theorem 1 on page 77, an OBDD representation of a function in tree

form would allow each and every trait (fitness case result) to vary indepen-

dently by the A1 mutation, and would therefore be maximally modular in an

evolutionary sense. However, under the notion of the kind of modularity that

emphasises reuse (definition 5.2, p.67), the OBDD in tree form is minimally

modular because no reuse is exhibited. The tree is maximally modular in one

sense but minimally modular in another! Conversely, the ROBDD representa-

tion of the same function is minimally modular in an evolutionary sense because

traits have little capacity to vary independently, but maximally modular in a

reuse sense because all redundant function is removed and reuse is optimal.

These two notions of modularity are completely antagonistic within the context

of EBDDIN.

A further point to note with the notion of evolutionary modularity as de-

scribed above is the question of determining traits. Altenberg further states:

“Intuitive notions about the advantages of modularity for evolvabil-

ity run into the problem of how we parse the organism into traits.

In order to resolve the “question of multiplicity”, there needs to be a

way to get the human observer out of the way, and define modularity

in terms of physical processes.” ... “Until this problem is resolved,

we cannot say whether variation is modular or not.”

That is, ‘traits’ determined by humans are not necessarily optimal, or even

good, units of variation. Better units of variation may consist of multiple ‘traits’

varying together in some correlated manner: for example, under EBDDIN, it
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would be preferable to see fitness increases having a magnitude much greater

than 1, as noted in section 5.4. How are these optimised units of variation to

be determined in evolution? Altenberg concludes that:

“My main proposal is that the evolutionary advantages that have

been attributed to modularity do not derive from modularity per

se. Rather, they require that there be an “alignment” between the

spaces of phenotypic variation, and the selection gradients that are

available to the organism. Modularity in the genotype-phenotype

map may make such an alignment more readily attained, but it is

not sufficient; the appropriate phenotype-fitness map in conjunction

with the genotype-phenotype map is also necessary for evolvability.”

That is, what is more fundamental to evolvability than evolutionary modularity

in the genotype-phenotype map, is how the genotype-phenotype map aligns phe-

notypic variation with fitness. With this crucial insight in mind, an investigation

into evolutionary modularity can be set aside in favour of the more pertinent

investigation into how the genotype-phenotype map aligns phenotypic variation

with fitness, and the role that modularity, in a reuse sense, may have to play in

that.

6.3 Pleiotropy

If evolutionary modularity is not responsible for facilitating the variational com-

ponent of evolvability, then pleiotropy may be. Pleiotropy happens where single

gene influences multiple phenotypic traits. Hansen [49] argues that patterns of

pleiotropy may facilitate evolvability rather than evolutionary modularity.

As long ago as 1930, it was recognised that the probability of a mutation

being advantageous is a steeply decreasing function of the number of traits

it influences [41]. High levels of pleiotropy cause interference amongst traits,

inhibiting their capacity to vary independently. Assuming that the majority of

traits are well-adapted, perturbing more of them simultaneously is more likely
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to result in a reduction in fitness. Conversely, minimal pleiotropy (i.e. one

gene per trait) permits each trait to vary independently of any other and is

precisely the same thing as Altenberg’ notion of evolutionary modularity in

the extreme discussed in the preceding section. Therefore, minimal pleiotropy

suffers from the same problem as extreme evolutionary modularity in terms of

how to parse the organism into traits of useful variation. Hansen [49] argues

that an intermediate level of pleiotropy may best facilitate evolvability, and

suggests that variation in pleiotropic effects within a genotype will be important

to facilitating favourable pleiotropic patterns.

What patterns of pleiotropy might be beneficial in an OBDD geno-

type?

Section 5.2 defined pleiotropy in the context of EBDDIN as the number of fitness

cases which a single genotypic feature is involved in processing. Pleiotropic

utility (Up), or simply utility, was defined as the fraction of pleiotropy that are

adapted fitness cases. So, while pleiotropy quantifies how many fitness cases

a given edge or vertex influences, utility provides an indication how good that

influence actually is.

The pleiotropic patterns that can be expected to benefit evolvability in EBD-

DIN will be those which expose maladapted fitness cases to perturbation without

exposing the adapted fitness cases. For example, consider an edge in an OBDD

which has Up = 0. Mutating such an edge using A1 cannot result in a fitness

drop, but will likely result in a fitness increase because only maladapted fitness

cases are influenced by that edge. Such edges clearly make good targets for

mutation. A high percentage of edges exhibiting Up = 0 in the genotype will

benefit evolvability, therefore. It may be too much too expect to have a number

of edges with Up = 0, particular as fitness increases, but relatively low Up will

serve a similar purpose, though to a lesser degree. Assuming no mutation or

representation bias, A1 mutation of any random subset of fitness cases clearly

has the expectation that half will turn out to be correct on average:
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Expected outcome of mutating an edge by A1 is Up = 0.5 (6.1)

Therefore, edges with Up / 0.5 are reasonable targets for A1 mutation and

will frequently result in a fitness increase. Some variance from (6.1) permits

a fitness increase where Up of an edge is slightly greater than 0.5 before A1

application, but this is clearly limited if the variance follows a normal (Gaussian)

distribution.

Another pleiotropic configuration may be beneficial to robustness. An edge

that has high Up represents only adapted fitness cases, which means they do not

have to be perturbed in order for the maladapted fitness cases to be perturbed.

If the adapted fitness cases can be represented by a small percentage of edges

having high Up, robustness of the adapted fitness cases will be enhanced.

In conclusion, pleiotropic patterns that favour evolvability may be those

which separate the representation of adapted and maladapted fitness cases, and

this will be evident in the Up distribution. The expectation of Up (UE) is:

UE =
fitness

2n
(6.2)

Where fitness is the number of adapted fitness cases and 2n is the total number

of fitness cases. The distribution of Up might be expected to approximate a

normal (or, perhaps, skew-normal) distribution with mode UE in a randomly

generated genotype. That is, any edge in a randomly generated genotype is

expected to processes an unbiased proportion of adapted and maladapted fitness

cases on average. As the population matures and the gap between (6.1) and

(6.2) increases (see figure 6.2), fitness improvement becomes increasing unlikely

if the actual distribution of Up approximates a normal distribution. A distortion

in the actual distribution of Up away from the normal, exhibiting secondary

peaks or fattening in the upper and lower tails of the distribution indicates

separation of the genotypic representation of adapted and maladapted traits.

Such pleiotropic patterns will better permit the perturbation of the maladapted
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while leaving unperturbed the adapted and are therefore be responsible for

aligning phenotypic variation with fitness.

6.4 Focussing mutation: a thought experiment

This section examines how modularity can assist in producing patterns of pleiotropy

that might facilitate evolvability. Section 5.2 defined modularity, for the pur-

poses of this thesis, in terms of reuse and the removal of redundancy, making

the representation of a given function more efficient in terms of its size. This

notion of modularity is used in many EAs.1 Section 6.2 showed that this notion

of modularity could be antagonistic with Wagner & Altenberg’s [122] notion,

which Altenberg [3] now acknowledges may not be as important to evolvability

as previously thought. Section 6.3 looked at what patterns of pleiotropy might

be beneficial to evolvability in EBDDIN. This section looks at how pleiotropy

and modularity, together, can facilitate evolvability within the context of EBD-

DIN by way of a thought experiment.

Using only the N1’ and N2’ mutation operators, any ROBDD can be ex-

panded so that the nonterminals form a tree. This tree representation has size

exponential in the number of variables in contrast to the ROBDD representa-

tion which may be linear in size; 11-mux will be used as the example. The tree

representation of 11-mux has the highest level of redundancy, with many re-

dundant subfunctions. It is the fact that the tree representing 11-mux has high

regularity of subfunction that allows the tree to be compressed to a maximally

modular ROBDD having linear complexity.

Now, consider the effect of random mutation, without selection, on the tree

representation of 11-mux. The mutation operators are both neutral and non-

neutral and applied to random locations repeatedly. Further, assume that the

size of the OBDD remains similar to the tree. Clearly, the function represented

by the OBDD will change from 11-mux. However, and more importantly, mu-
1Section 3.2.1 reviewed some of the approaches to exploiting modularity in EC.
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tation will disrupt the regularity that was present before. It must therefore be

expected that a greater variety of subfunctions will result. The consequence will

be that the mutated OBDD will be less compressible than 11-mux and have a

larger ROBDD representation: the potential for modularity will be reduced.

Now consider the tree representation of 11-mux again. This time, however,

mutation is applied only to one side of the tree: the other half is left untouched.

Clearly, the untouched half will retain both its function and compressibility, but

the mutated half will retain neither. The representation of the functional part

of the OBDD that is correct can be compressed into a modular representation,

while the part that is not functionally correct will have a comparatively larger

representation after compression. That part of the genotype that represents

the incorrect part of the function now presents a relatively bigger target for

mutation. Thus, the part of function that is incorrect attracts a disproportionate

amount of applications of the A1 operator under random mutation. That part

of the function that is correct is protected from mutation by the fact that it is

compressed.

The situation described above could not arise under normal evolutionary

forces. It simply serves as an example to illustrate that the representation of

the correct part of the function, which would be under selection, is compressible

while the representation of the randomised maladapted part, which would not be

under selection, is not. The significance of the modularity is that the genotypic

representation of both the adapted and maladapted fitness cases does not have

to be proportional to their relative number. If that were not the case, a positive

mutational perturbation would become prohibitively unlikely as fitness increases

and the genotype becomes swamped by the representation of adapted fitness

cases.

How might favourable pleiotropic patterns emerge?

The short answer to this question is by second-order selection for pleiotropic

patterns which favour evolvability. To address the question in a little more
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detail, the combined effects of all the mutation operators and selection must

be considered over several generations. It will assist to group the effects of

mutation into three principal forces:

• Disruptive force. The expanding neutral mutations, N1’ and N2’, com-

bined with the non-neutral A1 mutation serves to decompress and disrupt

regularity, inhibiting compression.

• Compressive force. Reducing neutral mutations, N1 and N2, serve to

compress parts of the representation, regardless of whether those parts

represent adapted functionality.

• Preservative force. Selection serves to preserve the adapted part of the

function, propagating it to future generations.

Expanding parts of the genotype that represent adapted functionality (i.e. fit-

ness cases) greater exposes the adapted functionality to disruption by A1. Given

that disruption of adapted functionality will more likely result in deleterious

offspring, such lineages will be selected against. This is nothing more than

stabilising selection preferring those configurations that less expose adapted

functionality to mutation. Expanding parts of the genotype that represent mal-

adapted function, however, will greater expose the maladapted functionality to

disruption by A1, which will serve to improve fitness and inhibit compression

of the representation of the maladapted function, and will be selected for. Pre-

existing or newly adapted functionality that is uncompressed is compressible

using N1 and N2, while maladapted functionality is less so because it is ran-

domised. That maladapted functionality that is compressible is relatively more

susceptible to expansion and functional disruption, and so the cycle continues.

The result is a neutral shuffling of pleiotropic influence within the genotype

to favour pleiotropic patterns that compress and protect adapted functionality

while exposing and perturbing maladapted functionality, and is dependent on

the the target function having a compact ROBDD representation.
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6.5 Hypothesis

The previous discussions lead to the following hypothesis, which is termed Evolv-

ability via Modularity Induced Mutational Focussing (EMMF):

Patterns of pleiotropy that separate the genotypic representation of

adapted and maladapted traits can emerge in evolution to facilitate

the variation component of evolvability. The emergence of such pat-

terns is better facilitated where there is potential for modularity to

compress the genotypic representation of adapted traits.

The hypothesis is testable by comparing how distributions of Up evolve on two

target functions: one function that has the potential for modularity, and one

which does not. Where there is no potential for modularity, the distribution of

Up should approximate a normal distribution with mode near UE . In contrast,

where there is potential for modularity, the distribution of Up should exhibit

secondary peaks or fattening of the upper and lower tails.

The two test functions chosen are variants of the 11-bit multiplexer. The

first, 11-mux, has an optimal variable ordering and a compact ROBDD repre-

sentation: this function has a high potential for modularity in the genotype.

The second test function, 11-mux(R) has the reverse variable ordering and a

complex ROBDD representation: it has little potential for modularity in the

genotype.

Comparing the distributions of Up

Figure 6.3 contrasts frequency polygons for 11-mux and 11-mux(R). Each fre-

quency polygon has 20 buckets with centres in the range 2.5 through 97.5 in

steps of 5, representing frequencies of Up as a percentage. There are five sub

figures, each representing intervals of fitness as UE in the range indicated by the

vertical bars. Samples are taken of the parent OBDD genotype at each fitness

improvement step and averaged over the interval, though the distributions were

found not to be significantly different at other times also. To accommodate
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genotypes of varying size, Up frequencies are normalised for each individual so

that the sum of frequencies is 1. A (1 + 5) ES was employed using both neutral

and adaptive mutations.

The shape of the distributions are telling. 11-mux(R) approximates a nor-

mal distribution of Up as predicted, with mode near UE . This indicates each

edge influences a relatively unbiased proportion of adapted and maladapted fit-

ness cases, on average. Such a pattern of pleiotropy is unlikely to be beneficial

to evolvability. However, 11-mux has a very different distribution. As fitness

increases, the distribution spreads considerably from UE , with a much higher

proportion of edges exhibiting maximum values of Up, or values much less that

UE . The distribution begins to form a hollow at UE ; the upper tail soon disap-

pears and the lower tail exhibits a significant secondary peak. Like 11-mux, the

parity function has a compact ROBDD and high potential for modularity, and

exhibits a similar distribution to 11-mux (figure 6.4). The experiments support

the hypothesis.

Comparing the fitness curves

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the fitness curves for the best individual for 11-mux

and 11-mux(R) using a (5+10) ES. There is a very clear contrast here. The

figures show that it is not only the pace of evolution that differs, but also the

manner. While 11-mux(R) exhibits a fairly consistent gradual curve, the curves

for 11-mux are much more erratic. Long periods of stasis are interspersed with

periods of rapid evolution, and this is indicative of Gould’s [46] punctuated

equilibria phenomenon.

Two of the main stasis points are indicated in figure 6.5. These points of

stasis happen at fitness levels of -128 and -256. Once a stasis point is broken

free of, fitness increases at a rate not appearing to significantly decrease from

the rate prior to stasis, and sometimes even accelerates. The implication is that

the solution has emerged in component parts somewhat consistent with the sub-

functions of the ROBDD target representation. The stasis points are indicative
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of high-level components the evolutionary foundations of which have not yet

emerged. Once the foundation of the missing component is discovered, func-

tional adaptation continues apace, building on the foundation using preexisting

lower-level components. That no similar stasis points occur for 11-mux(R) is,

therefore, perhaps due to the fact that there is little potential to exploit preex-

isting lower-level subfunctions when there is little potential for modularity.

These experiments strongly support the hypothesis. Maladapted fitness cases

are clearly greater exposed to perturbation through pleiotropic patterns exhibit-

ing a relatively high percentage of low Up values, but this only occurs where

there is potential for modularity in the genotype. In addition, the experiments

suggest that vertices having high Up values may serve as useful building blocks

to be exploited and reused, being good destinations for an edge subject to A1

mutation. A high percentage of high Up vertices in the genotype may even raise

the expected outcome of A1 mutation of an edge well above Up = 0.5 as per

(6.1).

Exploiting the pre-existing to generate significant viable phenotypic varia-

tion is entirely consistent with facilitated variation [60, ch. 7]. That the fitness

curves are indicative of punctuated evolution also suggests some consistency of

the model with natural evolution. While the similarities are extremely limited,

as must be the case with any model of a complex process, it is important to draw

comparisons where they may be insightful. In the following section, the prop-

erties of the model that are considered important for the search characteristics

are discussed , and contrast made with some other EAs.

6.6 Discussion

The properties of EBDDIN that facilitates EMMF are important to appreci-

ate. The massive redundancy of the OBDD representation facilitates a plethora

neutral variants to explore. Without this redundancy, genotypes exhibiting

favourable pleiotropic patterns would not occur so readily. The neutral networks
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that connect all the genotypic representations of a given function facilitates ex-

ploration of that redundancy, allowing the favourable configurations to emerge

by the reproductive advantage they impart. The neutral evolution of modu-

larity towards favourable configurations is necessarily gradual, else favourable

configurations would find difficulty accreting and be difficult to maintain within

the population.

Another important property is variation in pleiotropy within the genotype;

this was also recognised by Hansen [49] in his theoretical models. While the

variation in pleiotropy is very evident within EBDDIN and easily reasoned to

facilitate the patterns of pleiotropy that represent evolvability, it is no so appar-

ent that similar variation in pleiotropy occurs in some other EAs. For example,

take a typical tree GP [62] representation of a Boolean function. The inputs are

situated at the terminals so the whole genotype may be involved in processing

each and every fitness case. What results is 100% pleiotropy throughout the

genotype, so there can be no variation in pleiotropy. As a result, a mutation at

any location has the potential to change any or all of the fitness cases. Further-

more, 100% pleiotropy results in constant pleiotropic utility (Up) throughout

the genotype. So the problems evident with a normal distribution of Up (figure

6.2) worsen because the distribution of Up becomes a spike, reducing the overlap

with the expected outcome of A1 even more quickly than a normal distribution.

This is clearly limiting for evolvability in GP and other genotypic represen-

tations that do not exhibit variation in pleiotropy within the genotype, though

it does not deny that the variation component of evolvability cannot be achieved

in other ways. One possibility is clear from figure 6.2: the probability of fit-

ness improvement may be increased if the expected outcome of A1 mutation,

(6.1), becomes distorted away from a normal distribution about Up = 0.5. This

may be facilitated, for example, by the proliferation of subfunctions which prove

particular useful in evolution. This was alluded to towards the end of section

6.5 for EBDDIN, where it was suggested that genotypic features with high Up

may serve as good building blocks and explain the performance characteristics
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depicted in figure 6.5. However, Altenberg [2] has also made similar arguments

about blocks of code in GP which have high constructional fitness, having a

higher probability than average of increasing the fitness of the genotypes they

reside in. However, it is clear from figure 6.2 that EAs that can both exhibit

variation in pleiotropy within the genotype and bias the expected outcome of

mutation offer the greatest potential for achieving the variation component of

evolvability.

It is beyond the scope of this thesis to investigate the potential to vary

pleiotropy in the genotype in other EAs or problem domains to any depth.

However, the absence of this property is likely to be significant in determining

their performance characteristics or limitations thereof. On the other hand,

designing EAs with such a property is a research direction that may prove

extremely fruitful. This is an area that has received little attention in the EC

literature to date, and it is hoped that this contribution of the thesis will spurn

interest in that direction.

6.7 Summary

Notions of modularity were discussed, and it is was made clear that a notion

of modularity that emphasises reuse and the removal of redundancy is em-

ployed for EBDDIN. Modularity is hypothesised to play a role in facilitating

pleiotropic patterns that separate out and compress the genotypic represen-

tation of adapted traits, leaving maladapted traits exposed to perturbation.

Experiments support the hypothesis. The properties of EBDDIN that are con-

sidered important were identified and discussed. In particular, the important

role of variation in pleiotropy in the genotype was emphasised and argued to

present a possible future direction for EC research aimed at understanding and

enhancing evolvability.
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Figure 6.1: Wagner & Altenberg’s [122] notion of evolutionary modularity. Each
character complex, C1 and C2, serves some primary function, F1 and F2 respec-
tively. Only weak influences exist of C1 on F2, and vice-versa. The genotypic
representation is modular because the pleiotropic influences of each gene in a
given gene group is primarily limited to a particular character complex.
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Figure 6.2: The problem of achieving fitness improving variation. (Heavy
line) The outcome of A1 mutation for a given edge normally distributed about
Up = 0.5. (Thinner lines lines) Up of edges within a genotype given by a normal
distribution about UE . The distributions depicted are not intended to be accu-
rate representations of actual or theoretical distributions, but estimates which
serve only to illustrate the significance of the relative shape and position of
the distributions for effecting a fitness increase. At the start of a run, the two
distributions overlap and fitness improvement is easily attainable. As fitness
improves and UE increases, however, the possibility of fitness improvement di-
minishes as a result of decreasing overlap (arrowed) between the distributions
of expected outcome of A1 and genotypic Up.
The figure highlights two ways in which increasing overlap and the probabil-
ity of fitness improvement might come about. Firstly, a flattening or similar
distortion of the genotypic Up distribution away from the normal about UE .
Secondly, a distortion or shifting of the distribution representing the outcome of
A1 mutation. Clearly, however, either of the distributions will become narrower
with increasing pleiotropy, and the genotypic Up distribution will become a spike
when pleiotropy is 100%, stifling the possibility of fitness increase. Variation in
pleiotropy, therefore, is of crucial importance.
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Figure 6.3: Frequency distributions of Up for 11-mux and 11-mux(R). Each plot
shows an interval of fitness as UE . No plot is shown for 11-mux(R) in the interval
90-100% as fitness improvement stagnated here. The distribution of Up for 11-
mux(R) approximates UE . The distribution of Up for 11-mux, however, sees a
distortion in the distribution in which the upper tail disappears completely and
the lower tail is extended and exhibits a secondary peak.
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Chapter 7

On gradualism and

neutrality: encouraging

exploration and

exploitation simultaneously

EAs and other search algorithms are usually susceptible to becoming trapped in

local optima. Attempts to address the problem are often framed in the context

of needing to balance, or trade-off, exploitation against exploration. Ideally, it is

best to maximise both simultaneously but this is usually seen as infeasible in the

presence of multi-modal search spaces. This chapter investigates the potential

for exploration of both neutrality and mutation rate within EBDDIN, and argues

that the former is the more important.1 The most interesting result, however,

is that the necessity for a trade-off between exploitation and exploration can be

avoided when the cost of evaluating neutral offspring can be circumvented.
1A shorter version of this chapter was presented as a paper at CEC 2006 [29].
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7.1 Introduction

The assumed necessity for a balance between exploration and exploitation is

highlighted by Michalwicz & Fogel [79, p.45]:

“How can we design a search algorithm that has a chance to escape

local optima, to balance exploration and exploitation, and to make

the search independent of the initial configuration?”

In EC, exploitation is encouraged by strong, elitist selection and smaller pop-

ulation sizes, or by using lower mutation rates to promote stronger correlation

between parent and offspring. Conversely, exploration is encouraged by promot-

ing greater population diversity and weaker selection, or by increasing mutation

rate and thereby lessening correlation between parent and offspring. Clearly, at-

tempting to encourage both exploitation and exploration simultaneously using

mutation rate or population size is antagonistic, hence the need for a trade-off

or balance.

However, neutrality has also been identified as a source of exploration. For

example, a number works on CGP [84] suggest that neutrality is an important

source of exploration, and the best performance can often, though not always,

be achieved with a low mutation rate [83, 130, 131, 132]. In contrast, Knowles

& Watson [61] suggest caution about expecting neutrality to generally improve

evolvability. They argue that other sources of exploration, such as an increased

mutation rate, are potentially more appropriate. Thus, the relative potential for

neutrality and mutation rate for exploration is the subject of some uncertainty,

and that is the motivation for this chapter.

EBDDIN offers a unique perspective on the relative potential for neutrality

and mutation rates for exploration because it circumvents the need to evaluate

neutral offspring, providing cost-free exploration with respect to the Average

Evaluations to a Solution (AES) [38] performance measure. A modified version

of EBDDIN is also investigated which simulates the need to evaluate neutral off-

spring. This impaired EBDDIN aids in understanding the influence of neutrality
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and mutation rates more generally, and serves to compare and contrast against

the standard EBDDIN. The conclusions suggest a combination of gradualism

(low mutation rate) and neutrality for superior performance in EBDDIN.

The chapter is set out as follows. The concepts of gradualism is reviewed

in section 7.2. In section 7.3 a simple search space model is first presented,

and the concept of adequacy introduced for reasoning about the potential for

gradualism in a space with respect to modality. The resulting hypothesis that

the greater this potential, the more evolvable is the search space, is presented

in section 7.4. The hypothesis is tested experimentally in section 7.5.

7.2 Background

Gradualism

Gradualism postulates that differences between species arise gradually, in small

steps, through a large number of intermediate forms. Darwin knew nothing of

molecular genetics, and formulated gradualism in respect of phenotypic change.

However, gradualism can be recognised at the molecular level also where mu-

tation rates are known to be very low; it stands to reason that gradual pheno-

typic change is facilitated by gradual genetic change. Artificial evolution that

is closely aligned with the principles of natural evolution might also exhibit

good performance with relatively low mutation rates. In EC, however, more se-

vere mutation is often considered beneficial, defying gradualism. For example,

Knowles & Watson [61] find higher mutation rates preferential over neutrality

for exploration, and Yao et al. [129] found beneficial the more severe mutation

offered by the Cauchy distribution in evolutionary programming.

Gradualism, is not, as is sometimes suggested, contradictory to Gould’s

punctuated equilibria [46]: an apparently common misconception [77]. The rela-

tively short periods of rapid change in between the long periods of stasis implied

by Gould’s theory are indeed rapid, but also gradual. The two theories are, in

fact, compatible.
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Gradualism and facilitation variation

The theory of facilitated variation [60] superficially appears inconsistent with

gradualism. Facilitated variation postulates how minimal random genotypic

mutation can generate significant and viable phenotypic variation: an extra

mammalian digit or a second pair of wings on an insect, for example. Kirschner

& Gerhart explain that the existing organism constrains how it responds to

genotypic mutation, facilitating phenotypic variation. The apparent novelty of

the insect’s extra wings, or the mammals extra digit, is already built into the

organism: random, minor genotypic mutation simply triggers it so it materi-

alises in a differing context. Thus, if it is conceded that Darwin knew nothing

of the genetic material and the nature of embryonic development, that random

mutation occurred not directly on the phenotype, then facilitated variation and

gradualism can be considered compatible. Kirschner states2 that facilitated vari-

ation does not deny gradualism, or dispute that gradual change is predominant:

it explains how complex transitions can occur that are non-lethal.

7.3 Search space model

The section presents a search space model that will be used to reason about

the potential for gradualism with respect to modality. The term search space is

preferred over Wright’s [127] landscape metaphor, which has received some crit-

icism in both evolutionary biology [91] and computation [57], and was discussed

in section 3.3. The model is based on set relationships, and is comparatively

simple compared to other non-metric models [57][113]. It is used here to hy-

pothesise about the effects of varying the mutation rate (the bound) and degree

of neutral drift. The probabilities associated with moving between points in

the space are not represented directly in the model, but are considered only

relatively with spaces that are constructed differently.

The concept of neighbourhood is first introduced. The search space model,
2Personal communication 20/9/2007.
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S, is then defined as mutation relation on the set of genotypes, G. Finally, the

notion of search space adequacy is introduced for reasoning about the potential

for gradualism in a space with respect to modality. Clarifying arguments then

conclude the section.

Neighbourhoods

The neighbourhood is a function, N b
M : G → P(G), where P(G) is the power-

set of G, capturing the notion of which genotypes are accessible with a given

mutation bound, b, and mutation set, M :

N b
M (g) = {g′ ∈ G|g′ is accessible from g with b mutations from M} (7.1)

The immediate neighbourhood (or 1-mutant neighbourhood) of g ∈ G is N1
M (g),

makes g’s neighbours accessible with one mutation. Similarly, N2
M (g) is the

2-mutant neighbourhood, etc. Larger neighbourhoods are built on immediate

neighbourhoods, thus:

N i+1
M (g) =

⋃

g′∈Ni
M (g)

N1
M (g′) (7.2)

It can be said that N i
M (g) is more selective than N i+1

M (g) because N i
M (g) ⊆

N i+1
M (g). Furthermore, |N i+1

M (g)|, for small b, can be much larger than |N i
M (g)|

because each member of N i
M (g) potentially has an immediate neighbourhood

size similar to the set from which it comes. The extended neighbourhood of g ∈
G, denoted Xb

M (g), incorporates all the neighbourhoods of g’s neutral network:

Xb
M (g) =

⋃

g∈G|g′≡g

N b
M (g′) (7.3)

where g ≡ g′ means that both g and g′ represent the same phenotype (i.e.

the same function). In OBDD genotype space, all phenotypically equivalent

genotypes form a single neutral network connected by the aforementioned neu-
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tral mutations. |Xb
M (g)| will be larger where g has more phenotypic equiv-

alents. Functions with more compact ROBDD representations typically have

more functionally equivalent OBDDs than functions with less compact ROB-

DDs. Thus, |Xb
M (g)| is typically larger where g represents a function with a

compact ROBDD representation.

The search space as a mutation relation

The search space has the form SMb ⊆ G × G, relating genotypes to genotypes

in respect of all neighbourhoods for a given b and M.

SMb =
⋃

g∈G

⋃

g′∈Nb
M (g)

{(g, g′)} (7.4)

Increasing b incorporates more severe mutational transitions (through less selec-

tive neighbourhoods) into S.3 Decreasing b has the opposite effect, restricting

the severity of mutational transitions in S. It is said that SMi is more gradual

than SMi+1 due to the fact that SMi ⊆ SMi+1 and SMi+1 \ SMi contains those

genotypes only accessible by more severe mutation. Thus, S can be made more

or less gradual by construction using the mutation bound b. On its own, how-

ever, the degree of gradualism in S is of little use; the modality of S must also

be considered. In this thesis, a local optima is defined as:

∀g′ ∈ Xb
M (g), fitness(g′) ≤ fitness(g) (7.5)

where g is suboptimal. It is clear that a less gradual S is less likely to incorporate

local optima because Xb
M ⊇ Xb−1

M .

Adequacy

The notion of adequacy provides a way to reason about the potential for grad-

ualism in a search space with respect to modality. Gradualism has limited

potential in a multi-modal space because the absence of large transitions in S

3Subscript and superscripts may be omitted where no meaning is lost.
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prohibits the possibility of escape from, what would otherwise be, local optima.

Therefore, for gradualism to exhibit its full potential, it must be provided in a

search space free of local optima for a minimal mutation bound.

S is said to be adequate, denoted SA, if it provides a search space free of local

optima for a given problem with a given b and M. That is, for all gorigin ∈ G,

there is a series of transitional elements in S:

(gorigin, gi), (gi, gj), . . . , (gtarget−1, gtarget) (7.6)

where gtarget represents the global optimum.

S is said to be completely adequate, denoted SC , if S = SA
M1 (i.e. b = 1). S

is universally completely adequate, denoted SU , if it is completely adequate for

all problems within a specified domain.

SA is easy to achieve, simply by increasing the mutation bound to approx-

imate random search, eliminating local optima. However, high mutation rates

defy gradualism and deny heritability, and are not conducive to evolvability. A

more useful property is complete adequacy, SC . While SC suggests maximum

adherence to the concept of gradualism, SA does not. This suggests an ordering

of decreasing adequacy based on increasing mutation bound whilst maintaining

a local optima free S – the adequacy ordering :

SC
M , SA

M2 , . . . , SA
M∞ (7.7)

Adequacy, whether complete or not, does not necessarily imply optimality, hence

its name. Adequacy simply provides a way to reason about the relative potential

for gradualism within S whilst maintaining equality in respect of modality and

the mutation set.

Adequacy for EBDDIN

{N1’,N2’,A1} is the minimal set that will produce SU . This follows from the

fact that these are the only mutations required by theorem 1 (p77) to prove
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that the search space is free of local optima for the specified problem domain.

Removing any of these mutations means that an initial population that does

not contain an optimal genotype cannot be transformed to one that does.

Also, S{N1,N1′,N2,N2′,A1}1 satisfies the requirements for SU in the context of

the fitness functions covered by theorem 1 (p77). Adding mutations to the min-

imal set does nothing to improve or worsen the adequacy of S, as the adequacy

ordering relates only spaces with identical M . However, adding mutations may

impact on the performance of the algorithm. In this case, the addition of the

reducing neutral mutations N1 and N2, encourage parsimony and modularity

in the genotype.

Performance can also be influenced, without affecting adequacy, by biasing

mutation selection, and thereby influencing the ratio of adaptive to neutral mu-

tations. This change is not reflected in S directly because elements of S remain

unchanged as a result of biasing mutation selection. However, the probability of

choosing elements in S corresponding to neutral mutations changes. This allows

the influence of differing biases, and therefore differing degrees of neutrality, to

be assessed comparatively while maintaining the degree of adequacy.

Why prefer a more gradual S?

Assuming no knowledge of the vicinity of improving genotypes, any attempt

at choosing and applying a single application of a mutation operator during

offspring generation will have certain probabilities associated with it being dele-

terious or advantageous (or neutral). As a run progresses towards optimal fitness

this probability distribution changes and deleterious applications of a mutation

operator become increasingly likely. Furthermore, the degree to which an appli-

cation of an operator can be deleterious to fitness will increase while the degree

to which it can be advantageous will diminish. For higher mutation bounds,

therefore, an improving early intermediate application of a variation operator

during offspring generation is increasingly likely undone by a later application.

Similarly, an improving later intermediate application is likely preempted by an
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earlier deleterious one. As a result, for higher mutation bounds, it is increasingly

likely that a deleterious mutant offspring will occur.

The counter argument to this thinking is that a smaller neighbourhood con-

strains the sampling area, restricting exploration. Thus, it is argued that a

larger neighbourhood is necessary to defy this containment. However, if there

is a reasonable degree of neutral drift, the population is constantly changing,

as too are the population neighbourhoods. The problem of restriction of ex-

ploration through small neighbourhood containment is, therefore, nullified by

neutral drift. The search can remain focussed on the 1-mutant neighbourhood

of the neutrally evolving population, where the likelihood of an improving in-

termediate mutation being preempted or undone is absent and heritability and

exploitation is relatively high.

A further negative argument regarding neutrality equates many neutral steps

with one large mutation4:

“Personally, I regard “neutral steps that require no fitness evalua-

tion” as one large mutation. There is no surprise that large muta-

tions help in neutral networks because that’s a common strategy. In

fact, this is similar to search on a step function with many plateaus.”

Yao cites [129] as showing this empirically. However, a large mutation is clearly

distinct from several neutral steps followed by a non-neutral step. While a large

mutation will have both a large genotypic effect and a large phenotypic effect, a

series of small neutral mutations followed by a small non-neutral mutation will

have a large genotypic effect, but a relatively small phenotypic effect. A smaller

phenotypic perturbation clearly has a greater likelihood of producing a fitness

improvement than a larger one. Thus, a series of neutral steps followed by a

non-neutral step must be preferred over a larger mutation where local optima

are alleviated by neutrality.
4Personal communication dated 18/2/2005 following a review of a paper [27] associated

with this thesis.
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Model summary

The model and algorithm facilitates construction of search spaces with three

properties primary interest:

1. Freedom from local optima, regardless of mutation bound (theorem 1).

2. The ability to vary the potential for gradualism in S via the mutation

bound (adequacy).

3. The ability to vary the degree of neutrality in S by biasing mutation

selection, without consequence to adequacy.

These properties can now be studied experimentally, and questions regarding the

relevance of, and relationship between, mutation rate and neutrality addressed.

Moreover, these properties can be studied in the contrasting contexts of the

standard EBDDIN, in which neutrality is cost free, and the impaired EBDDIN,

in which it is not.

7.4 The adequacy hypothesis

Before studying the aforementioned properties experimentally, a hypothesis is

first presented regarding the expected results. Standard EBDDIN is able to

circumvent evaluation of neutral offspring, so the cost of neutral drift is circum-

vented. Thus, neutrality-induced exploration should always be preferred over

a mutation-induced exploration. The hypothesis, then, suggests increased ade-

quacy results in increased evolvability: maximal adequacy provides maximum

evolvability. More formally:

AES(SC
M ) / AES(SA

M2) / . . . / AES(SA
M∞) (7.8)

where AES is the performance measure (smaller is better). The prediction is

expected to hold for any bias that is introduced for mutation selection, affecting

the ratio of adaptive to neutral mutations but not the adequacy. Any increase
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in neutral drift due to the lowering of this ratio only provides an increase in

exploration and it should do so without negative consequence to exploitation.

Impaired EBDDIN

What now happens if EBDDIN is modified, to its detriment, so it is forced

to evaluate neutral offspring?5 Neutrality is no longer cost free, and increas-

ing neutrality-induced exploration will have a negative impact on exploitation.

Too much neutral drift and exploitation is neglected in favour of evaluating

excessive neutral offspring. Conversely, too little neutral drift and exploration

is neglected, constraining the search to a stagnating neighbourhood. Because

increasing mutation bound also stifles neutral drift, a trough in the graph of

AES against mutation bound is expected to form in the former case, and a

steepening slope in the latter. However, the degree of neutrality can be biased

through mutation selection, independently of adequacy, altering the ratio of

adaptive to neutral mutations. This is expected to remove the trough where

there is excessive neutral drift, and lessen the slope where there is too little

neutral drift, producing a shallowing curve whose tangent approaches the hor-

izontal at the vertical axes. An optimal ratio should be reachable where the

optimal performance over all mutation bounds resides at the minimal. Thus,

the hypothesis assumes an optimal ratio of adaptive to neutral mutations for the

impaired EBDDIN, which must be found by directed trial and error. Finding

this ratio is not necessary for the standard EBDDIN.

7.5 Experiments

For the following experiments a tournament selection with population size = 2

is employed; this nullifies potential for exploration through population diversity,

but facilitates maximum exploitation in terms of always breeding the fittest phe-

notype seen so far. Figure 7.1 shows how performance, in terms of variance and
5This impaired EBDDIN is only required to evaluate neutral and potentially adaptive

offspring, not clones.
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mean run length, is influenced for varying mutation bound. Figures 7.2 and 7.3

examine the effects of introducing a bias to mutation selection for the standard

and impaired versions of EBDDIN respectively. The heavier lines indicate a

higher ratio of adaptive to neutral mutations (lower neutrality), and vice versa.

The juxtaposition of figures 7.2 and 7.3 aid in contrasting the standard and im-

paired versions of EBDDIN - the former having the advantage of circumventing

the cost of evaluating neutral offspring. The results are analysed and further

discussed in the remainder of this paper.

Analysis

As can be seen from figure 7.1, increasing mutation bound typically results in

a decrease in performance in terms of both run length and variance. Figure

7.2 examines the effects of introducing a bias to mutation selection for the

standard EBDDIN. The behaviour is largely as predicted. Increasing the ratio

of adaptive to neutral mutations, stifling neutral drift, typically results in an

increase in AES (lesser performance). Conversely, lowering the ratio increases

neutral drift, and thus exploration, resulting in lower AES (better performance).

Though the behaviour exhibited 7.2(c) is borderline in respect of the expected

behaviour regarding bias, the results are consistent with the hypothesis. Also

note that AES values for each problem at mutation bound = 1 are similarly

good for all bias values, indicating that performance is extremely robust to the

bias at the minimal mutation bound.

Figure 7.3 examines the effects of introducing a bias to mutation selection for

the impaired EBDDIN. The results are not as predicted, and three very different

behaviours are exhibited. Firstly, excessive neutral drift can be observed where a

trough is formed; in both figures 7.3(a) and 7.3(b) the trough is formed without

bias, but 7.3(c) demonstrates how such a trough can be introduced with a

lower bias. Removing the trough, however, is problematic. Where a trough

exists, reducing neutral drift is expected to shift the trough toward the vertical

axes, improving on the overall optimal as it goes. This is indeed the behaviour
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Figure 7.1: Box and whisker plots for standard EBDDIN (100 runs). (a)-(c)
parity problems. (d) and (e) multiplexer problems with optimal variable or-
derings. (f) is 6 multiplexer with reverse variable ordering (see [32]). For all
problems, optimal performance is achieved at minimal mutation bound. AES
and variance increase rapidly with mutation bound. These results are consistent
with the hypothesis.
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exhibited in both 7.3(c) and, to a slightly lesser extent, 7.3(b). However, in

contrast, it is not the behaviour exhibited in 7.3(a); while the trough does indeed

move toward the axes as the adaptive to neutral ratio is increased, performance

deteriorates universally across all mutation bounds. Secondly, where no trough

exists, decreasing neutrality is expected to deteriorate performance universally,

as for the standard EBDDIN; this is because there is no excessive neutrality and

exploration is stifled further. This is indeed the behaviour exhibited in 7.3(b),

but is not the behaviour exhibited in 7.3(c), which actually sees an improvement

in performance at lower mutation bounds. Only (b) of figure 7.3 exhibits the

kind of performance characteristics predicted.

Thus, the hypothesis does not generally hold for the impaired EBDDIN, the

relationship between neutrality and mutation rate apparently being complex

and problem-dependent. For the standard EBDDIN, however, the relationship

is a trivial one; for all the varying degrees of neutrality tested, lowering the

mutation bound improves performance. In addition, in contrast to the standard

EBDDIN, performance for the impaired EBDDIN is no longer necessarily robust

to the bias at minimal mutation bound.

For the standard EBDDIN, two important things can be concluded. Firstly,

for fitness functions covered by theorem 1, a mutation bound of 1, the minimal,

provides a high degree of confidence for producing superior performance over all

other mutation bounds. This confidence follows from the argument presented

in section 7.3, which itself is based on gradualism, and supported experimen-

tally in section 7.5. Secondly, having maximised exploitation with minimal

mutation bound and minimal population diversity, exploration can be increased

without cost through mutation selection bias, confidently improving, or at least

maintaining, performance. Thus, exploitation and exploration are maximised

simultaneously, and the need for a trade-off effectively alleviated. In theory,

exploration can be increased indefinitely.6 Furthermore, these findings also sug-
6In practice, other costs to that covered by AES will limit the degree of neutrality induced

exploration. The informed reader will acknowledge, however, that the cost of fitness evaluation
is the predominate one.
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Figure 7.2: The effects of biasing mutation selection for EBDDIN. The prob-
ability of selecting an adaptive mutation is multiplied by the bias. Thicker
lines indicate a higher ratio of adaptive to neutral mutations (less neutrality).
Decreasing the adaptive to neutral ratio through a <1 bias (more neutrality) re-
sults in an overall increase in performance for all mutation bounds; conversely,
increasing the ratio decreases performance. Increasing mutation bound typi-
cally results in increased AES, regardless of bias, as predicted. These results
are consistent with the hypothesis.
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Figure 7.3: The effects of biasing mutation selection for the impaired EBDDIN.
(a) No bias results in the optimal residing away from the minimal mutation
bound, forming a trough. Increasing the bias shifts the optimal towards the
vertical axes, eliminating the trough, but fails to improve overall AES. (b) For
no bias, a trough is formed. Increasing the bias shifts the optimal towards the
axes, but this time improves overall optimal AES, up to a point. (c) For no
bias, no trough is formed, indicating no excessive neutral drift. Introducing
more neutral drift increases AES, introducing a trough. Reducing neutral drift
unexpectedly improves overall optimal AES.
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gest a positive correlation between robustness and evolvability, the significance

of which was discussed in section 3.1.3. Even with the minimal population size

employed for the above experiments, the increased robustness resulting from

increased neutrality results in increased evolvability.

At this point, a reader might ask how to choose the degree of neutrality

through the mutation selection bias. However, for a mutation bound of 1, there

is clearly significant license granted for setting this bias, as can be observed in

figure 7.2. Regardless of the bias, AES values for the minimal mutation bound

are clumped tightly together, AES becoming dispersed only for higher mutation

bounds. It has already been established that the minimal mutation bound will

always provide the best performance, so the choice of bias is somewhat arbitrary.

The picture is less clear for the impaired EBDDIN. This is of no significance

for the standard EBDDIN, but aids in obtaining an understanding of the rela-

tionship between neutrality and mutation rate in the general case. Though the

results suggest that neutrality remains an important source of exploration, the

relationship between neutrality and mutation bound is complex and problem

dependent, the consequence of varying either being largely unpredictable. This

only emphasises the benefits of standard EBDDIN’s capability to circumvent

evaluation of neutral offspring.

With regard to which is the better source of exploration, neutrality is the

clear winner where the cost of evaluating neutral offspring can be circumvented.

In the general case, however, where neutral offspring must be evaluated, the

answer is less certain. As demonstrated in figure 7.3(a), overall optimal perfor-

mance can sometimes be achieved with a larger mutation bound, defying the

adequacy hypothesis. However, what is telling from figure 7.3 is that, where

there is minimal mutation rate induced exploration (i.e. mutation bound = 1),

good performance can still be achieved with neutrality induced exploration only.

Conversely, good results cannot be achieved with mutation bound induced ex-

ploration only; as explained in section 7.3, the neutral mutations are a necessity

for removing local optima. It is also clear from figures 7.2 and 7.3 that decreas-
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ing neutrality has an increasingly detrimental consequence at higher mutation

bounds. Thus, neutrality is the more important source of exploration for the

impaired EBDDIN also.

7.6 Discussion

These results contradict the findings of Knowles & Watson [61], and finds that

neutrality is the better source of exploration over increased mutation rate. It

is important to try and understand the contradictory results, and differences

in the representations and nature of redundancy are likely to be significant

here. In EBDDIN, the redundancy has been shown to be organised into neu-

tral networks so large and pervasive that local optima are alleviated completely.

However, the redundancy of the Random Boolean Network representation used

by Knowles & Watson is of the type which Rothlauf & Goldberg [97] describe

as non-synonymously redundant. That is, the redundant genotypic variants

of a function are not connected, so the potential for neutral walk is inhibited

and local optima are not alleviated. The result is that higher mutation rates

are required to escape local optima, defying heritability. That is, the Random

Boolean Network representation resulted in a search space that lacked the ad-

equacy property that was defined in this chapter. EBDDIN’s search space, in

contrast, was shown to be completely adequate.

A minimal population size was used in this chapter to eliminate exploration

through population diversity, always exploiting the fittest parents seen so far.

Experiments with larger populations resulted in a drop in performance due to re-

duced exploitation. However, this is not to say that population diversity cannot

be important, and it is not enough to avoid the trade-off between exploration

and exploitation. Not only is it important to maintain and breed the fittest

seen so far while exploring for higher fitness, the population must explore and

maintain evolvability: the potential to acquire increased fitness. In chapter 9,

larger populations are shown important for the evolution of evolvability, and
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exploitation is maintained there using a greedy form of steady-state selection,

in which only the fittest phenotypes are bred.

This work has not addressed needle-in-haystack, deceptive, or long-path

search spaces (or landscapes). Admittedly, these types of ‘landscapes’ are of

some academic interest. However, such landscape are often considered indepen-

dently of the operators applied (see Jones [57] for a discussion). For example,

some researchers contrive a troublesome landscape for a hill-climber simply for

the purpose of showing how a GA crossover, or such, is able to do better. The

present author takes the view such approaches have limited value. Moreover,

this chapter’s approach was to make the search space navigable by construction,

for which the idea of contriving difficult to navigate landscapes is antipodean.

For this purpose, a search space model based on accessibility, that is not indepen-

dent of the variation operators applied, can be more useful than the conventional

landscape depiction of a search space.

7.7 Summary

This chapter investigated the potential for exploration from neutrality as op-

posed to exploration from higher mutation rates. A search space model based

on set relationships was introduced to reason about search in a search space in

terms of accessibility. The notion of adequacy was introduced to reason about

the potential for gradualism in a space with respect to modality. Using two

versions of EBDDIN, one in which the cost of neutral offspring could be cir-

cumvented, and one in which it could not, experiments were conducted which

showed that neutrality was a better source of exploration than higher muta-

tion rates. Where the cost of evaluating neutral offspring could be avoided, the

balance between exploration and exploitation was shown to be avoidable. The

findings also suggest a positive correlation between robustness and evolvability.
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Chapter 8

Emergent π and the

evolution of evolvability

BDDs have become the data structure of choice for representing discrete func-

tions in many applications. However, BDDs are not a common representation

within EC for Boolean functions or other domains that might be encoded in

BDD form. The hitherto difficulties in designing effective methods to evolve

BDDs combined with the variable ordering (π) problem poses a significant chal-

lenge which is yet to be overcome.1 This chapter addresses this challenge and

extends the EBDDIN approach to exhibit good variable orderings as an emer-

gent property.2 Evolvability is shown to be correlated with the quality of π, and

the emergence of good π reasoned to demonstrate the evolution of evolvability

in a static environment, the viability of which is disputed. A maintained and

sometimes accelerating pace of evolution is demonstrated as a result.
1These limitations were discussed in chapter 4.
2A shorter version of this chapter was presented as a paper at PPSN X [28].
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8.1 Introduction

The variable ordering problem

The variable ordering problem is prominent for all BDD applications. If a

good variable ordering can be found, the BDD representation of a function

will often be simple and efficient to manipulate [17]. However, the variable

ordering problem is NP-complete in both optimal and approximate solutions

[14, 107]. Furthermore, Krause [65] has argued theoretically that synthesising

even an approximating function in the BDD representation is hard, and further

suggested that the variable ordering must be optimised during the synthesis

procedure.

The extended version of EBDDIN presented in this chapter optimises the

variable ordering alongside function. It is elegant in its construction and can

exhibit near optimal orderings as an emergent property. Most of the previous

approaches to evolving BDDs have employed only a static variable ordering

and have therefore been limited to functions for which a good variable ordering

is known in advance [27, 34, 103, 118, 128]. For most practical applications,

however, good variable orderings cannot be known in advance so the variable

ordering must be optimised along with functional fitness. Only Droste [35] has

attempted to address this previously with a distributed hybrid approach, com-

bining his earlier BDD-based GP with existing heuristics for variable reordering.

The evolution of evolvability

The evolution of evolvability is a phrase coined by Dawkins [24] for the pos-

tulated phenomenon that evolvability3, the capacity to evolve, is a selectable

trait and so is itself subject to the evolutionary forces of variation, selection

and the resulting adaptation.4 Selection for evolvability, however, is not direct;

evolvability is selected for indirectly by what Dawkins refers to as second-order

selection. That is, individuals with good evolvability traits are not selected for
3The reference here is to the variation component of evolvability.
4These and related issues were introduced and discussed thoroughly in section 3.1.
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on the basis of of their ability to survive and reproduce, but by the fact that

the offspring of individuals with good evolvability traits will typically be fitter

than individuals without, regardless of the fitness of the parents.

Much of the literature on the subject suggests that the evolution of evolv-

ability necessitates a dynamic environment. Both Lipson [74] and Reisenger [94]

have argued that for evolvability to evolve, a dynamic environment is necessary.

Turney’s [117] model of the evolution of evolvability also depends on a highly

dynamic fitness function. This chapter employs EBDDIN as a computational

model of the evolution of evolvability within the context of a static environment,

demonstrating that a dynamic fitness function is no necessary to facilitate the

evolution of evolvability.

In chapter 6 the variation component of evolvability was shown to be repre-

sented within EBDDIN as pleiotropic patterns that help to align variation with

fitness. However, while the patterns that emerged could be easily reasoned to

facilitate evolvability, the depiction of the evolution of such patterns was less

than lucid. In this chapter, a more lucid depiction of the evolution of evolv-

ability is presented in terms of emergent variable orderings (π). Better π better

facilitate favourable pleiotropic patterns (section 6.5), so evolvability is corre-

lated with π. It is by observing how π evolves that provides a lucid picture of

how evolvability is evolving.

Section 8.2 extends EBDDIN to include dynamic variable reordering. Section

8.3 shows how evolvability is correlated with the quality of π when π is fixed

in EBDDIN. Section 8.4 looks at the emergence of good π when EBDDIN is

extended to exploit dynamic variable reordering. Discussion is then presented

in section 8.5 regarding the implications.

8.2 Evolving the BDD variable ordering

So far in this thesis, the variable ordering (π) of the population has been static:

each individual has the same π which is unchanging. The significance and
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difficulties of choosing a good π were discussed in section 2.3 and again in the

introduction to this chapter. Therefore, it is clear that any effective approach to

synthesizing functions in the BDD representation must also facilitate dynamic

variable reordering. This section extends EBDDIN to facilitate dynamic π.

All heuristic approaches to dynamic variable ordering are built on the proce-

dure for swapping adjacent variables without affecting function. Swapping non-

adjacent variables and other manipulations of the variable ordering is achieved

by repeatedly swapping adjacent variables to achieve the desired manipulation.

Rudell [98] describes an efficient implementation method for swapping adjacent

variables. Variable swapping has time complexity proportional to the number

of nodes associated with the two adjacent variables, so can generally be done in

reasonable time.

To extend EBDDIN to facilitate dynamic variable reordering, the N3 mu-

tation is introduced. N3 is simply Rudell’s procedure for swapping adjacent

variables in the ordering while maintaining function: it is a neutral mutation.

Figure 8.1 shows the basic procedure.

N3 is the most simple of variable reordering operators. Other operators can

be built on top of N3. A jump mutation would see a variable jump from one

position to another, possibly quite distant. Given that the variable ordering is

just a permutation, any established permutation operator could be implemented

under EBDDIN. However, significant changes to the variable ordering can be

costly and unpredictable. Moving variables too much is computationally costly

in terms of time, and an OBDD can grow in complexity exponentially. Fur-

thermore, swapping variables at several levels is lightly to greater disrupt any

emergent bias pleiotropy that was shown significant for the variational com-

ponent evolvability in chapter 6. For these reasons only the N3 mutation is

employed for mutating the variable ordering, and this suffices for the purposes

of this chapter.
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8.3 Evolvability and π

The aim of this section is to reinforce the relationship between evolvability and

the ROBDD complexities5 induced by π. The complexity of ROBDD induced

by a given π for a given problem is referred to as the Implied Solution Complexity

(ISC) of π, or of an π-(R)OBDD. For example, the ISC of π = [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5] for

the 6-bit multiplexer problem (6-mux) is 7; this is the number of nonterminals

in the [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]-ROBDD solution to 6-mux. The reverse ordering has an

ISC of 29. Similarly, any [0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5]-(R)OBDD has an ISC of 7 for 6-mux,

regardless of its actual fitness for 6-mux.

So, the objective here is to investigate how differing π, categorised by their

ISC values, influence evolvability. To achieve this, EBDDIN is run without

dynamic variable ordering (i.e., no N3 mutations) for selected ISC categories

using a (1 + 5) ES. The Average Evaluations to a Solution (AES) performance

measure is then taken as an indication of the degree of evolvability associated

with each ISC category. The actual π under each ISC category are generated

randomly. The results are plotted in figure 8.2. As can be seen clearly, for

all problems tested, the trend associated with increasing ISC is increasing AES

(poorer evolvability)6. Furthermore, the trend of increasing AES is greater than

linear in ISC, and appears to be approaching exponential. What is concluded

from these results is that better π, that is, π having lower ISC values, are

associated with much greater evolvability.

Knowing that evolvability is associated with low ISC values, however, ap-

pears of little use if there is no prior knowledge about which π have low ISC

values. For functions such as the multiplexer and adder, optimal π are well-

known so a good π can be fixed in advance of running the EA. However, in

general, it is not possible to tell in advance which π have low ISC.
5Section 2.3 defined ROBDD complexity as the number of unique subfunctions (or nonter-

minals) present. In contrast, an unreduced OBDD has size rather than complexity because
nonterminals may represent subfunctions which are not unique.

6Higher values of 1
AES

indicates better evolvability of the system.
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8.4 Emergent π

This section argues that good π are an emergent property of the extended

EBDDIN with dynamic variable ordering. What is meant by ‘emergence’ in

this respect is that there is no explicitly introduced incentive in EBDDIN for

inducing individuals with below average ISC value. That is, there is no aspect of

the fitness function, secondary size-related fitness objective, or mutation-related

incentive that explicitly encourages propagation of π with low ISC. Indeed, only

the N3 mutation, the swapping of adjacent variables, can influence ISC directly,

and the location point for N3 in the genotype is always chosen randomly by

variable. Good π arise solely as the logical consequence of being associated

with subspaces of genotype space that are more evolvable. That is, individuals

possessing π with lower ISC values are more successful reproductively, and so

propagate their favourable evolvability characteristics.

The problems investigated here are the 11-mux (11 inputs, 1 output), 20-mux

(20 inputs, 1 ouput) and the 4-bit adder with carry out (8 inputs, 5 outputs).

The fitness functions employed on both problems are negated counts of erro-

neous output bits, so maximum fitness = 0. Optimal ISC is 15, 32 and 29

respectively, and worst ISC is 509, 131,069 and 105 respectively; expected ISC,

E, established by frequency sampling, is approximately 49, 564, 72 respectively.

A (10, 16) ES is employed for the mux-n problems, and a (15, 50) ES for the

adder, so no parents are carried to subsequent generations; no clones are bred

either.7 A mutation bound of 1, the minimal, is used for all experiments, as

this has been found likely to be the most favourable [29]. The populations are

initialised to worst π for mux-n, and randomly for the adder. The results are

shown in figures 8.3 and 8.4. Note that the vertical scales for ISC are inverted so

that correlation with fitness is more easily interpreted, and ISC may be plotted

only within the range of primary interest. An interpretation of the results is

presented in the remainder of this section.
7These parameters are not optimised. A smaller population was chosen for mux-n problems

so that the effects of drift and the loss of the optimal phenotype are exhibited.
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For both mux problems (figure 8.3), expected ISC is exceeded, and near

optimal ISC reached, early on in each run. It is near the optimal where ISC

appears most stable. However, there are periods where ISC undergoes tempo-

rary relapse, but is soon recovered. In the inset of figure 8.3(a) this can be

seen in more detail, a correlation between ISC and fitness being apparent. An

increase in ISC appears to be followed by a drop in fitness or slowing in fitness

increase, while a drop in ISC appears to be followed by an increase in fitness or

rate of increase. While a drop in ISC is accounted for by inherent selection for

evolvability, the converse, an increase in ISC (drop in evolvability), can only be

the result of random genetic drift, where mutants with high relative fitness but

high ISC (low evolvability) saturate the population temporarily; this behaviour

is not unexpected in a small population. In addition, for 20-mux, it can be seen

that the near optimal evolvability is reached long before fitness is optimised, the

population genotype appearing to exhibit foresight in predicting the optimal π.

The results for the adder also exhibit the emergence of π with better than

expected ISC (figure 8.4). The population is this time initialised to random π

rather than worst. While better than expected ISC is reached in around 500

generations, ISC appears to remain erratic within a wide range of values whose

average is a long way off the optimal of 29, but better than the expected of

72. One run (top inset) does approach the optimal ISC early on, but this is

quickly lost and never recovered like it was in for 11-mux. However, in contrast

to the single run shown for 11-mux, optimal fitness is maintained during this

loss evolvability. This is perhaps accountable, in part, to the larger population

which counters the loss of parents in subsequent populations.

The apparent difference in the emergence of low ISC π between mux and

the adder problem is now discussed. The terrain of ISC values under the N3

mutation is likely to be significant here. Both mux and adder problems are

known to have many local optima under direct ISC optimisation using N3.

However, the fact that the objective of the fitness function used here is optimised

function, not optimised ISC, allows genetic drift to move the search away from
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# perturbations 1 5 10 15
11-mux 0.0960 0.4860 1.0350 1.4980

4-bit adder 3.0960 11.3100 17.9850 22.7310

Table 8.1: ISC robustness to N3 perturbations. The column headers indicate
the number of successive perturbations applied to a π with optimal ISC. The
values below reflect the corresponding increase in ISC for the two problems,
averaged of 1000.

becoming trapped in what would otherwise be ISC local optima. To give an

indication of the comparative ISC terrain, optimal ISC were perturbed for 11-

mux and the 4-bit adder, and the corresponding increases in ISC recorded.

The results are shown in Table 8.1. 11-mux is clearly much more robust to

perturbations than 4-bit adder, which suggests a much smoother ISC terrain

for the former. The range of ISC values is 15-509 and 29-105 respectively,

which enhances confidence in this conclusion. The frequencies of ISC values

may also be a factor. Thus, for the adder, the population appears to become

ISC-localised due to rugged ISC terrain, which is difficult to navigate under the

present scheme.

The pace of adaptation

The promise offered by the evolution of evolvability is now elucidated by the

presentation of some impressive fitness curves using the 11-bit multiplexer as the

target function. The curves are plotted alongside ISC to provide an indication

of how evolvability and fitness correspond. A (7, 12) ES is employed and the

population initialised with individuals having worst possible ISC. See figure 8.5.

What is impressive about these fitness curves is that they maintain an almost

linear fitness increase for a prolonged period, sometimes even accelerating. It is

the evolution of evolvability that facilitates this behaviour. The simultaneous

increase in evolvability indicated by the emerging lower ISC values maintains

the rate of fitness improvement against a search space becoming increasingly

sparse in superior solutions. The fact that such curves can be induced at all
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is something not readily seen in EC, and it is indicative of the potential of the

evolution of evolvability within EBDDIN to align variation with fitness.

8.5 Discussion

Evolutionary phenomena are often disputed on the basis that they would have

required foresight. The need for foresight in the construction of complex or-

ganisms is one of the founding tenets for the anti-Darwinian Intelligent Design

(ID) [125] movement. Dawkins [25] addressed the issue of foresight with his fa-

mous blind watchmaker analogy on natural selection’s ability to solve problems

apparently requiring foresight:

“All appearances to the contrary, the only watchmaker in nature is

the blind forces of physics, albeit deployed in a very special way. A

true watchmaker has foresight: he designs his cogs and springs, and

plans their interconnections, with a future purpose in his mind’s eye.

Natural selection, the blind, unconscious, automatic process which

Darwin discovered, and which we now know is the explanation for the

existence and apparently purposeful form of all life, has no purpose

in mind. It has no mind and no mind’s eye. It does not plan for

the future. It has no vision, no foresight, no sight at all. If it can

be said to play the role of watchmaker in nature, it is the blind

watchmaker.”

The results presented in this chapter, if regarded superficially, appear to imply

the need for foresight. It can be seen in figure 8.3b particularly that the genotype

is quickly molded into one most evolvable for the fitness function. Near optimal

π are reached relatively quickly whilst fitness optimisation is still in its infancy.

This is no trivial matter as the variable ordering problem is NP-complete in both

optimal and approximate solutions [14, 107]. How can it be that the genotype

is able to determine in advance what the most evolvable configurations of π

are for that particular fitness function? Yet, there is no foresight here, no
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design in the manner in which variables are swapped. It is simply a matter

of random variation and differential reproduction incrementally discovering and

propagating better π until the optimal is reached.

The pressure to evolve is present everywhere, in all environments, regardless

of whether those environments are static or dynamic. If evolvability can evolve,

then the pace and extent of adaptation will be enhanced. This has clearly hap-

pened in nature, and biological populations are highly evolvable. The findings

of this chapter and of chapter 6 indicate that genotypes in EBDDIN are able

to self-organise at different levels of the representation’s organisation so as to

respond more favourably to random genotypic mutation. This was shown in this

chapter by way of emergent π, and in chapter 6 by way of pleiotropic patterns

that enhance evolvability. The consequence for the pace and extent of evolu-

tion in EBDDIN was shown to be dramatic (figure 8.5). An appreciation of the

properties of EBDDIN that facilitate these dynamics may provide insights into

how evolvability and its emergence can be achieved more generally in EC.

8.6 Summary

EBDDIN has been extended to incorporate dynamic variable reordering. Good

π were shown to be correlated with high evolvability. Good, sometimes optimal

π will emerge when dynamic variable reordering is employed. This emergence

occurs as a logical consequence of better π being associated with greater evolv-

ability: individuals having better π will produce fitter offspring, on average, and

will propagate those evolvability traits more readily. The pace and extent of evo-

lution was demonstrated to benefit significantly as a result. Maintenance and

even acceleration in the pace of evolution was demonstrated, and this resulted

from the simultaneous evolution of evolvability alongside functional fitness. Fi-

nally, it was emphasised that the genotype is able to self-organise at different

levels to facilitate evolvability, and if the properties that facilitate this can be

understood in the context of EBDDIN, then this may aid in providing an under-
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standing and characterisation of evolvability and its evolution more generally.
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Figure 8.2: Evolvability comparison of variable orderings for selected problems.
Variable orderings are categorised by their ISC value and sample categories
selected to span the entire range for each problem. 100 runs are perfomed for
each ISC category. All four graphs exhibit the trend of rapidly increasing AES
against increasing ISC value.
* In (d) no AES value could be obtained for 509 due to to the extremely poor
evolvability of this category.
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Figure 8.3: The emergence of good π. The population mean (µ) ISC and fitness
values are plotted. The population is initialised to random OBDDs having worst
π. (a) The main figure shows ISC values for five independent runs on 11-mux.
Inset: the single run that undergoes temporary ISC relapse is shown below
fitness as an indication of the correlation between ISC and fitness. Within 1000
generations all runs pass expected ISC, E, and stabilise near the optimal of
15. (b) Two runs are shown for 20-mux with fitness alongside ISC. Both runs
approach optimal ISC, and remain fairly stable there, while fitness remains in
the very early stages of optimisation.
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Figure 8.4: 10 runs on the 4-bit adder problem are shown with population
initialised to random π. The top inset shows the a single run as ISC below
fitness, and a less prominent correlation than for 11-mux. The bottom inset
shows the average of all runs. ISC exceeds the expected and stabilises within
1000 generations, but the gain is, respectively, more modest than for 11-mux.
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Chapter 9

On population diversity and

neutrality

EC has traditionally depicted evolutionary search as taking place on a multi-

modal landscape. If population diversity can be maintained, then the search

will ascend the gradients of many peaks simultaneously, leaving the local op-

tima in its wake. Accompanying this depiction are the difficulties of diversity

maintenance and sensitivity to the starting conditions, both of which remain

prominent issues within the EC research community.

This chapter examines the alternative and very different dynamics of evolu-

tionary search in the neutrality-induced local-optima-free search space of EBD-

DIN, focussing on the role of the population.1 Neutrality serves to decouple

genotypic variation in evolvability from fitness variation. Population diversity

and neutrality work in conjunction to facilitate evolvability exploration whilst

restraining its loss to drift, ultimately facilitating the evolution of evolvability.

The search is found to be both tolerant of the loss of initial diversity and robust

to the starting configuration.
1A shorter version of this chapter was presented as a paper at EuroGP ’07 [30].
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9.1 Introduction

Wright’s landscapes, reviewed in section 3.3, have had a profound influence in

EC. They have served as the foundation for hypothesising mechanisms of evo-

lution. De Jong [58] highlights that EC often views the initial population as

starting points in a parallel search process. The initial population is generated

so as to be widely dispersed across the landscape: each peak may then have

individuals within its sphere of influence. The problem of evolution then be-

comes one of having a very diverse initial population gravitate toward many

peaks simultaneously, eventually converging on the highest. However, this pro-

cess is highly dependent on maintaining the diversity of the initial population

and highly sensitive to the starting configuration. If diversity is lost, then the

population will most likely converge on a poor local optima; if the initial popu-

lation is too small, or the landscape too rugged, then the higher peaks will not

have individuals within their spheres of influence and will, again, converge to a

poor local optima. Both of these problems are non-trivial and remain prominent

issues within the EC field. Diversity is also considered essential for recombina-

tion operators because an homogenous population does not yield new solutions.

Thus, the loss of the initial diversity is often considered the end evolutionary

adaptation [58].

Wright’s landscape concept originated in 1932. It should be considered a

tribute to Wright that the concept has spawned so many theories of mechanisms

of evolution. However, it must also be considered that Wright’s landscapes are

just wrong and misleading notions of the structure of genotype space. Instead

of pursuing this possibility, much of EC has persisted with Wright’s landscape

depiction of the search space, using it as the foundation for hypothesising mech-

anisms of evolution, some of which are inconsistent with accepted evolutionary

theory.2 Hybrid approaches [7, p 35] fall into this category, in which an EA

is augmented with a non-evolutionary technique in an effort to improve the

search performance. The mechanism of generating gross initial diversity and
2Criticisms of Wright’s landscape metaphor were discussed in section 3.3
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necessitating its maintenance to ascend towards many peaks in a parallel adap-

tive search process [58] also falls into this category. Though it appears more

practical than attempting to move a population from a lower to a higher peak,

creating an initial population with gross diversity is clearly inconsistent with

Darwinism. In nature, individuals of a population are not so grossly diverse

and common descent tells us that life has diverged from a single species into

many, not converged from many species into one. Any attempt by the commu-

nity to theorise on mechanisms of evolution must be consistent with accepted

evolutionary theory if real progress is to be made.

Wright knew nothing of molecular genetics and worked without the benefit

of the contemporary theories that have followed. Some EC researchers have

taken heed of such theories and begun to consider alternative notions of evo-

lution. In particular, proponents of neutrality [59] argue a different notion of

evolutionary search. Proponents of neutrality suggest neutral networks alleviate

local optima and the loss of diversity is of lesser concern. For example, Ebner

et al. [36] find that redundant representations increase accessibility between

phenotypes through neutral walk. Harvey & Thompson [50] show that evolu-

tion can progress satisfactorily in a small, genetically converged population for

an evolutionary hardware task. Miller et al. [81, 82] investigates many popu-

lations sizes for CGP and finds that smaller populations can be most efficient.

Barnett [10] goes further still and argues that a non-population based approach

is optimal. Studies employing RNA models have been particularly influential

[53, 105, 52], the structure of RNA spaces apparently exhibiting the purported

properties more readily than artificial representations. The potential of neu-

trality has been further recognised in [116, 130, 120], though others voice more

sceptical or cautionary notes [97, 61, 110]. While it cannot be denied that it

has hitherto been poorly understood how neutrality contributes toward evolv-

ability, the neutralist depiction is consistent with contemporary evolutionary

science and cannot be dismissed.

So, what is the role of population diversity in a neutrality-induced local
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optima free search space? While the search space is proven to be free of local

optima for this investigation (theorem 1), it is clearly not uni-modal in the

intuitive sense of a hill with a single peak. The space is highly neutral and

perforated by massively connected neutral networks. Should a population-based

approach be considered beneficial in such a space, or should a hill-climbing

approach be preferred as it would be in the intuitive idea of a search space with

a single-peak? These are the questions addressed in this chapter.

The conclusions identify neutrality and population diversity working in con-

junction to facilitate the evolution of evolvability in a three step process:

1. Neutral mutation creates evolvability variation whilst conserving fitness.

2. Population size facilitates evolvability exploration, but also restrains drift

away from favourable evolvability characteristics.

3. Selection acts indirectly, through fitness, on evolvability, propagating the

more favourable evolvability characteristics.

This depiction promotes evolvability as the principal beneficiary of genotypic

variation and selection. Whilst selection acts directly on fitness, it is evolvabil-

ity that is the ultimate target. This is the kind of second-order selection for

evolvability discussed by Dawkins [25, 24]. Effectively, fitness becomes evolv-

ability’s selection surrogate, the expression of evolvability’s latent potential,

exposing to selection that which evolvability, by itself, cannot. In this, evolv-

ability can emerge, and the evolution of evolvability be witnessed. The role

of the population in this is as the vehicle for evolvability exploration, protect-

ing from drift evolvability traits that have previously proved their worth and

facilitating competition between those traits.

In contrast to the conclusions drawn in this chapter, Barnett [10] argued

that a variant of hill-climber was optimal, and that a larger population was

not beneficial; and Smith et al. [110] found that evolvability was not evolving

during neutral evolution. The reason for these contradictory conclusions is not
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examined here, but differences in the representations and operators are likely

to be primarily responsible.

Sections 9.3 & 9.4 examine the effects of losing diversity, concluding the

employment of greedy selection. Sections 9.5 & 9.6 investigate the potential of

diversity and neutrality on functions contrasting in their evolvability potential.

9.2 The test functions

The investigation presented in this chapter will exploit the contrasting properties

of two especially chosen target functions, the multiplexer and parity functions.

The relationship between evolvability and π was investigated in chapter 8 for

a number of functions. The effort required to solve a problem, in terms of the

Average number of Evaluations to a Solution (AES), grew super-linearly in the

implied solution complexity (ISC) of π for a fixed ordering. The multiplexer ex-

hibited this kind of behaviour. Furthermore, under dynamic variable reordering

using the N3 mutation, good π would emerge as a logical consequence of being

associated with better evolvability. However, the parity function exhibits ISC

linear in the number of variables and is ISC invariant under dynamic π, so will

always evolve to a solution rapidly without the need for good π to emerge. Thus,

evolvability is required to evolve in order to find a solution to the multiplexer

problem, but this is not so for the parity problem. The contrasting properties

of the parity and multiplexer functions in this respect will be exploited in the

experiments discussed in the following sections.

9.3 The effects of diversity loss

This section investigates the influence on performance of constraining diversity

to differing extents. Three experiments are conducted on both the 10 parity

and 11-bit multiplexer functions. A population of 30 random individuals is first

generated and written to disk. The results are plotted in figure 9.1.
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Figure 9.1: Comparison of performance with various restrictions on diversity
using box and whisker plots. diverse - initial population of individuals all of
which are genotypically unique; clones - initial population of genotypic clones;
converge - periodically remove diversity every 50 generations by breeding only
a single individual.
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For the first experiment, the population is read from disk and the number of

evaluations required to solve the problem plotted over 30 runs. For the second

experiment, the population is initialised to clones for each of the 30 runs, one run

for each of the individuals on disk. For the third and final experiment, the setup

is similar to that described for the second experiment but, additionally, diversity

is periodically removed every 50 generations by only breeding one parent for that

generation. A (15 + 30) ES is employed. The setup facilitates comparison of a

population that is not prevented from maintaining initial diversity, a population

that has no initial diversity, and a population that has diversity periodically

eliminated.

For both problems and all configurations a 100% success rate is maintained.

Furthermore, the effect on the number of evaluations required from the loss of

diversity is negligible; it is slightly accentuated for mux where the population

is initialised to be diverse, but this can be attributed to the higher probability

of having better evolvability (i.e. lower ISC values) present in at initialisation

rather than having to wait for it to emerge. These results suggests a certain uni-

formity in the search space and the search can be considered highly independent

of the starting configuration. Furthermore, the loss of diversity accompanying

a fitness improvement step can be considered benign.

9.4 Fitness conservation and generation lag

Given that temporary loss of diversity has negligible effect on performance (sec-

tion 9.3), maximising selection pressure can be considered. Altenberg [2] has

emphasised the importance of strong parent to offspring fitness correlation for

evolvability; achieving this through neutral mutation and selecting only the

fittest individuals to be parents has great appeal. This type of greedy selection

will be denoted (0, λ) or (0 + λ) in the style of ES for generational algorithms.

The µ = 0 indicates that the number of parents is not specified explicitly but

depends on the the number of individuals currently exhibiting the equal highest
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fitness, which may vary between 1 and λ.

Figure 9.2 examines how a (0, 30) ES compares against standard selection,

and the former is found to be favourable. Thus, the benefits of not breeding

suboptimal solutions outweighs any loss in genotypic diversity from fitness di-

versity, emphasising the potential of neutrality to decouple genotypic variation

from fitness variation, the significance of which is well-recognised [52, 105, 116].

The effects of generation lag must also be recognised when using AES as the

performance measure. Generation lag occurs at the fitness improvement step

during the generation of the child population. A fitness improvement early in

the production of the child population is not available for breeding until the

following generation, resulting in the breeding of inferior individuals until the

child population is fully populated. The cost increases with population size

and must be balanced against any beneficial effects of a larger population. In

the following experiments generation lag will be recognised as a consequence

of a generational algorithm, or eliminated with a steady-state variant where

indicated.

9.5 Evolvability diversity

This section investigates the effect of evolvability variation within the popula-

tion, and postulates the existence of an evolvability threshold. The objective is

to identify population diversity as the inducer of favourable evolvability char-

acteristics rather than maintaining gross genotypic diversity from initialisation.

Whilst the former can easily arise gradually from a population of clones through

only a minor mutation severity, the latter cannot.

Recall that low ISC indicates greater evolvability and the multiplexer func-

tion exhibits significant discrepancies in evolvability as a result of variation in π

(see figure 8.2(d)). The parity function, however, exhibits no such discrepancies

because it is a symmetric function, exhibiting invariant ISC for all π. Figure

9.3 examines the difference in performance characteristics that result from the
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presence of evolvability variation for different population sizes. From the figure,

it is clear that the parity function exhibits an increasing AES against population

size. The increase appears roughly linear and can be attributed to generation

lag. For mux, a performance gain is observed up until a population size of

around 5, at which point performance takes a downturn. Clearly, where there

is variation in evolvability to be exploited, a larger population appears to offer

some benefit, but the presence of generation lag taints the results. Thus, in the

following experiments, steady-state selection is employed. Greedy steady-state

selection chooses randomly a single parent from the set of all individuals in the

population that exhibit the highest level of fitness.

Figure 9.4 shows a trace averaged over 30 runs using greedy steady-state

selection. The figure shows that a larger population is better able to main-

tain evolvability (low ISC values), and this corresponds to more rapid fitness

improvement. The distribution of ISC for 11-mux is heavily skewed, with an

expectation of approximately 50, so the consequence on fitness of losing ISC

is not great (see figure 8.2(d)). A function having a differing ISC distribution,

however, would have adaptation much more grossly impaired.

Thus, an evolvability diversity threshold can be postulated. Huynen et al.

[53] discuss genotypic versus phenotypic error thresholds, stating that it is the

latter at which adaptation breaks down. However, the results of this section

suggest adaptation can also be stifled at the evolvability threshold even whilst

maintaining the phenotype. A population exhibiting a high percentage of neu-

tral offspring is less likely to lose phenotype to such errors, but those errors are

only fitness-neutral, not evolvability-neutral. Thus, evolvability properties may

be lost to drift, particulary where the population size is smaller, even thought

the phenotype is not lost. The diversity facilitated by a larger population es-

sentially acts as a buffer to the loss of evolvability to neutral drift.
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Figure 9.5: The effect on performance of population size for varying degrees
of neutrality. (a) Parity - increasing population size has negligible effect on
performance due to the absence of discrepancies in evolvability. More neutral-
ity improves performance; (b) Multiplexer - increasing population size has a
sometimes positive effect on performance, particularly where a higher degree of
neutrality is present. See text for a full discussion.
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9.6 Population size and neutrality

This section investigates the relationship between population diversity and neu-

trality. Figure 9.5 shows the effect of varying both population size and the

degree of neutrality for both the parity and mux functions. Again, a greedy

steady-state selection is employed. Results are averaged over 100 runs.

The degree of neutrality is influenced by the ratio of adaptive to neutral

mutations which, in turn, is controlled by introducing a mutation bias: a bias

of 2.0 means that it is twice as likely that the adaptive A1 mutation is chosen

for application than it would be otherwise; a bias of 0.5 means that A1 is half

as likely to be chosen. Thus, a lower bias means a lower ratio of adaptive to

neutral mutations and, therefore, more neutral offspring. In the figures, the size

of the bias is reflected by heavier lines, so lighter lines reflect the fact that com-

paratively more neutral drift is present. The population is initialised to clones

to eliminate any diversity oriented initialisation benefit for larger populations;

refer to figure 9.1 for a reminder of how this can affect performance.

For the parity function, figure 9.5(a), increasing population size has negli-

gible effect on performance and AES remains within a relatively small range.

This behaviour is expected given that there are known to be no variation in

evolvability resulting from exploration of π: one individual is just as evolvable

as another. However, an increase in neutral drift through a lower mutation

bias improves performance independently of population size. More neutral drift

means greater exploration generally and less effort re-sampling familiar areas of

the space.

In contrast, for the multiplexer function, figure 9.5(b), trends against popula-

tion size are discernable and the range of AES values is much greater. Increasing

population size results in a decrease in AES followed by an increase in AES in

most cases. Too large a population stifles neutral drift and, therefore, explo-

ration. At the smallest population size, more neutrality consistently results

in poorer performance, favourable π being more readily lost to neutral drift.
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At the largest population, however, the situation is completely reversed. The

population is able to tolerate greater neutrality-induced exploration while main-

taining evolvability, resulting in overall better performance where neutrality is

higher. This result suggests a synergy in increasing neutrality and population

size. While neutrality encourages exploration and increases mutational robust-

ness, greater diversity facilitates that exploration and makes the population

robust to evolvability damage from drift.

9.7 Discussion

The aim of this chapter was to determine if and how population diversity might

be beneficial in a neutrality-induced local-optima free search space. Barnett

[10] had previously argued that population diversity was not beneficial in such

spaces. The conclusion states that population diversity is beneficial because

it facilitates the evolution of evolvability. Without diversity, any favourable

evolvability traits would be lost to drift.

These results are particularly dependent on the AES performance measure

and EBDDIN’s capability for effortless neutral walk; the cost of evaluating neu-

tral offspring would have to be balanced against the benefits otherwise. This

advantage makes EBDDIN more akin to natural systems than less so. In na-

ture, the evaluation of a population’s fitness is highly parallel and a greater

propensity for neutral offspring can be reflected in an expanding and subdivid-

ing population. In contrast, evaluation of a population in artificial evolution

is typically done serially, as reflected by the AES performance measure, and

the population size and number is also typically fixed. Thus, there is a serial

evaluation deficiency associated with artificial evolution, and EBDDIN’s capa-

bility to circumvent the evaluation cost of many offspring alleviates much of

that deficiency.

The generality of these results may be questioned because they are con-

ducted in a local optima free search space. However, regardless of the nature
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of the search space, evolvability variation within a population is clearly signifi-

cant and a prerequisite for the evolution of evolvability, a property considered

fundamental in the evolution of complex systems. Indeed, who is to say that

for a lineage to progress satisfactorily towards ever-greater complexity, local op-

tima sparsity, neutrality-induced or otherwise, is not a prerequisite? Perhaps,

rather than hypothesising mechanisms to navigate the multi-modal spaces that

are Wright’s landscapes, the EC field might better focus on transforming the

search space of a problem with neutrality into one more susceptible to gradual

evolution? This research provides insights into the role of population diversity

in such spaces and will aid those researchers and practitioners adopting such an

approach.

9.8 Summary

This chapter investigated the role of population diversity in a search space that

is free of local optima by way of neutrality. Using EBDDIN and two contrast-

ing functions, one invariant in evolvability, and the other not, the dynamics of

how evolvability evolves under different population sizes was analysed. Where

evolvability is invariant, population diversity offers no benefit. However, where

evolvability is variable, population diversity encourages the evolution of evolv-

ability, facilitating neutral evolvability variation whilst restraining the loss of

favourable evolvability traits to drift. The difficulties of diversity maintenance

and sensitive to the starting configuration that are the legacy of Wright’s adap-

tive landscapes have been avoided. Thereby, it is argued that evolutionary

search in search spaces constructed so as to be free of local optima by way of

neutrality is a promising future direction for EC research.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion

This thesis has introduced a new approach to evolving BDDs which exploits the

neutrality inherent in the representation: Evolving Binary Decision Diagrams

using Inherent Neutrality (EBDDIN). The focus has been on using EBDDIN

as a computational model to develop an understanding of evolvability and its

evolution within that context. Significant insights have been gleaned into the

properties and mechanisms that can facilitate evolvability. These understand-

ings may lead to a deeper understanding of evolvability more generally.

10.1 Answers to the thesis questions

In the introductory chapter of this thesis, questions that the thesis addresses

were posed as an indication of what the thesis was about. Those questions are

now restated along with summarised answers .

Is there a better approach to exploiting the BDD data structure for artifi-

cial evolution? To address this question, chapter 5 introduced the EBDDIN

approach, which exploits the neutrality inherent in the BDD representation.

The EBDDIN approach was developed further throughout the rest of thesis,

and extended to facilitate dynamic variable reordering in chapter 8. Many of

the practical issues regarding EC are addressed by EBDDIN. The number of
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fitness evaluations are reduced by exploiting explicitly neutral mutations. The

cost of each fitness evaluation for Boolean fitness functions is dramatically re-

duced by the method of difference evaluation. Redundancy is easily removed

by exploiting the ability to reduce BDDs to their canonical form. In compar-

isons of performance against other approaches to evolving BDDs, the EBDDIN

approach proved superior against all of the tested benchmarks.

How might evolvability be represented within the genotype and what properties

make one genotype more evolvable than another? Chapter 6 addressed this

question. It was shown that pleiotropic patterns can emerge in which genotypic

features (i.e. edges) represent a biased fraction of adapted and maladapted

traits (i.e. fitness cases). That is, the genotypic representation of adapted

and maladapted traits begins to separate under normal evolutionary forces.

Modularity was shown to be important and reasoned to ensure that the number

of edges influencing the set of adapted traits does not have to be proportional

to the number of adapted traits. Mutation is then able to focus, perturbing

maladapted traits while leaving relatively unperturbed the adapted traits even

when fitness is high and the proportion of adapted traits approaches saturation.

What are the properties and mechanisms that facilitate the emergence and

evolution of evolvability? Answers to this question were produced throughout

the thesis. Chapter 6 highlighted that it was the massive redundancy of the

OBDD representation that permitted pleiotropic patterns to exist that favour

evolvability. Chapter 5 argued that it was the massively connected neutral net-

works that permit such pleiotropic patterns to be discovered through neutral

evolution. Chapter 7 showed the benefits of maximising exploitation through

minimal mutation, leaving exploration to be achieved through neutrality. Chap-

ter 8 demonstrated that the genotype can configure itself at a secondary level

to facilitate the pleiotropic pattern witnessed in chapter 6. Configurations (i.e.

variable orderings) that better facilitate favourable pleiotropic patterns emerge

as a logical consequence of being associated with better evolvability. Chapter 9

examined the role of the population in search space that is free of local optima
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by way of neutrality. It was shown that the population diversity facilitated the

evolution of evolvability.

What is the role of neutrality in evolutionary search? Neutrality has been

emphasised throughout the thesis, and the type of neutrality investigated ex-

ploited functional redundancy exclusively. It was shown to facilitate exploration

without loss of fitness, not only in terms of higher fitness regions, but also in

terms of pleiotropic patterns and higher-level configurations (i.e. variable or-

derings) that are important for achieve the variation component of evolvability.

Neutral networks are so pervasive so as to completely alleviate local optima

for the class of Boolean fitness functions (chapter 5). Chapter 6 showed that

pleiotropic patterns could evolve through neutral mutation. Chapter 7 showed

that neutrality was a better source of exploration than increased mutation rate,

also implying a positive correlation between evolvability and mutational robust-

ness. Finally, chapter 9 showed that neutral evolvability variation within a pop-

ulation permits the evolvability traits of such individuals to compete through

their offspring, ultimately facilitating the evolution of evolvability.

10.2 Contributions

The contributions of the thesis are now listed. Clarifying comments are also

given, along with pointers to the most relevant chapters where appropriate.

1. A new and improved approach to evolving BDDs that also fa-

cilitates dynamic variable reordering.

Previous approaches to synthesising functions in the BDD representation

using EC have not proved particularly successful. The EBDDIN approach

proves superior in the number of fitness evaluations required on a number

of benchmark functions against the compared approaches [128, 103, 118].

EBDDIN also facilitates dynamic variable reordering.

2. A new EA to be exploited by the EC community. The field of EC
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is broad, exploiting many representations and approaches, some of which

have become common place or standardised, but each of which comes with

its own limitations and range of applicability. In EBDDIN, EC researchers

and practitioners have another EA to draw upon.

3. An investigation into how evolvability is represented within the

genotype.

Chapter 6 investigates this within the context of EBDDIN and charac-

terises evolvability as being represented by pleiotropic patterns which con-

strain the phenotypic effects of random genotypic mutation. Mutation is

then able to perturb maladapted traits while leaving adapted traits rel-

atively unperturbed. Modularity plays an important role by facilitating

control of the relative exposure of adapted traits to variation.

4. A computational model demonstrating the evolution of evolv-

ability within the context of a static environment. Chapters 8

& 9 demonstrate that structural configurations (i.e. OBDD variable or-

derings) emerge as a logical consequence of better facilitating evolvability.

This supports Dawkins [24] claim that evolvability is a selectable trait and

is selected for in evolution indirectly. The impact on an evolutionary run is

shown to be dramatic, sometimes achieving a linear rate of fitness increase

with a static fitness function for almost the duration of the run. Reisinger

et al. [94] and Turney [117] have previously argued that a dynamic fitness

function was necessary for the evolution of evolvability.

5. An investigation into the role of neutrality in evolutionary search.

Neutrality is shown to be a crucial, and the most important, source of

exploration within the context of EBDDIN and the problem domain em-

ployed. Neutrality is shown to completely alleviate local optima for the

class of Boolean fitness functions (chapter 5). Chapter 7 shows that neu-

trality is a better source of exploration than increased mutation rate, and

is cost-free under EBDDIN, allowing the trade-off between exploration
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and exploitation to be circumvented. Chapters 5, 6 & 9 also shows that

neutral variation in evolvability traits is important for the evolution of

evolvability.

6. An investigation into the role of population diversity in a search

space that is free of local optima by way of neutrality, which

shows diversity to facilitate the evolution of evolvability.

Chapter 9 shows that although the search performance is tolerant of the

absence of initial diversity, the diversity that results from gradual mutation

is important and facilitates the evolution of evolvability by permitting the

evolvability traits of individuals to compete via their offspring. Selection is

thus seen as acting indirectly on evolvability traits, and by this, favourable

evolvability traits are propagated. Barnett [10] had previously argued

that population diversity was not beneficial in such a space, and that a

minimally-sized population was optimal.

7. An investigation into the the role of mutation rate in a search

space that is free of local optima by way of neutrality.

Chapter 7 investigates this with EBDDIN, and the notion of search space

adequacy is introduced. Gradual genotypic mutation is shown to provide

the best performance over completely adequate search spaces for the prob-

lems investigate. It is further argued that the balance typically assumed

necessary between exploration and exploitation can be avoided by utilising

cost-free exploration from explicitly neutral mutations. The most gradual

mutation maximises heredity not only of fitness, but also of favourable

evolvability traits.

8. Gradual evolution in a search space that is free of local optima

by way of neutrality present as a viable and more plausible al-

ternative to problematic evolution on multi-modal landscapes.

This is demonstrated on Boolean functions within the context

of EBDDIN.
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The thesis adds to a growing body of evidence that a desirable pace and

extent of evolution may require a search space structured differently to

that envisaged by Wright [127]. The problems of evolution on Wright’s

landscapes have been well-studied, and no general evolutionary mechanism

for successfully navigating them has been discovered. This thesis shows

that gradual evolution in a search space that is free of local optima by

way of neutrality can exhibit characteristics with a greater consistency

with biological evolution.

No claim is made that it is always possible to formulate a given problem

to be free of local optima by way of neutrality to permit effective gradual

evolution. The claim is only that it may be possible with the right choice

of representation and operators and other components, and should be

given serious consideration as an alternative to problematic evolution on

multi-modal landscapes.

10.3 Implications

The aim of this thesis has not been to argue that gradual, neutrality-induced

local-optima-free search is always possible, or always fruitful. Indeed, it has

been shown in the thesis that even in such a search space, evolvability is poor

where the target function does not have a compact ROBDD representation.

This thesis has demonstrated that this kind of evolutionary search is possible

given the right set of circumstances, and that it can avoid the problems inherent

with evolution on multi-modal landscapes.

The insights into the mechanisms and properties of EBDDIN that facilitate

evolvability were elucidating. The role of neutrality in facilitating exploration

while conserving fitness was shown to be crucial to the search process. Pop-

ulation diversity was shown to facilitate the evolution of evolvability in con-

junction with neutrality. Gradualism and modularity were also shown to play

crucial roles. Moreover, the relationships and interdependencies between these
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concepts in facilitating evolvability provides even greater insight. The deep un-

derstanding provided within the limited context of EBDDIN will yield a more

general understanding of evolvability, and aid in the design of EAs attempting

to facilitate evolvability and the evolution of evolvability.

The search characteristics demonstrated within this thesis have a clear poten-

tial for facilitating open-ended evolution. Hitherto attempts at demonstrating

open-ended artificial evolution eventually grind to a halt [114], and this may well

be because of properties of the search space and fundamental flaws in the way it

is depicted. Any model of evolution that exhibits properties and characteristics

closer to that of natural systems offers great potential for advancement. Robust,

scalable search that is insensitive to the starting configuration and accepting of

absence of initial diversity, and the periodic loss of diversity, is precisely what

open-ended evolution would appear to demand. That neutrality and minimal

mutation severity are important components of the model adds to its credibility.

That the neutral networks have similar properties to RNA spaces gives further

testimony to the credibility of the model, as does the ability of the model to

demonstrate directed phenotypic variation from random mutation in a manner

not inconsistent with the theory facilitated variation. A successful demonstra-

tion of open-ended artificial evolution may well come from a model with similar

properties and characteristics.

10.4 Evaluation

The success of this thesis is best evaluated by the insights provided into the

properties and mechanisms that can facilitate evolvability and its emergence.

Hitherto, evolvability and the mechanisms that facilitate its emergence have

been poorly understood by the EC community. This thesis has made a small

step in redressing that lack of understanding. The philosophical test of this

thesis will be whether the reader will be encouraged to accept the concept of

gradual evolution in a neutrality-induced local-optima-free space as a viable
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alternative approach to evolution on multi-modal landscapes. The practical

test of this thesis will be whether the understanding of the concepts, properties

and mechanisms that have been shown to facilitate evolvability within EBDDIN

will be employed for practical applications and designed into other systems of

artificial evolution.

10.5 Future directions

Extensions and enhancements

The problem domain considered in this thesis has been significant, but limited.

It would be useful to examine how the EBDDIN approach performs on other

types of fitness function. BDDs are sometimes used in AI for planning problems

[55], such as robot control.

In addition, EBDDIN, as developed in this thesis, is based on the most basic

form of BDD and multi-rooted BDD. There are many BDD variants for repre-

senting different types of function, and having different properties. A promising

future direction, to extend the problem domain of the approach, investigate

other BDD variants on a range of problems.

Given the apparent scalability of the approach on parity problems (see sec-

tion 5.7), a mathematical characterisation of the properties of the representation

(i.e. neutrality, redundancy, etc.) that facilitate evolvability would provide a

more formal understanding. This may then be used to generalise the properties,

and apply that knowledge in the wider field. This is no trivial matter, however.

The mathematical analysis of EAs is recognised as extremely difficult, and the

OBDD representation is extremely complex. Furthermore, it is not only the dy-

namics of fitness that needs to be considered, but the dynamics of evolvability,

which complicates the matter further. However, the difficulties should be seen

as a worthy challenge.
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Developmental EBDDIN

A promising future direction for EC generally is developmental EAs [11, 67].

This involves complex processes which grow the phenotype from the genotype

with a view to creating greater complexity of the phenotype, and is how nature

is able to generate the great complexity of the human mind and body from

just a few thousand genes. It will be interesting to investigate if the evolvabil-

ity principles revealed in this thesis could be transferred into a developmental

version of EBDDIN for growing complex phenotypes.

Application ot classification

A classifier learns to classify data by observing already classified data, i.e. train-

ing data. The objective is to capture features of the training data that determine

how unseen cases should be classified. Examples of approaches to classification

are: decision trees, neural networks, GA, support vector machines, Bayesian

methods, k-nearest neighbor algorithms, and many others. Some key issues for

classifiers are:

1. Avoiding over-fitting of the training data. Algorithms are prone to accu-

rately learning to classify the training data, but fail to generalise to unseen

cases.

2. Avoiding local optima. Most real-world problems exhibit multi-modal

landscapes under most approaches, making greedy approaches particularly

subject to the trapping in local optima.

3. Which data features are important for classification?

These problems are prevalent in current approaches to classification. An ap-

proach derived from EBDDIN will address these issues:

1. EBDDIN provides freedom from local optima for these types of fitness

functions.
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2. By the principle of Occam’s razor, the simplest BDD can be considered

to be the best generalising. This point was recognised by Droste [34] in

his approach to evolving BDDs.

3. Data features that are not important may not appear in the graph, or can

be pruned.

Application to the Verifying Evolutionary Algorithm

The Verifying Evolutionary Algorithm (VEA) is a concept that seeks to bring

together EC and methods of automated formal verification (e.g. probabilis-

tic model-checking [102]). EC is recognised for producing novel solutions to

problems where manual design methods fail, but criticised because those solu-

tions are poorly understood so cannot be trusted for safety critical applications,

for example. On the other hand, automated formal verification techniques are

recognised for their power to prove the correctness of systems that are difficult

to design manually, such as concurrent systems. A successful coupling of these

technologies will facilitate the automated generation of verifiably correct and

novel solutions to difficult problems that are trusted for any application.

The first application of model-checking in EC appears to be that of Green-

wood & Song [47]. A proof of concept for the VEA [31] has been developed

by the author of this thesis using probabilistic model-checking [102] and a ma-

trix genotypic representation. Later work by Johnson [56] also recognised the

potential of the concept using standard model-checking. The type of problems

tackled in both cases were simple, and scaling to more difficult problems ap-

peared the most pressing challenge. Model-checking algorithms often make use

of BDDs to represent state-spaces, so they are a natural representation for the

VEA. Coupled with this, the EBDDIN approach may prove beneficial in scaling

to more challenging problems.
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Evolvable Hardware

As highlighted by Sakanashi et al. [103], BDDs are a useful representation for

evolvable hardware systems. The verification of such systems is dependent on the

representation used (i.e. truth table, finite-state machine, BDDs, etc). Because

BDDs can represent functions efficiently, and be verified efficiently in comparison

to other representations, they are a natural choice. Hitherto, methods to evolve

BDDs have had limited success, succumbing to the problems of scalability and

sensitivity to the starting conditions, which are evident in much of EC. With the

EBDDIN approach, however, these obstacles may be overcome to some extent.
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Chapter 11

Glossary

BDD See Binary Decision Diagram.

Binary Decision Diagram (BDD A Boolean function representation orig-
inally introduced by Lee [70] and further by Akers [1]. A BDD is a rooted,
directed, acyclic graph. Contemporary usage usually refers to the variant Or-
dered Binary Decision Diagrams.

Box and whisker plot A diagrammatic depiction of the the spread of a
data set. The first quartile (Q1), second quartile or median (Q2), and third
quartile (Q3) are represented by the box ends and a central line for Q2. The
whiskers indicate the end points of the data set, though data elements that are
a distance greater than 1.5 × Q3 − Q1 of the box ends are considered outliers
and are indicated by a cross. See figure 9.1 for an example.

Character complex A group of phenotypic traits, or characters, which have
become integrated through the genotype-phenotype mapping process to serve
some primary function.

Constructional fitness A term defined by Altenberg [2] to refer to blocks of
code in GP which proliferate based on their probability of increasing fitness of
the genotypes they reside in.

EBDDIN Is the the acronym for Evolving Binary Decision Diagrams using
Inherent Neutrality. EBDDIN is an evolutionary algorithm characterised by
explicitly neutral mutations on a BDD genotypic representation which, when
applied on their own, are capable of exploring many (or all) redundant variants
of a given function through neutral walk, and this will be true for all functions.
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EC See evolutionary computation.

Evolutionary Computation (EC) The branch of computer science that
seeks to mimic and exploit concepts from natural evolution for artificial evolu-
tion.

Evolvability Broadly, the capacity to evolve: it includes both a variational
component and a selection component [60]. The variational component is the
property of the genotype that determines how it responds to random mutation
in terms of generating phenotypic variation: it is a selectable trait [24]. The
selectional component relates to how parents are selected to breed.

Exploitation versus exploration Is the concept that search algorithms need
to both explore new areas of the search space and exploit solutions that have
already been discovered. In the context of evolutionary algorithms, exploitation
is usually achieved by a minimal rate of mutation and selecting only the fittest
individuals in a population to breed; exploration is usually achieved by an in-
creased mutation rate and less discerning selection of parents. Thus, increasing
exploitation and exploration simultaneously is usually seen as antagonistic, and
a balance, or trade-off, between the two is usually considered necessary [79,
p.45].1

Facilitated variation A theory that claims to fill a gap in Darwinian theory,
by explaining how constrained phenotypic variation is generated by random
genotypic variation [60].

Neutral theory A theory pertaining to molecular evolution which claims that
most genotypic change is selectively neutral [59].

OBDD See Ordered Binary Decision Diagram.

Ordered Binary Decision Diagram (OBDD) A Boolean function repre-
sentation developed by Bryant [16]. It is distinguished from the more general
BDDs developed by Lee [70] and Akers [1] by imposing an ordering restriction
of the appearance of Boolean variables along all paths through the graph.

Phenotypically isolated A genotype that can not be mutated with a single
application of a variation operator to exhibit a different phenoype.

1One of the contributions of this thesis is to show that a trade-off is not always necessary
where cost-free neutrality can be exploited for exploration.
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Pleiotropic utility The fraction of pleiotropy for a given edge or vertex that
is correct with respect to the fitness function.

Pleiotropy In biology, when a single gene influences multiple phenotypic
traits. In the context of this thesis, pleiotropy where an edge or vertex of
an OBDD genotype is responsible for processing multiple fitness cases. It is
quantified by the number of fitness cases processed by a given edge or vertex.

Robustness More precisely, mutational robustness to perturbation. The de-
gree to which a genotype can tolerate mutational perturbation and still produce
a phenotype having high fitness.

Second-order selection A type of selection postulated by Dawkins [24] for
determining how evolvability traits are selected for. This type of selection acts
not on the traits that determine the fitness of the individual, but on the traits
that determine the fitness of the descendants of the individual. If individuals
A and B have the same fitness but A has better evolvability traits, then A’s
offspring will typically be fitter and its evolvability traits will be propagated
more readily.

Utility See pleiotropic utility.

Variable ordering problem Is the problem of determining a variable order-
ing to minimise the size of an ROBDD. This problem is very hard (NP-complete)
in both optimal and approximate solutions [14, 107].
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